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ABSTRACT
In response to the energy crisis resulting from submergence stress and
hypoxia, the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana limits non-essential mRNA
translation, and accumulates cytosolic stress granules. Stress granules are
phase-separated mRNA-protein particles that partition transcripts for various
fates: storage, degradation, or return to translation after stress alleviation.
Another response by the plant cell to low oxygen stress is the induction of the
turnover pathway autophagy. Stress granule regulation by autophagy occurs by a
‘granulophagy’ pathway in yeast and mammalian systems through which parts or
whole stress granules are degraded. Whether this occurs in plants has not been
investigated.
A connection between hypoxia-induced stress granules and autophagy
comes from the A. thaliana hypoxia-induced calcium-sensor protein
CALMODULIN LIKE 38 (CML38), which localizes to stress granules. The CML38
homolog in tobacco, Regulator of gene silencing calmodulin, interacts with the
cytoplasmic granule protein SUPPRESSOR OF GENE SILENCING 3 (SGS3)
and targets it for degradation via autophagy. Based on this, an investigation into
hypoxia-induced stress granule regulation by CML38 was performed.
The data presented here show that stress granules are dynamically
regulated during hypoxia stress and aerobic recovery via two phases of
autophagy that require CML38 and the AAA+ ATPase CELL DIVISION CYCLE
48 (CDC48). CML38 is essential for selective autophagy of stress granules
v

during sustained hypoxia, and cml38 mutants show disorganized stress granule
morphology during extended hypoxia, suggesting a role in stress granule
maintenance and autophagy. Upon the return of aerobic conditions, intracellular
calcium and CML38 are necessary for stress granule disassembly and turnover,
and for the aerobic burst of autophagy. cml38 mutants lose these responses and
have sustained autophagosome accumulation during reoxygenation recovery.
Further, it is shown here that SGS3 is a CML38-binding protein, and that
SGS3 and CML38 co-localize within hypoxia-induced stress granule-like
structures. Hypoxia-induced SGS3 granules are degraded by autophagy, which
requires both CML38 and CDC48A. CML38 was also shown to interact with
CDC48A, and CML38 recruits CDC48A to CML38 granules in planta. Together,
this work demonstrates SGS3 and stress granules are subject to degradation
during hypoxia by CML38 through a CDC48-dependent granulophagy
mechanism.
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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
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As obligate aerobes, land plants require a continuous supply of oxygen to
sustain aerobic respiration. Due to the poor diffusion of oxygen in water, partial or
complete submergence of plants leads to a low oxygen (hypoxic) or no oxygen
(anoxic) environment that in turn leads to a metabolic energy crisis (BaileySerres and Voesenek, 2008; Voesenek and Bailey-Serres, 2015). In addition to
challenges imposed on the plants metabolism by low oxygen (Drew, 1997;
Bailey-Serres and Voesenek, 2008; Bailey-Serres et al., 2012a), recovery from
low oxygen stress brings its own set of challenges due to the stress associated
with the establishment of the aerobic state (Yeung et al., 2019). Together, stress
from hypoxia and reoxygenation recovery associated with flooding events
represent a severe challenge to modern agriculture (Bailey-Serres et al., 2012a;
Fourth National Climate Assessment, 2018).
Changes in intensity and frequency of precipitation from climate change,
and from rising sea levels, are placing more land at risk of flooding (Fourth
National Climate Assessment, 2018). In 2019, the second wettest year on record
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 2020), close to 20 million
acres of farmland in the United States were flooded (11% of arable US farmland)
(Center for Disaster Philanthropy, 2019). Flooding in 2019 alone resulted in
billions of dollars in crop losses (Center for Disaster Philanthropy, 2019; Eller,
2019). Most crops are flooding intolerant, and as a result losses from excessive
rainfall have as negative an affect on crop yield as drought (Li et al., 2019). In
order to mitigate crop yield losses in a changing climate and the associated
2

flooding events, we will need to acquire a better understanding of traits that can
be used to improve crop plant adaption and enhance survival to low oxygen
stress. Below, I summarize the state of our understanding regarding plant
adaptation to low oxygen stress at the molecular level.

1.1. Overview of plant adaptation to flooding and reoxygenation recovery.
Upon low oxygen stress, a dramatic decrease in respiratory metabolism
and adenylate energy charge results in the induction of plant wide adaptation
responses. In the hypoxia-induced energy crisis, plants orchestrate a variety of
adaptative measures, including calcium (Ca2+) signaling (Subbaiah et al., 1994;
Sedbrook et al., 1996; Fukao and Bailey-Serres, 2004), phytohormone signaling
(Yang, 2014; Sasidharan and Voesenek, 2015; Voesenek and Bailey-Serres,
2015; Khan et al., 2020), changes in metabolism and metabolic pathway
regulation (Drew, 1997; Fukao and Bailey-Serres, 2004; Branco-Price et al.,
2008; Bailey-Serres et al., 2012a; Cho et al., 2021), altered regulation of gene
transcription and mRNA translation (Branco-Price et al., 2005; Branco-Price et
al., 2008; Bailey-Serres et al., 2012a; Lee and Bailey-Serres, 2019), changes in
protein degradation and autophagy (Graciet and Wellmer, 2010; Sasidharan and
Mustroph, 2011; Bailey-Serres et al., 2012a; Chen et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2019;
Doorly and Graciet, 2021), and changes in plant tissue development and
morphology (Bailey-Serres et al., 2012a; Sasidharan and Voesenek, 2015). The
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various adaptive mechanisms employed in plants are summarized in Fig. 1.1.
As shown in Fig. 1.1B, the response to low oxygen stress can be divided
into two phases: 1. Early hypoxia and the induction of the Pasteur effect to
increase fermentation to sustain energy production; and 2. Late hypoxia when
carbohydrate reserves are depleted and carbohydrate metabolism is suppressed
(Cho et al., 2021). As noted in subsequent sections, these two phases have
distinct response programs due to different cellular needs at each. Early hypoxia
induces a rapid upregulation of genes encoding core hypoxia response proteins,
while late hypoxia has reduced expression of these gene products (Cho et al.,
2021). Additionally, changes in energy sensing by the Sucrose Non-Fermenting 1
(SNF1) related protein kinase 1 (SnRK1) between early and late hypoxia result in
changes to translation and cellular metabolism (Cho et al., 2021), which will be
further discussed below.
In addition to flooding, the subsequent reintroduction of oxygen to plant
cells after prolonged low oxygen stress brings its own set of challenges. The
recovery process after flooding requires the plant to re-program metabolically to
aerobic conditions, and includes adapting to increased reactive oxygen species
(ROS), photoinhibition, osmotic and desiccation stress, increased attacks by
pathogens, and senescence (Yeung et al., 2019). Within minutes of
reoxygenation recovery, Ca2+ spikes increase in Arabidopsis thaliana roots
(Sedbrook et al., 1996). Within an hour of reoxygenation recovery, there is a
rapid upregulation of protein synthesis (Branco-Price et al., 2008), and
4

Plant Response

A

Tissue/Developmental Level
Shoot and leaf elongation
Aerenchyma formation
Root lignification
Growth Quiescence

Stress
Flooding

Cellular/Metabolic Level
Metabolic adjustments
(fermentation)
Protein degradation
Transcription and translation

(partial or full
submergence)

Low oxygen
(anoxia/hypoxia)

Recovery

RNA regulation, ribostasis
Autophagy

(reoxygenation)

Signaling Level
Calcium (Ca2+)
Reactive Oxygen Species
(OH-, H2O2, O-)
Phytohormones
(ethylene, jasmonic acid)

B
Normoxia
High ATP/AMP
Starch
synthesis
ERF-VII
degradation
Aerobic
metabolism

Hypoxia
Onset

Reoxygenation

Late Hypoxia

Early Hypoxia

ATP/AMP
High AMP/ATP
Starch
Carbon
Consumption (>12 hr) starvation
ERF-VII
ERF-VII activity
accumulation
repressed
Hypoxia gene
Reduced
upregulation
carbohydrate
Glycolysis/
metabolism
fermentation

ATP/AMP

O2

ROS and
Ca2+ signaling
Aerobic
metabolism
Stresses: ROS,
biotic/pathogen,
photoinhibition,
scenescence

Figure 1.1. Summary of plant responses to low oxygen and flooding induced
stress. (A) Left, stresses associated with flooding. Right, plant responses to flooding,
low oxygen stress, or recovery at the tissue, cellular, and signaling levels. (B) Changes
in energy and Ethylene Response Factor VII (ERF-VII) accumulation in the plant cell
between normoxia, early hypoxia, late hypoxia, and return of oxygen recovery.
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phytohormone signaling (Yeung et al., 2019), and cellular energy (ATP/AMP)
increase to near normoxic levels (Branco-Price et al., 2008). Plant hormones
such as ethylene, jasmonic acid, and abscisic acid help to coordinate plant wide
recovery responses, including upregulation of genes essential for the recovery
process, stomatal closure, and regulation of ROS scavenging enzymes (Fukao
and Bailey-Serres, 2004; Yeung et al., 2018; Yeung et al., 2019). Together, these
adaptation processes help the plant cell to adapt to low oxygen stress and the
subsequent recovery process. In the following sections I review some of the
myriad of strategies used by plants to avoid the damaging effects of anaerobic
stress and subsequent recovery.

1.2. Tissue and developmental adaptations
Two common strategies for plant wide adaptation to flooding survival and
low oxygen stress are 1) to rapidly upregulate plant growth to reach atmospheric
oxygen and/or to modify the morphology of critical tissue to increase oxygen
permeability, and 2) inhibit growth (quiescence) to avoid wasteful energy
consumption (Bailey-Serres et al., 2012b; Voesenek and Bailey-Serres, 2015).
Further insight into crop adaptation to flooding, and how plant wide responses
are coordinated at the cell level comes from research on deepwater rice.
Deepwater rice is common to east India and Bangladesh, and is able to survive
up to a week of submergence (Fukao et al., 2006). Deepwater rice survives
flooding through regulation of SNORKEL (SK)(Hattori et al., 2009). SK helps rice
6

to avoid submergence by promoting elongation of tissue underwater through the
submersion avoidance response (Bailey-Serres et al., 2012a). The submersion
avoidance strategy is prevalent among plants that have adapted to wetland
conditions, and enhances prolonged submergence tolerance. In this case,
increased growth helps the plant to avoid complete submergence (Colmer and
Voesenek, 2009; Bailey-Serres et al., 2012a; Voesenek and Bailey-Serres,
2015).
An example of morphological changes found in some flood tolerant plant
species is the development of aerenchyma in response to prolonged
submergence (Drew, 1997; Colmer and Voesenek, 2009; Voesenek and BaileySerres, 2015). Aerenchyma is a spongey gas permeable tissue that forms in
stems and roots by a programmed cell death response (Colmer and Voesenek,
2009; Voesenek and Bailey-Serres, 2015). The morphology of aerenchyma
allows for gas diffusion through tissue during prolonged hypoxia (Drew, 1997;
Bailey-Serres et al., 2012a; Sasidharan and Voesenek, 2015). Conversely, other
plant species restrict oxygen loss from tissues by reducing the gas permeability
of critical tissues (Colmer and Voesenek, 2009). For example, during
submersion-induced hypoxia stress, oxygen can be lost from submerged roots
through diffusion to the rhizosphere, particularly in anaerobic soil due to
moderate flooding (Drew, 1997; Colmer and Voesenek, 2009). Some plants, like
wetland rice, restrict oxygen loss by inducing lignification and suberization of root
cell secondary walls that helps to increase oxygen diffusion from the shoot to the
7

root meristem and lowers loss from the surface of the root to the external
medium (Clark and Harris, 1981; Drew, 1997; Colmer and Voesenek, 2009).
In contrast to deepwater rice, lowland rice is not as resistant to prolonged
submergence and low oxygen stress, and exhibits the second survival strategy,
quiescence (Fukao et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2006; Colmer and Voesenek, 2009).
The quiescence response is characterized by the plant cell altering cellular
processes to conserve cellular energy (Colmer and Voesenek, 2009). In lowland
rice, the quiescence response is mediated by the ethylene response factor (ERF)
SUBMERGENCE 1A (SUB1A) (Xu et al., 2006). The quiescence response is
characterized by the downregulation of non-essential pathways to halt wasteful
energy expenditures, along with an upregulation of enzymes essential for
fermentation to generate ATP, and induction of pathways that prevent harm
associated with flooding stress (Colmer and Voesenek, 2009). The quiescence
strategy is effective for short duration flooding and does not require
morphological changes, and the energy conserved by this strategy can then be
used for readaptation to aerobic conditions after flooding (Colmer and Voesenek,
2009).
The quiescence strategy is better understood by comparing it with the
submergence avoidance response. An excellent example of the two different
survival strategies that plants use to adapting to flooding is from the Rumex
genus; Rumex acetosa and Rumex palustris. Rumex acetosa grows in areas not
prone to flooding, while Rumex palustris grows in areas prone to shallow flooding
8

(Voesenek et al., 2004; van Veen et al., 2013). Rumex palustris, upon sensing
submergence through ethylene signaling, will upregulate hypoxia response
factors and initiate growth by a submersion avoidance response (van Veen et al.,
2013). This enhanced growth in Rumex palustris results in a rapid energy
depletion, but helps the plant avoid complete submersion during shallow flooding,
and plants have an increases cellular energy charge for prolonged flooding (van
Veen et al., 2013).
In contrast, Rumex acetosa does not have the submergence avoidance
response and instead undergoes a quiescence response to restrict non-essential
processes to conserve energy (van Veen et al., 2013). The quiescent response
in Rumex acetosa induces catabolic enzymes for fermentation as well as
breakdown of starch and amino acids. This response results in an increased
cellular energy charge during early hypoxia, but will dramatically decrease during
prolonged hypoxia when carbohydrate reserves are exhausted (Fig. 1.1B)(van
Veen et al., 2013).
Research into rice and Rumex provides an excellent understanding of the
two plant flooding survival strategies. While the submergence avoidance
responses associated with flood tolerant species increase survival during
flooding, most crop plants lack this survival mechanism and are considered
flooding sensitive (Bailey-Serres et al., 2012a). Our ability to improve crops
requires an understanding of what happens in plants not well adapted to survive
low oxygen stress and to identify strategies for conferring flood tolerance.
9

1.3. Cellular Metabolic Adaptation.
Unlike the flood tolerant species described above, flood-sensitive species
such as Arabidopsis thaliana, undergo the quiescent survival strategy by
restricting how energy is used within the cell (Bailey-Serres et al., 2012b; BaileySerres et al., 2012a; Voesenek and Bailey-Serres, 2015; Cho et al., 2021). A.
thaliana submergence and subsequent lack of oxygen prevents oxidative
phosphorylation and ATP levels drop to 60% of normoxic levels after 2 hours of
hypoxia, while ADP levels rise to 1.7X of the normoxic level (Branco-Price et al.,
2008). These changes in energy charge within the cell continue during long term
hypoxia where ATP is ½ of its normoxic level by 9 hours hypoxia (Branco-Price
et al., 2008).
In response to the decrease in aerobic respiration, the plant cell maintains
the cellular energy charge by producing ATP through glycolysis, and recycling
NADH to NAD+ by inducing fermentation pathways to sustain glycolytic flux
(Greenway and Gibbs, 2003; Banti et al., 2013). Unlike their animal and microbial
counterparts, plants utilize both ethanolic and lactic acid fermentation pathways
under conditions of low oxygen stress (Greenway and Gibbs, 2003). This
response by the plant cell to adapt to low oxygen stress is illustrated by the fact
that fermentation enzymes encoded by genes such as A. thaliana ALCOHOL
DEHYDROGENASE 1 (ADH1), LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE (LDH),
PYRUVATE DECARBOXYLASE (PDC), and ALANINE AMINOTRANSFERASE
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(AlaAT) are among the highly induced hypoxia response proteins in A. thaliana
(Johnson et al., 1994; Mustroph and Albrecht, 2003; Branco-Price et al., 2005;
Mustroph et al., 2009b; Banti et al., 2013; Mustroph et al., 2014). LDH is
essential for lactic acid fermentation, and catalyzes the conversion of pyruvate to
lactate (Banti et al., 2013). Most plant species utilize lactic acid fermentation and
significantly accumulate lactic acid during early hypoxia (Roberts et al., 1984;
Banti et al., 2013; Mustroph et al., 2014). According to the pH-stat model, early
increases in lactic acid results in a drop of cytosolic pH, which in turn enhances
ethanolic fermentation, which becomes the predominant fermentation pathway as
hypoxia continues (Davies et al., 1974; Roberts et al., 1984; Banti et al., 2013).
The ethanolic fermentation enzymes PCD and ADH catalyze the conversion of
pyruvate to ethanol and CO2, which is the favored pathway during extended
hypoxia (Greenway and Gibbs, 2003). A. thaliana knockout mutations in ADH1 or
PCD have reduced survival to low oxygen stress (Johnson et al., 1994; Ismond
et al., 2003; Kürsteiner et al., 2003), indicating these fermentation pathways are
essential for plant adaptation to low oxygen stress. In addition to the fermentation
enzymes discussed above, AlaAT is implicated in hypoxia survival by catalyzing
conversion of pyruvate to alanine, generating 2-oxoglutarate, which is used for
the TCA cycle, and is suggested to assist in storing nitrogen (Ricoult et al.,
2005).
Upregulation of glycolysis results in changes to starch and sugar reserves
in the plant cell over the duration of the low oxygen stress (Cho et al., 2021).
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Initially, upon low oxygen stress the plant cell has adequate sucrose and starch
reserves, allowing the cell to upregulate starch and sucrose catabolism and
fermentation to sustain energy production in the absence of aerobic respiration
(Cho et al., 2021). However, as hypoxia proceeds (e.g. 12 hr of extended
hypoxia), the plant cell has depleted these carbon energy reserves, and enters a
severe energy crisis and adopts an altered survival strategy (Cho et al., 2021).
Coinciding with this severe energy crisis is arrest of hypoxia-induced gene
expression of fermentation enzymes and other hypoxia response proteins, and
the cell enters a severe quiescent state (Cho et al., 2021). These changes in
cellular metabolism require a coordinated network of signals to both sense the
oxygen level, as well as gauge the cellular energy charge. In the next section,
some of the signaling strategies employed during low oxygen stress are
summarized.

1.4. Oxygen sensing and signaling associated with hypoxia response.
Plant hormones. Plant hormones have also been implicated in
coordinating the hypoxia response within, and between, cells. Ethylene, a small
diffusible gas hormone, is constitutively produced by plant cells and diffuses
away from plants in air. Upon submergence, ethylene accumulates within cells of
the plant due to poor diffusion of ethylene in water, which in turn leads to
activation of ethylene signaling (Fukao et al., 2006; Hattori et al., 2009; BaileySerres et al., 2012b; Sasidharan and Voesenek, 2015; Khan et al., 2020).
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Ethylene accumulation upregulates ethylene receptors in rice and A. thaliana,
and is responsible for the rapid elongation response in rice, including the
upregulation of SK1 and SUB1 (Bailey-Serres and Voesenek, 2008).
Other plant hormones are partially regulated by ethylene during low
oxygen stress as well: increased concentrations of ethylene downregulate
abscisic acid (ABA), which then stimulates activation of the phytohormone
gibberellin (Bailey-Serres and Voesenek, 2008). Gibberellin then activates
downstream genes involved in shoot elongation and starch breakdown (BaileySerres and Voesenek, 2008).
Oxygen sensing and protein degradation: the ERF-VII transcription factor.
Protein degradation is another mechanism to perceive and adapt to hypoxia
stress. One example of hypoxia induced changes in protein regulation is through
protein turnover by the N-end rule pathway (Graciet and Wellmer, 2010; Licausi
et al., 2011; Varshavsky, 2011; Bailey-Serres et al., 2012b; Doorly and Graciet,
2021).
Group VII ethylene response factors (ERF-VII) are a group of transcription
factors essential for induction and expression of hypoxia response genes during
low oxygen stress (Graciet and Wellmer, 2010; Bailey-Serres et al., 2012b;
Doorly and Graciet, 2021). ERF transcription factors are transcriptionally
upregulated by ethylene signaling (Sasidharan and Voesenek, 2015; Khan et al.,
2020). ERF-VII is constantly expressed at the transcription and translational level
under normal aerobic conditions (normoxia), and are regulated at the protein
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level by constitutive degradation (Graciet and Wellmer, 2010). ERF-VII’s contain
a cysteine at the N-terminus (the initial methionine is removed by METHIONINE
AMINO PEPTIDASE) (Tasaki et al., 2012). Arginine as the N-terminal amino acid
correlated with a protein short half-life, while proteins with cysteine at the Nterminus have a longer half-life (Tasaki et al., 2012). Under normoxic conditions,
the N-terminal cysteine is oxidized by PLANT CYSTEINE OXIDASES (PCO),
resulting in the conversion of the N-terminal cysteine side chain to cysteinesulphinic acid (CSA) (Weits et al., 2014). CSA is a substrate for ARGINYLTRANSFER RNA TRANSFERASES (ATE), which catalyzes the addition of
arginine to the N-terminus (Graciet and Wellmer, 2010; Varshavsky, 2011).
Arginylated ERF-VII is recognized by specific E3 ubiquitin ligases, resulting in the
polyubiquitinylation of ERF-VII, and subsequent degradation by the ubiquitin
proteasome (Varshavsky, 2011; Weits et al., 2014).
While ERF-VII is degraded under aerobic conditions, under oxygen
limiting conditions the N-terminal cysteine is unable to be oxidized due to
decreased dioxygenase activity of PCOs because of the hypoxic conditions
(Graciet and Wellmer, 2010; White et al., 2018). ERF-VII with N-terminal cysteine
is not ubiquitinylated or degraded, resulting in the enhanced accumulation of
ERF-VII (Graciet and Wellmer, 2010). Once ERF-VII accumulates in the nucleus,
its role as a transcription factor induces low oxygen response genes, as part of
the hypoxia adaptation response (Bailey-Serres et al., 2012b; Doorly and
Graciet, 2021).
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An additional mechanism provides a rapid on/off switch for members of
the ERF-VII family to respond to changing oxygen conditions. The ERF-VII
proteins RELATED TO APETALA 2 (RAP2.12) is tethered to the plasma
membrane by binding ACYL-COENZYME A BINDING PROTEIN 1 AND 2
(ACBP1/2) (Dongen and Licausi, 2015; Kosmacz et al., 2015). Upon low oxygen
stress the pool of tethered RAP2.12 proteins are released (by an unknown
mechanism) (Dongen and Licausi, 2015). This tethering of RAP2.12 assists in
sequestering the protein outside of the nucleus, which can then be released to
activate the hypoxia response upon a decrease in oxygen level (Dongen and
Licausi, 2015). The N-end rule, and ERF-VII regulation, is a powerful example of
low oxygen perception, and is illustrative of how changes in a protein, and the
subsequent regulation pathways, help the plant cell to adapt and respond to low
oxygen stress.
Calcium. Ca2+ signaling is a common mechanism plants use to coordinate
a response to abiotic and biotic stress (Choi et al., 2014; Choi et al., 2016; Gilroy
et al., 2016; Wilkins et al., 2016), including hypoxia (Sedbrook et al., 1996;
Subbaiah and Sachs, 2003; Fukao and Bailey-Serres, 2004). Within the cytosol,
Ca2+ concentrations are maintained at a low concentration, ranging from 100-200
nM in plant cells at rest (Reddy, 2001; Gilroy et al., 2016). The concentration in
the cytosol can change in response to environmental conditions, which can
increase up to a range of 1-5 μM when stimulated (Davies et al., 1974; Stael et
al., 2012; Gilroy et al., 2016). Ca2+ can be used as a signaling molecule by
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release of Ca2+ from subcellular compartments into the cytosol (Dodd et al.,
2010; Stael et al., 2012; Choi et al., 2016; Gilroy et al., 2016). These Ca2+ signals
in plants activate or repress downstream responses to abiotic stress (Wilkins et
al., 2016), with stress- specific information encoded by the frequency and
magnitude of the Ca2+ increase (Dodd et al., 2010; Choi et al., 2014; Choi et al.,
2016). Calcium spikes can be interpreted into downstream cellular responses by
calcium binding proteins (Reddy et al., 2011a), and are further discussed later in
this chapter.
Several studies have implicated Ca2+ signaling as a necessary component
to the response to low oxygen stress (Subbaiah et al., 1994; Sedbrook et al.,
1996; Subbaiah and Sachs, 2003). Sedbrook et al (1996) used transgenic A.
thaliana plants expressing the luminescent calcium-reporter protein AEQUORIN
to investigate cellular calcium signals during hypoxia and recovery. Upon hypoxia
there is a Ca2+ spike, followed by a gradual increase in the basal cellular level of
Ca2+ (Sedbrook et al., 1996). Upon return of oxygen there was another Ca2+
spike, implicating calcium as a signal upon reoxygenation recovery (Sedbrook et
al., 1996).
Ca2+ signaling during low oxygen stress has also been implicated as being
essential for the hypoxia response in maize (Subbaiah et al., 1994). Maize
seedlings incubated with Ruthenium Red, which inhibits cellular calcium flux,
prevents the upregulation of ADH1 and sucrose synthase mRNA in response to
low oxygen stress (Subbaiah et al., 1994). Further, Ruthenium Red treated maize
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seedlings did not survive short durations of flooding, but this decrease was
rescued through addition of exogenous calcium (Subbaiah et al., 1994), further
implicating an essential role for calcium signaling during flooding survival. The
specific targets and mechanism of calcium signaling during hypoxia stress
responses remain poorly understood.
Reactive Oxygen Species. ROS can be used by plants as a systemic
signal, though ROS can also be detrimental to the cell. The ROS signal is
triggered by abiotic stress, including the low oxygen stress response and
subsequent reoxygenation recovery (Pucciariello et al., 2012; Yeung et al.,
2019). ROS signals rapidly cross between cells, acting as a systemic signal
(Miller et al., 2009; Choi et al., 2016; Gilroy et al., 2016). In A. thaliana, the ROS
signal is propagated between cells through the activity of RESPIRATORY
BURST OXIDASE HOMOLOG D (RBOHD), and results in a rapid upregulation of
ROS-responsive transcripts (Miller et al., 2009; Choi et al., 2016). Despite the
low oxygen concentration associated with flooding, the plant cell generates ROS
and uses ROS for signaling, though it can also be damaging to the cell at high
concentrations (Pucciariello et al., 2012; Pucciariello and Perata, 2021). ROS is
also rapidly increased within minutes of reoxygenation recovery (Drew, 1997;
Fukao and Bailey-Serres, 2004; Yeung et al., 2019). Interestingly, part of the
increased flooding tolerance associated with SUB1 might come from the increase
upregulation of antioxidant enzymes during flooding by helping to prevent ROS
induced damage during reoxygenation (Bailey-Serres et al., 2012a).
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SnRK1 and TOR. The cellular energy charge can be ‘sensed’ by the
Sucrose Non-Fermenting 1 (SNF1) related protein kinase 1 (SnRK1) and helps
to regulate protein translation during hypoxia (Polge and Thomas, 2007). SnRK1
represses Target of Rapamycin (TOR), which has kinase activity required for
translation initiation under normal conditions within the cell, and is discussed
further below (Rodriguez et al., 2019). TOR is active under non-stress conditions
due to SnRK1 repression by trehalose-6 phosphate, which is abundant during
non-stress conditions (Zhang et al., 2009a; Cho et al., 2021). SnRK1 kinase
activity is active under hypoxic conditions due to a decrease in trehalose 6phosphate, resulting in repression of TOR kinase activity (Zhang et al., 2009a;
Cho et al., 2016). SnRK1 is essential for regulating RNA metabolism during
hypoxia by repressing TOR, which prevents phosphorylation of eukaryotic
Initiation factor isoform 4E (eIF4E) binding protein (4E-BP), repressing capmediated translation (Cho et al., 2021). While most transcripts are unable to be
translated during hypoxia, translation of core hypoxia transcripts still occurs due
to SnRK1 phosphorylation of eukaryotic Initiation factor isoform 4G (eIFiso4G),
which is similar to eIF4G but contain two domains that allow it to bind to eIF4E
(Cho et al., 2021). eIFiso4G binding to eIF4E results in translation of the core
hypoxia response proteins, including fermentation and sucrose degradation
enzymes (Cho et al., 2019; Cho et al., 2021). In addition to translation, SnRK1
and TOR both regulated other downstream pathways, including autophagy
(Rodriguez et al., 2019), which is discussed later in this chapter.
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Together, these changes in signaling, cellular/metabolic regulation, and
plant development/morphology coordinate to help the plant survive low oxygen
stress. Further insight into low oxygen stress induced RNA regulation and protein
turnover are further discussed below.

1.5. RNA Regulation and ribostasis during hypoxia stress.
Among the responses to low oxygen stress in the model plant A. thaliana
are a coordinated change in gene expression and mRNA translation (an
inherently energy expensive process) to prioritize the expression of “hypoxia
response proteins” (Branco-Price et al., 2005; Branco-Price et al., 2008; BaileySerres et al., 2012b). This enhanced expression of hypoxia response proteins is
regulated at multiple levels, including altered transcription (Lee and BaileySerres, 2021), epigenetic methylation modifications to DNA (Lee and BaileySerres, 2019), altered RNA processing and splicing (Juntawong et al., 2014; Lee
and Bailey-Serres, 2019), and translational control (Branco-Price et al., 2008;
Mustroph et al., 2009b; Cho et al., 2019). Cytosolic translational control is an
essential aspect of RNA regulation, and includes changes in active translation,
RNA storage, and RNA degradation (Anderson and Kedersha, 2008; BaileySerres et al., 2009).
A general model for cytoplasmic mRNA regulation during low oxygen
stress is shown in Fig. 1.2. Under normoxia conditions, actively translated
mRNAs are assembled into polysomes (Branco-Price et al., 2008), which are
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sites of translation (Chantarachot and Bailey-Serres, 2018). However, upon
hypoxia polysome loading declines for the majority (~90%) of mRNAs (BrancoPrice et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2005; Branco‐Price et al., 2008). At the same time,
these mRNAs are trafficked to two classes of mRNP particles in the cytosol: (1)
stress granules (sites of mRNA storage), or (2) to processing bodies (sites of
mRNA degradation) (Anderson and Kedersha, 2008; Bailey-Serres et al., 2009;
Sorenson and Bailey-Serres, 2014; Chantarachot and Bailey-Serres, 2018) (Fig.
1.2).
Stress granules and processing bodies are non-membrane bound
organelles formed by liquid phase separation that are composed of nontranslating mRNA and proteins (Buchan and Parker, 2009; Protter and Parker,
2016; Wheeler et al., 2016; Chantarachot and Bailey-Serres, 2018). The
accumulation of stress granules and processing bodies are suggested to be
cellular mechanisms for either mRNA storage or degradation (Anderson and
Kedersha, 2008). In the case of stress granules, their formation conserves
energy by limiting protein translation and storing mRNA in an arrested state until
recovery (Bailey-Serres et al., 2009; Sorenson and Bailey-Serres, 2014;
Chantarachot and Bailey-Serres, 2018). Processing bodies on the other hand
destabilize and degrade mRNA, helping to conserve energy by preventing
translation of non-essential transcripts and serve as part of the gene expression
response (Bailey-Serres et al., 2009; Chantarachot and Bailey-Serres, 2018). In
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Translation initiation factors
Translation elongation factors
Large and small Ribosome subunits
Poly(A) binding proteins

Decapping Complex
(DCP1, DCP2,
Varicose)
Exoribonuclease
Deadenylase
RNA binding proteins
(RBP47b, UBP1, G3BP)
Tudor-SN
Small ribosome subunit
Heat Shock proteins
Poly(A) binding proteins

ATG8
ATG9
ATG1
ATG5
ATG2
ATG7

Figure 1.2. The cytosolic mRNA cycle. The cytosolic mRNA cycle. mRNA moves
between different membraneless ribonucleoprotein (RNP) organelles within the
cytoplasm (solid arrows), including sites of RNA storage (stress granules), and sites of
degradation (processing bodies). Under extreme conditions, degradation of whole
granules occurs through autophagy, during which granules are engulfed in an
autophagosome, and trafficked to the vacuole and degraded (dotted arrows). Listed in
boxes are common proteins associated with each location of the mRNA cycle, though
some proteins and protein-complexes (e.g. small ribosomal subunit) will localize to
multiple locations.
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contrast to most cellular mRNAs that are incorporated into stress granule or
processing bodies, the core hypoxia mRNAs (e.g. fermentation enzyme mRNAs
such as ADH1) are selectively associated with polysomes and are actively
translated under hypoxia (Branco-Price et al., 2005; Branco‐Price et al., 2008;
Mustroph et al., 2014). Upon reoxygenation recovery the transcription and
translation of these core hypoxia transcripts is suppressed and the arrested
mRNA associated with stress granules are released back to translation (Branco‐
Price et al., 2008). Together, these separate physical locations of cytosolic
mRNA translation, storage, and degradation, help cells regulate the mRNA level
and control protein synthesis during stress (Anderson and Kedersha, 2008;
Chantarachot and Bailey-Serres, 2018). In the next section, the characteristics of
stress granules and processing bodies are explored further.

1.6. Properties of non-translating cytoplasmic RNA granules.
Processing Bodies. Processing bodies contain the machinery for mRNA
destabilization and degradation (Kedersha et al., 2005; Maldonado-Bonilla, 2014;
Chantarachot and Bailey-Serres, 2018). Processing bodies are present under
non-stress conditions, suggesting a constitutive role in mRNA processing,
destabilization, and turnover as part of normal cellular RNA homeostasis,
however, they also increase in number during stress responses. (Kedersha et al.,
2005; Anderson and Kedersha, 2008; Maldonado-Bonilla, 2014; Chantarachot
and Bailey-Serres, 2018). Modifications to mRNA help to prevent degradation
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and increase mRNA stability and translation, include the addition of a 5’ cap
(m7G) and a polyadenylated 3’ tract to the mRNA (Jiao et al., 2008; Drechsel et
al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2013; Ramanathan et al., 2016). Upon trafficking of mRNA
to processing bodies, these modifications are removed by protein complexes
specific to these RNA granules (Maldonado-Bonilla, 2014; Ramanathan et al.,
2016). For example, A. thaliana processing bodies contain a decapping
enzymatic complex consisting of DECAPPING PROTEIN 1 and 2 (DCP1, DCP2)
and VARICOSE (VCS) (Xu and Chua, 2012; Maldonado-Bonilla, 2014). This
complex removes the 5’ cap and enhance the susceptibility of mRNA
degradation by 5’exoribonucleases (e.g. XRN4) (Xu and Chua, 2012;
Maldonado-Bonilla, 2014). A. thaliana dcp1, dcp2, and varicose mutants have
abnormally elevated levels of mRNA due to the retention of the 5’ cap on mRNA
that prevents degradation (Xu and Chua, 2012). Knockout mutations in the
processing body A. thaliana exoribonuclease xrn4 result in increased levels of
mRNA that is uncapped (Maldonado-Bonilla, 2014). While processing bodies
represent sites of mRNA turnover, they can exchange RNA and proteins with
stress granules for RNA storage as part of the dynamic RNA cycle (Fig. 1.2)
(Anderson and Kedersha, 2008; Chantarachot and Bailey-Serres, 2018).
Stress granules. Stress granules form under stress conditions that trigger
the accumulation of translationally arrested mRNA complexes and subsequent
binding by RNA Recognition Motif proteins, resulting in a phase separation from
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the rest of the cytosol (Buchan and Parker, 2009; Kedersha and Anderson, 2009;
Panas et al., 2016; Protter and Parker, 2016).

1.7. Stress granule assembly and disassembly.
Stress granule assembly. Upon stress, global translation is arrested by
inhibiting translational initiation. During non-stress conditions, mRNA is translated
in polysomes, which are circularized mRNA bound at the 3’ poly (A) tail by poly-A
binding proteins, and at the 5’ m7G cap by the 43s preinitiation complex
(Kedersha et al., 2002). The 43s preinitiation complex is composed of the small
ribosome, and translation initiation factors like eIF2α (Kedersha et al., 2002).
eIF2α assists in translation initiation by binding tRNAimet in a GTP dependent
manner, bringing the first tRNA to the 40s ribosome (Krishnamoorthy et al., 2001;
Kedersha et al., 2002). Upon stress, eIF2 is phosphorylated by members of the
eIF2 protein kinases (Clemens, 2001). Phosphorylated eIF2α blocks exchange of
GDP for GTP, resulting in stalled translation initiation (Krishnamoorthy et al.,
2001; Kedersha et al., 2002). Ribosomes that are already bound and are actively
translating the mRNA continue translation until they disengage, resulting in
ribosomes running off the polysome (Kedersha et al., 2002; Anderson and
Kedersha, 2008).
After ribosome runoff, the naked (i.e. unbound) polysome mRNA,
composed of the circularized mRNA, which still has the preinitiation machinery
bound (43s preinitiation complex), is spontaneously bound by stress granule
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RNA Recognition Motif (RRM) nucleating proteins, and undergo a phase
separation, resulting in stress granule formation (Gilks et al., 2004; Kedersha and
Anderson, 2009; Wheeler et al., 2016). Stress granule RRM proteins commonly
containing three RNA binding motifs that are each 80 to 90 amino acids long
(Lunde et al., 2007). Multiple RRMs domains within an RRM protein allow
multivalent interactions with multiple RNAs, leading to RNA-protein-RNA
crosslinking and phase separation. In addition to the RRM, prion-like domains
are common to granule proteins, and are low complexity, intrinsically disordered
regions enriched in glutamine and asparagine residues (Couthouis et al., 2011;
Halfmann et al., 2011). Prion-like domains lead to self-assembly aggregation,
further assisting in the phase separation of stress granules (Zbinden et al., 2020).
An example of an RRM protein from animals is the T-CELL
INTRACELLULAR ANTIGEN 1 (TIA1). Under non-stress conditions, TIA is an
mRNA splicing factor that localizes to the nucleus and assists in alternative
splicing of exons (Le Guiner et al., 2001; Gesnel et al., 2007). TIA1 has three
RRMs, RRM1 and RRM2 assist in the protein-protein interaction of TIA1 with the
U1 splicing factor in the nucleus (Gesnel et al., 2007). Upon stress, TIA1
relocalizes to the cytosol to form stress granules. The TIA1 RRM2 and RRM3
domains bind uridine- and cytosine-rich mRNAs (Cruz-Gallardo et al., 2014),
within mRNAs that are translationally repressed during stress (Hamilton et al.,
2006). Additionally, TIA1 has a prion-like domain, and undergoes a prion-like
aggregation to nucleate stress granules (Beck et al., 1996; Gilks et al., 2004;
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Bauer et al., 2012; Rayman and Kandel, 2017). Truncating the prion-like domain
of TIA1 prevents localization to stress granules (Gilks et al., 2004). Higher plants
possess four gene families of RRM proteins related to TIA1: the PolyA Binding
Proteins (PABP), RNA Binding Proteins (RBP45/47), and Oligouridylate Binding
Protein (UBP1) (Sorenson and Bailey-Serres, 2014). The TIA1 plant relatives
RBP47B and UBP1 (Lambermon et al., 2000; Lorković et al., 2000) localize to
stress granules under stress conditions (Weber et al., 2008; Sorenson and
Bailey-Serres, 2014).
One major player in stress granule formation in human and yeast systems
is another RRM protein, the Ras GTPase-activating protein-binding protein
(G3BP). G3BP is a cytoplasmic RNA binding protein essential for forming and
regulating stress granules (Tourrière et al., 2003; Matsuki et al., 2013; Panas et
al., 2016). G3BP interacting proteins are important for helping to modulate stress
granule formation. For example, CELL CYCLE ASSOCIATED PROTEIN 1
(CAPRIN1) binds G3BP and induces a phase transition to be more insoluble,
while UBIQUITIN CARBOXYL-TERMINAL HYDROLASE 10 (USP10) binding to
G3BP results in an increased solubility of the protein complex (Kedersha et al.,
2016). These G3BP interacting proteins regulate G3BP-mediated stress granule
formation, and assist in the shuttling of G3BP bound mRNAs and mRNPs in and
out of the stress granule (Kedersha et al., 2016). The G3BP-CAPRIN1 and
G3BP-USP10 interactions are essential in stress granule formation and
disassembly in yeast and humans by modulating the phase transition of the less
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solid shell to the solid core of the stress granule (Kedersha et al., 2016; GuillénBoixet et al., 2020) (Fig. 1.3).
Stress granule maturation. As their maturation proceeds, stress granules
form a substructure that consists of a stable and solid mRNA-protein core, and a
less stable shell (Panas et al., 2016; Protter and Parker, 2016; Wheeler et al.,
2016; Cirillo et al., 2020; Hofmann et al., 2021). Stress granules are composed of
mRNA, the 48s pre-initiation complex, as well as RNA helicases, kinases, and
other RNA binding proteins (Kedersha et al., 2002; Buchan and Parker, 2009).
The core is enriched in heat shock proteins, DNA/RNA helicases proteins, DEAD
box proteins, and the chaperone family Chaperone Containing T-complex
polypeptide (CCT) (Jain et al., 2016). RNA helicases assist in the unwinding of
RNA, helping remodel RNA duplexes as well as RNA-protein complexes
(Bourgeois et al., 2016). The largest family of RNA helicases in humans is the
DEAD box RNA helicases, and includes the initiation factor eIF4A (Linder and
Jankowsky, 2011; Bourgeois et al., 2016). DEAD box RNA helicases bind RNA
and unwind the RNA in an ATP dependent manner, and require ATP hydrolysis
to release the RNA, which is used to remodel RNA-protein complexes (Linder
and Jankowsky, 2011).
In contrast to the core, the shell is highly dynamic. Shell-associated
proteins are able to freely diffuse between the shell and the cytosol, which
prevents the identification of shell-specific localizing proteins (Jain et al., 2016;
Niewidok et al., 2018; Hofmann et al., 2021).
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Figure 1.3. Stress granule structure, proteins, and turnover. Stress granules are
composed of an insoluble and stable core, and a diffuse outer shell, which is phase
separated from the rest of the cytoplasm. In human cells, an essential stress granule
protein is G3BP is needed for stress granule formation, and also shuttles proteins in and
out of the core/shell, like CARPIN1 or USP10, which help to regulate stress granule
formation and dissolution. Proteins essential for remodeling/disassembly, and targeting
stress granule for the proteasome or autophagy include HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 104,
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 70, ZINC FINGER –AN PROTEIN 1, CELL DEPENDENT
CYLCE 48, p62, and C9ORF72 (Alberti et al, 2017; Hofmann et al, 2021).
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Stress granule disassembly. When cellular stress is alleviated, a separate
set of processes result in stress granule disassembly and release of client mRNA
(Anderson and Kedersha, 2008; Panas et al., 2016; Marmor-Kollet et al., 2020;
Hofmann et al., 2021). Stress granule disassembly is important for the release of
mRNA and mRNPs after stress, allowing translational repression to be lifted
(Chantarachot and Bailey-Serres, 2018), and also for exchange of mRNA and
mRNPs between polysomes for translation, or P-bodies for mRNA degradation
(Anderson and Kedersha, 2008). For example, heat stress in yeast cells results
in ‘solid like’ stress granules that, upon return to non-stress temperatures, require
HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 104 (HSP104) for chaperone-assisted disassembly
(Kroschwald et al., 2018). In contrast, stress induced by acidification of the yeast
media resulted in ‘gel like’ stress granules that could be disassembled by
reversing the pH change (Kroschwald et al., 2018). Additionally, other chaperone
factors like HSP70 proteins are critical for remodeling stress granules (Walters et
al., 2015). In HeLa cell systems without HSP70, cells cannot clear stress
granules, and the stress granules were resistant to RNAse degradation (Ganassi
et al., 2016), suggesting an essential role in remodeling and disassembly of
stress granules for mRNA release. RNA helicases are also required for stress
granules disassembly, including the DEAD-box helicase family (Panas et al.,
2016; Hofmann et al., 2021). Another essential protein for stress granule turnover
and ribostasis is CELL DIVISION CYCLE 48 (CDC48; VALOSIN CONTAINING
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PROTEIN, VCP or p97 in humans; (Buchan et al., 2013; Ye et al., 2017)), and is
discussed further in section 1.7.

1.8. Selective autophagy as an RNA-Protein degradation pathway
An additional pathway that needs to be considered in the process of stress
granule disassembly is autophagy. Autophagy is a conserved mechanism for
degrading cellular material, and is commonly induced as part of the cellular
response to stress (Lv et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017; Dikic and Elazar, 2018;
Signorelli et al., 2019). Pertinent to this discussion of plant adaptation to flooding,
flooding upregulates autophagy and induces autophagy protein expression, while
mutants in essential autophagy genes have a significant decrease in survival
when challenged with submersion stress (Chen et al., 2015).
Autophagy can be categorized into three pathways: microautophagy,
macroautophagy, and mega-autophagy. Mega-autophagy occurs when the
vacuole ruptures and releases hydrolases into the cell, resulting in the
degradation of the material in the cytoplasm as part of programmed cell death
(Marshall and Vierstra, 2018). Microautophagy involves the direct uptake of
cytoplasmic cargo by the vacuole followed by degradation (Marshall and Vierstra,
2018). Macroautophagic is the turnover pathway that this study is focused on,
and its properties and regulation are described below. Macroautophagy, referred
to as autophagy from here on, requires the assembly of a specialized double lipid
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bilayer membrane around cytoplasmic cargo, followed by transport to the vacuole
for turnover (Dikic and Elazar, 2018; Marshall and Vierstra, 2018).
Autophagy machinery. Factors for autophagy initiation and assembly are
termed Autophagy (ATG) proteins. Core autophagy factors include the
ATG1/ATG13 complex which is essential for autophagy induction, and is
described further below. ATG8, a ubiquitin-like protein that localizes to the lipid
membrane, and is discussed in more detail in the next paragraph. ATG7, an
ATPase that activates ATG8 by linking the ATG8 carboxyl-terminus with the E3
ligase complex ATG5/ATG12/ATG16 (Marshall and Vierstra, 2018). Additionally,
ATG9 is required for delivery of lipids to the expanding lipid bilayer membrane
and critical for engulfment of autophagic cargo (Liu and Bassham, 2012; Marshall
and Vierstra, 2018).
ATG8 is a common core autophagy protein which interacts with diverse
adaptor proteins to provide selectivity in cargo turnover (Marshall and Vierstra,
2018; Marshall et al., 2019; Johansen and Lamark, 2020). ATG8e is a ubiquitinlike protein that is lipidated through conjugated with phosphatidylinositol
ethanolamine on the carboxyl-terminus by the ATG5/ATG12/ATG16 E3 ligase
complex prior to incorporation into the phagophore (Liu and Bassham, 2012;
Marshall and Vierstra, 2018; Su et al., 2020). Autophagy adaptor proteins, which
allow for degradation of specific cargo, bind ATG8 directly through their ATG8e
Interaction Motif (AIM) (Noda et al., 2010; Liu and Bassham, 2012). AIM is an
aromatic-Xaa-Xaa-aliphatic motif in cargo adaptor proteins, that is
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complementary to two hydrophobic pockets within the ATG8e structure. The
aromatic AIM amino acid bind to the W site, while the AIM aliphatic residue binds
the L site (Johansen and Lamark, 2020). One well characterized example of the
ATG8e- AIM interaction in A. thaliana is the NEIGHBOR OF BRCA 1 (NBR1)
protein (Zhou et al., 2013). NBR1 directly interacts with ATG8e to mediate
degradation of NBR1 localized ubiquitinylated protein aggregates in the
cytoplasm, an essential process for plant heat stress survival (Svenning et al.,
2011; Zhou et al., 2013). The AIM allows specific proteins and cargo to be
targeted for autophagy under diverse conditions, while using the core/conserved
autophagy machinery
Autophagy Regulation. Autophagy is regulated by stress through the
interplay of the TARGET OF RAPAMYCIN (TOR) kinase and SnRK1 pathways.
During non-stress conditions, the TOR kinase hyperphosphorylates ATG13,
resulting in a disassembly of the ATG1/ATG13 kinase complex, preventing the
induction of autophagy (Marshall and Vierstra, 2018; Rodriguez et al., 2019).
During stress, TOR kinase is inhibited, resulting in hypophosphorylation of
ATG13, and increasing stability of the ATG1/ATG13 kinase complex, which will
interact with ATG10/ATG11 to help promote downstream autophagy induction by
phosphorylation of other autophagy machinery. Downstream activation by the
ATG1/ATG13 kinase includes: delivery of lipids to the phagophore assembly site
by phosphorylating ATG9, vesicle nucleation, and phagophore expansion and
closure (Marshall and Vierstra, 2018).
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An additional layer of autophagy regulation occurs by SnRK1, which down
regulates TOR activity, resulting in upregulation of autophagy (Yang and
Bassham, 2015; Soto-Burgos and Bassham, 2017). The SnRK1 signaling
pathway is important for global autophagy regulation during stress, and is critical
for adapting and adjusting autophagy to specific stress conditions (Soto-Burgos
and Bassham, 2017; Cho et al., 2021). In plants, mutants in KIN10, the catalytic
subunit of SnRK1, lose the ability to regulate autophagy in response to stress
(Soto-Burgos and Bassham, 2017).
Autophagy can be a selective or a non-selective turned-over pathway (Liu
and Bassham, 2012; Dikic and Elazar, 2018; Marshall and Vierstra, 2018). In
plants, selective autophagy includes turnover of chloroplasts by chlorophagy,
ribosomes by ribophagy, mitochondria by mitophagy, protein aggregates by
aggrephagy, though there are many other examples (Marshall and Vierstra,
2018). Mechanistically, selective autophagy requires several factors for initiation
of the phagophore assembly site with the cargo, and for the recruitment of the
lipid double membrane used to engulf cargo. The general process of selective
autophagy can be broken into 5 steps: (1) nucleation of the lipid bilayer
membrane at or around cargo, (2) expansion of the membrane around the cargo,
(3) closure of the membrane and movement of the autophagosome to the
vacuole, (4) fusion with the vacuole in plants, and finally (5) recycling of the cargo
(Wang et al., 2017) (Fig. 1.3). Once in the vacuole, the autophagic body is
broken down by lipases and the cargo is degraded by RNAses, proteases, and
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Figure 1.4. Diagram of autophagy formation and degradation. (1) Autophagosome
vesicles form around a specified cargo in the cytosol, and (2) begin to assemble a
phagophore assembly site. (3) Once the cargo is completely engulfed by the phagophore, the
(4) autophagosome is transported to the vacuole. At the vacuole, the outer membrane merges
with the vacuolar membrane, and releases the inner single membrane into the vacuole. This
(5) autophagic body is then degraded in the vacuole. An additional process can occur in
Animals where lysosomes fuse with autophagosome, resulting in a lytic autolysosome where
contents are degraded before fusion with the vacuole.
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hydrolases, and the resulting ‘free’ metabolites are recycled by the cell (Stefaniak
et al., 2020).
Granulophagy. Autophagy also regulates ribostasis and intersects with
mRNA regulation during cellular stress through degradation of mRNA, mRNPs,
whole mRNP-granules, and ribosomes (Fig. 1.1) (Alberti et al., 2017; Bassham
and MacIntosh, 2017; Frankel et al., 2017; Marshall and Vierstra, 2018; Yoon
and Chung, 2019). Granulophagy is the degradation of whole granules (stress
granules, processing bodies, etc.) through selective autophagy (Zhang et al.,
2009b; Buchan et al., 2013). Granulophagy helps to clear stress granules and
processing bodies after severe cell stress (Protter and Parker, 2016). Two
proteins, p62 and C9ORF72, have been identified as being critical for stress
granule autophagy, and were identified by investigations into common
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) associated genetic mutations that cause
pathogenic stress granules in human cells (Alberti et al., 2017; Chitiprolu et al.,
2018). p62 is a cargo adaptor that binds to the human homolog of ATG8e, LC3
(Minoia et al., 2014; Chitiprolu et al., 2018). The second, C9ORF72 binds p62
and the stress granule localized SURVIVAL MOTOR NEURON (SMN) protein,
resulting in the recruitment of autophagic machinery to the stress granule
(Chitiprolu et al., 2018).
Another essential protein for stress granule turnover and ribostasis is
CELL DIVISION CYCLE 48 (CDC48; VALOSIN CONTAINING PROTEIN, VCP
or p97 in humans; (Buchan et al., 2013; Ye et al., 2017)). CDC48 is an ATPase
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Associated with diverse cellular Activities (AAA+ ATPase) that has two ATPase
domains (D1 and D2), and amino- and carboxyl- terminal domains used for
adaptor protein binding. CDC48 forms a ring-shaped homohexamer and requires
the D1 ATPase domain for assembly (Baek et al., 2013; Ye et al., 2017). ATP
binding and hydrolysis by the D2 ATPase domain causing a conformational shift
in the protein structure resulting in a ‘pulling’ force used to segregate and remove
proteins from a protein complex (Ye et al., 2017). CDC48 ATPase activity is
commonly used to remodel polyubiquitinylated proteins, pulling ubiquitinated
proteins out of complexes or from protein aggregates (Ye et al., 2017). CDC48 is
essential for a variety of pathways in the cell, with specific functions determined
by interactions with adaptor and co-factor regulatory proteins that interact with
the amino- and carboxyl-terminal domains (Dargemont and Ossareh-Nazari,
2012; Ye et al., 2017). CDC48 has been demonstrated to be important for mRNA
regulation, and participates in stress granule disassembly and turnover in human
cells and yeast (Buchan et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2019). The disassembly
mechanism and interacting proteins required for CDC48-mediated RNA granule
disassembly have not been elucidated, and a role for CDC48 in RNA regulation
in plants has not been investigated.

1.9. Regulator of Gene Silencing Calmodulins (RgsCaMs)
A potential connection between hypoxia, calcium-signaling, and ribostasis
has been provided by studies of the A. thaliana protein CALMODULIN-LIKE 38.
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Calmodulin and calmodulin-like proteins are Ca2+ binding sensor proteins that
transduce cellular Ca2+ signals into downstream responses (Villalobo et al.,
2019). These calcium sensor proteins can reversibly bind Ca2+ through
specialized structures known as EF hands (Kawasaki and Kretsinger, 2017).
Calmodulin is a highly conserved calcium sensor that is found in all eukaryotic
cells (Villalobo et al., 2019). Calmodulin contains 4 EF hands that bind calcium
reversibly with dissociation constants in the micromolar range. Upon binding
Ca2+, calmodulin proteins undergo a structural change and expose a hydrophobic
patch, leads to the interaction and activation of target proteins (Chin and Means,
2000; Villalobo et al., 2019). This allows the cell to respond to changes in stress
conditions by Ca2+ signaling, and to rapidly regulate downstream processes by
activating or repressing protein activity (Reddy et al., 2011a).
In addition to the prototypical calmodulin, higher plants contain multiple
additional calcium sensors that contain EF hands, but have diverged structurally
and functionally from calmodulin (Calmodulin-like proteins, CMLs). For example,
there are 7 CALMODULIN proteins in A. thaliana, and an additional 50
CALMODULIN LIKE proteins (McCormack et al., 2005). In Nicotiana, there are
81 CALMODULIN or calmodulin-like proteins (Zhao et al., 2013) (Liu and Yang,
2020). Calmodulin-Like (CML) proteins share sequence similarities with the EF
hand structure of calmodulin, but have diverged protein sequences and have
developed specialized functions within the cell (McCormack et al., 2005;
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Perochon et al., 2011; Reddy et al., 2011b). Among this collection of CMLs are
the Regulator of gene silencing calmodulins (RgsCaM).
RgsCaMs are a clade of CML proteins first identified by their role in
suppressing host silencing by viruses (Anandalakshmi et al., 2000). The
Nicotiana tabacum RgsCaM was first identified as an endogenous suppressor of
gene silencing that was hijacked by plant viruses to prevent host-mediated post
transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) (Anandalakshmi et al., 2000). Plant viruses
trigger host mediated degradation of SUPPRESOR OF GENE SILENCING 3
(SGS3) (Cheng and Wang, 2016) to prevent host secondary siRNA silencing of
viral transcripts (Hafrén et al., 2018). RgsCaM directly interacts with SGS3 to
target it for autophagic degradation, and overexpressing RgsCaM with SGS3
results in a decrease of SGS3 bodies and SGS3 protein levels (Li et al., 2017).
This mechanism of RgsCaM mediated turnover of SGS3 is proposed to be
hijacked by helper component proteinase (HC-Pro) of Potyviruses to prevent viral
RNA silencing (Nakahara et al., 2012; Cheng and Wang, 2016). While the role of
RgsCaM has been suggested to be a target for viral proteins, other endogenous
functions for RgsCaM family members have remained elusive (Li et al., 2017;
Yang et al., 2019).
The RgsCaM clade is defined by their sequence similarities and domain
structures (Fig. 1.5). RgsCaMs have 4 EF hands, with the 3rd hand having
substitutions that abolish or reduce its ability to bind Ca2+ (Vanderbeld and
Snedden, 2007; Lokdarshi et al., 2016). In addition, unlike canonical calmodulins,
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Figure 1.5. Domain structures and amino acid sequence of RgsCaM and CML38. (A)
Diagram of RgsCaM/CML38 protein domains. The ATG8e Interacting Motif (AIM) is marked in
the N-terminus of RgsCaM/CML38. The four calcium binding EF hands are denoted by boxes,
with the functional EF hands 1, 2, and 4 denoted in orange, and the disrupted EF hand 3 in red.
(B) Multisequence alignment of the amino sequences of N. benthamiana RgsCaM, A. thaliana
CML38, and A. thaliana calmodulin 7 performed using the Clustal Omega algorithm. The
positions of the four EF hand helix-loop-helix calcium binding domains (helices are highlighted
in orange, calcium binding loops are in the black or red boxes). The predicted AIM motif in
RgsCaM and CML38 is highlighted in blue, in the amino terminal region.
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RgsCaMs have extended amino terminal domains that are basic and
amphipathic (Fig 1.5; (Lokdarshi et al., 2016). The role of the N-terminus and EF
hands 3 and 4 are not yet known, but EF hands 1 and 2 of Nicotiana RgsCaM
are required for binding to N. benthamiana SUPPRESSOR OF GENE
SILENCING 3 (Li et al., 2017). The A. thaliana homologs of RgsCaM include
CML37, CML38, CML39, and CML41 (Lokdarshi et al., 2016). A putative
RgsCaM family member was identified as being upregulated during 48 hour
flooding in tomato (Safavi-Rizi et al., 2020), suggesting this protein clade has
members in crop plants, and may be involved in flooding stress responses within
these species.

1.10. The Goals of this Research.
The hypoxia stress induced RgsCaM homolog in A. thaliana is CML38.
CML38 is one of 49 core hypoxia response genes in A. thaliana (Branco-Price et
al., 2008; Mustroph et al., 2009b), that is acutely induced during hypoxia stress at
the mRNA and protein level, and peaking during hypoxia stress (Lokdarshi et al.,
2016). T-DNA cml38 mutants show poor survival to hypoxia stress (Lokdarshi et
al., 2016), indicating CML38 has a critical regulatory role in the hypoxia adaptive
program. CML38 localizes to hypoxia-induced cytoplasmic foci in hypoxic A.
thaliana roots (Lokdarshi et al., 2016). Insight into the CML38 function comes
from the associated proteins identified by CML38 immunoprecipitation from
hypoxic A. thaliana roots (Lokdarshi et al., 2016) that show the prevalence of
CML38 association with stress granule marker proteins, RNA processing
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proteins, and granulophagy proteins, such as CDC48 (Lokdarshi et al., 2016).
Further, transient transfection analysis in N. benthamiana revealed that CML38
co-localizes with a stress granule marker, RBP47B (Lokdarshi et al., 2016).
While CML38 is necessary for an optimal response of A. thaliana to low oxygen
stress, its functional role as a component of hypoxia induced RNA granules is
less clear. The homology of CML38 to RgsCaM, and the prevalence of
autophagy during extended flooding, raises the possible connection between
CML38, autophagy, and granule ribostasis during the A. thaliana flooding
response. This hypothesis serves as the basis for the research I have conducted
in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER II.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
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2.1. Plant Growth
All A. thaliana lines used in this study are in the Columbia-0 (Col-0)
background. A. thaliana genotypes and transgenic lines used in this study are
listed in Table 2.1, including the source if they were generated by another
research group.
For A. thaliana seed sterilization, seeds were surface sterilized with 70%
(v/v) ethanol for 1 minute, followed by sterilization for 15 minutes in 50% bleach
(v/v) and 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20 in distilled water, with shaking at room
temperature. Surface sterilized seeds were washed 6 times with 1 mL distilled
sterile water, and were plated onto 1/2x Murashige-Skoog media, pH 5.6, without
sucrose (1/2X MS). Seeds were vernalized for 48 hours at 4 °C, and were then
grown under long day conditions (16 h light [~100 μmol/m 2/s]/8 h dark at 22 °C).
For hydroponically grown A. thaliana, the method of (Gibeaut et al., 1997)
was used. Briefly, rockwool was cored and fit into modified Eppendorf tubes (Fig.
2.1). A. thaliana seeds (3-8 seeds per rockwool-tube) were pipetted onto
rockwool presoaked in ½x MS (Fig 2.1). Rockwool-tubes were then placed into a
small (750 mL) hydroponic bath, and grown for 3 weeks in short day conditions
(8 h light [~100 μmol/m2/s]/ 16 h dark at 22 °C). After 3 weeks, plants were
transferred to a large (2.5 L) hydroponic tank (Fig. 2.1C). The hydroponic media
was aerated with atmospheric oxygen using an aquarium air-pump with tubing
connected to an air-stone in the bottom of the hydroponic tank (Fig. 2.1D).
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Table 2.1. Genotypes used and generated in this study.
Plant Lines
A. thaliana Columbia-0
A. thaliana cml38, Salk 066538C
A. thaliana sgs3-11
A. thaliana atg9-4
CML38 Recombineering line
GFP-ATG8e in Col-0
RBP47B /pEG102 in cml38
RBP47B /pEG102 in Col-0
RBP47B /pEG102 in atg9-4
RBP47B-DENDRA2 /pEG100 in
cml38
RBP47B-DENDRA2 /pEG100 in
Col-0
RBP47B-DENDRA2 /pEG100 in
atg9-4
CML38p:CML38-FLAG /pEG301
in cml38
ATG8e /pEG104 in Col-0
ATG8e /pEG104 in cml38
SGS3 /pEG102 in Col-0
SGS3 /pEG102 in cml38
N. benthamiana
N. benthamiana 16c

Source

Identifier

Lokdarshi et al, 2016.
Peragine et al, 2004.
Floyd et al, 2015.
Lokdarshi et al, 2016.
Xiong et al, 2007.
This study
This study
This study

Col-0
cml38
sgs3-11
atg9-4
CML38-3YFP
GFP-ATG8e
RBP47B-CFP cml38
RBP47B-CFP Col-0
RBP47B-CFP atg9-4

This study

RBP47B-DENDRA2 cml38

This study

RBP47B-DENDRA2 Col-0

This study

RBP47B-DENDRA2 atg9-4

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

CML38-flg
YFP-ATG8e Col-0
YFP-ATG8e cml38
SGS3-CFP Col-0
SGS3-CFP cml38
N. benthamiana
N. benthamiana 16c

Ruiz et al, 1998.
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Figure 2.1 Set up for hydroponic A. thaliana plants. (A) Tools and set up for growing
hydroponic plants. (1) rockwool, (2) 0.75 cm diameter core borer, (3) rockwool is cut with
the core borer, and (4) is put into an eppendorf tube that was (5) cut above the graduations
without a cap. Once the plants have developed visible roots, they will be transferred to a
larger container and will be put into the (6) falcon tube that is cut above the graduations
and has a hole drilled into the cap to hold the Eppendorf tube. (B) Small hydroponic bath
(left) where seeds are started. Seedlings will have roots grow through the rockwool and be
visible at the bottom of the rock wool, which can be checked by lifting the place holder up
(right). (C) Seedlings with visible roots grown through the rock wool will then be transferred
to a larger container. (D) The larger hydroponic containers require atmospheric oxygen to
be pumped into them to prevent hypoxia (arrow indicates the pump). (E) (left) Grown
seedlings are then used for hypoxia treatment, and (right) the roots will then be used for
experiments (arrow head indicates roots).
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For Nicotiana benthamiana plants, seeds were grown on Lambert LM-AP
soil in long day conditions (16 h light [~100 μmol/m2/s]/8 h dark at 24 °C), and
were transferred to individual pots after the first set of true leaves were visible.

2.2. Stress Treatments
Hypoxia stress treatments on A. thaliana seedlings was administered by
argon gas as described by (Lokdarshi et al., 2016). Briefly, hypoxia was
administered by purging a sealable hypoxia chamber (9.5 L Jar Gas Pak System,
BBL) with argon gas (AR UHP300, Airgas; <2%), and the O2 level was measured
by using a Traceable Oxygen probe (Fisher Scientific; Fig. 2.2). Hypoxia
treatments were conducted under light conditions (70 µmol/m2/s) with plants 8
hrs into the day cycle. Reoxygenation was conducted by return of plates to
normoxic conditions in light (70 µmol/m 2/s) after hypoxia treatment.
Hypoxia treatments for hydroponically grown A. thaliana roots were performed on
40-day old plants by replacing the air supply with nitrogen gas (UN1066, Airgas),
and monitoring the dissolved oxygen level in the hydroponic media as described
in (Lokdarshi et al., 2016) with a Traceable Oxygen probe (Fisher Scientific; Fig.
2.3).
For N. benthamiana hypoxia treatments, 1 cm leaf disks were dissected
from transfected leaves (transfection is further described in section 2.4) by using
a core borer. Leaf disks were then transferred to ½x MS liquid media in a 12 well
cell culture dish, and challenged with argon gas (Fig. 2.4).
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B

C

Figure 2.2. Hypoxia treatment of A. thaliana seedlings. (A) Ten day old A. thaliana
seedlings were grown on 1/2 x MS plates in long day conditions. (B) An oxygen probe is
turned on and calibrated to ambient oxygen levels (note: atmospheric oxygen is ~21%).
(C) The seedlings and plate, along with the oxygen probe, and a beaker of water, are
placed into the hypoxia chamber, and argon gas is flowed through to induce oxygen.
Pictured includes the Argon tank, regulator, and hose that connects the regulator to the
hypoxia chamber.
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B

Figure 2.3. Set up for hypoxia treatment on hydroponic A. thaliana roots. (A) A.
thaliana plants are brought into the lab, and the 100% Nitrogen is pumped into the
hydroponic tank. (B) Close-up on the large hydroponic tank after 20 minutes of nitrogen
induced hypoxia treatment, with the dissolved oxygen reader measuring the hypoxia level.
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Inhibitor treatments. Autophagy inhibitor treatments were performed by
placing seedlings into ½x MS supplemented with either 10 μM E64d (UbiquitinProteasome Biotechnologies) (Merkulova et al., 2014), 5 μM wortmannin (LC
Laboratories), 1 μM concanamycin A (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Unless
otherwise noted in the figure legend, seedlings were transferred to inhibitor
containing media immediately before hypoxia treatment (<2 minutes prior).
CDC48 inhibitor treatments were performed as described by (Marshall et al.,
2019) by supplementing 1/2x MS media with 2 μM CB5083 (APExBio).
Proteasome inhibitor treatments were performed as described by (Marshall and
Vierstra, 2018) by transfer of plants to 1/2x MS liquid media containing 50 μM
MG132 (Cayman Chemicals).
To assess Ca2+ dependence, seedlings were challenges with hypoxia in
1x TBS (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl). Seedlings in 1x TBS were
supplemented with 10 μM ionomycin (Alfa Aesar) and either 5 mM EGTA (ionoEGTA) or 5 mM CaCl2 (iono-Ca) 1 hour prior to imaging, unless otherwise noted.
RBP47B-DENDRA2 seedling roots were photoconverted with a 30 second
pulse of UV light administered by a Hoefer Mighty Bright transilluminator prior to
hypoxia treatments.

2.3. Molecular Cloning
To generating reporter constructs for in planta analysis, the coding regions
for CML38, SGS3, RBP47B, CDC48A, and ATG8e were generated by RT-PCR.
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Figure 2.4. Hypoxia treatment of transiently transfected N. benthamiana leaves.
(A) N. benthamiana plants transiently transfected with Agrobacterium tumefaciens
Gv3101 with the construct of choice the day before (24 hrs) hypoxia induction. (B)
Leaves are cut off the plant, and a 1 cm diameter core borer (left) is used to cut out
sections of the leaf transfected with the expression construct. (C) Leaf disks are place
into 500 μL of media in a 12 well plate. (D) The plate, with the leaf disks, are then
placed into the hypoxia chamber, and Argon is flowed into the chamber to induce
hypoxia.
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Total RNA was extracted from 6 hr hypoxic A. thaliana Col-0 seedlings by using
E.Z.N.A. Plant RNA Kit (OMEGA), and cDNA was synthesized by using random
hexamers with the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit, following the
manufacturer’s protocol (Applied Biosystems). All primers used for cloning are
listed in Table 2.2.
Cloning and assembly of reporter constructs for YFP-ATG8e, SGS3-CFP,
and CDC48-YFP. For ATG8e, SGS3, and CDC48A constructs, the protein
coding sequence was first amplified, without a stop codon, by PCR using primers
the contain attB1 (forward primer) and attB4 (reverse primer) recombination sites
(Invitrogen). PCR amplified ATG8e, SGS3, and CDC48A was then recombined
with the pDONR 207 donor plasmid (Fig. 2.5) by using a BP Clonase II reaction,
according to manufacturer’s protocols (Invitrogen). ATG8e/pDONR207,
SGS3/pDONR207, and CDC48A/pDONR207 were cloned into the Gateway
compatible pEarleyGate vectors (Fig. 2.5) using a LR Clonase II reaction
(Invitrogen). The pEarleyGate vectors (101, 102, and 103) have the Cauliflower
Mosaic Virus 35s promoter immediately upstream of the Gateway recombination
site (Fig. 2.5B; (Earley et al., 2006)). ATG8e/pDONR 207 was cloned into
pEarleyGate 104, which encodes for an amino-terminal in-frame YFP
translational fusion (Earley et al., 2006). SGS3/pDONR207 was cloned into
pEarleyGate 102, which encodes a carboxyl-terminal in-frame CFP translational
fusion (Earley et al., 2006). CDC48A/pDONR207 was cloned into pEarleyGate
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Table 2.2. Oligonucleotides used in this study for molecular cloning.

Primer sequence (5’-3’)
CTAGAGATATCACTAGTGATGGTTTTTTAGTAGAATGA
AGAGAAAAATAAATGGTTAAGTGTATTT
GCCTCCATTGTTGTTGTTGTTGTTGTTGTTGTT
ATATTAATGTCGACGGTACCGTTGATTCAAAACAAGTGA
TAAGTGT
TTAACCATTTATTTTTCTCTCGCTAGCATGAAGAATAATA
CTCAACCTC
CGTCTTTGTAGTCGCCGCCGCCGCCGCCGCCCGATCG
GCGCATCATAAGAGCAAAC
GGCGACTACAAAGACGATGACGACAAGTAAGCG
GCCGCGCCTCCATTGTTGTTGTTGTTG
ATCTTCTAGAGATATCACTAGTATGCAGACAACCAAC
TCCTCCTCCTCCTCCTCCATTCTCCCCATGATAGTT
GGAGGAGGAGGAGGAGGAATGAACACCCCGGGAATT
CATATTAATGTCGACGGTACCTTACCACACCTGGCT
GGGCAG
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Orientation
Experiment
F
CML38-flg construction. Primer for
CML38 promoter with SpeI site on 5' end
R
CML38-flg construction. For CML38
promoter
F
CML38-flg construction. For CML38
3'UTR
R
CML38-flg construction. for CML38
3'UTR, KpnI site
F
CML38-flg construction. For cml38
promoter: NheI:CML38 coding sequence
(CDS)
R
CML38-flg construction. For CML38
CDS:Pvu1:6xGlycine linker
F
CML38-flg construction. For 6xGlycine
linker:flg:CML38 3’UTR
F
RBP47B-DENDRA2 construction. Primer
for GEC vector sequence -SpeI-RBP47B
R
RBP47B-DENDRA2 construction. Primer
for RBP47B-6xGlycine linker.
F
RBP47B-DENDRA2 construction. Primer
for 6xGlycine linker-DENDRA2
R
RBP47B-DENDRA2 construction. Primer
for DENDRA2-Kpn1-GEC vector
sequence. Used for genotyping.

Table 2.2 continued.
Primer sequence (5’-3’)
Orientation
Experiment
CAAAAAAGCAGGCTTAATGAATAAAGGAAGCATCT
F
YFP-ATG8e construction. ATG8e -attB1
TTAAGATG
recombination site
CAACTTTGTATAGAAAAGTTGGGTGCTATTAGATTGA
R
YFP-ATG8e construction. ATG8e-StopAGAAGCACCGAATG
attB4 recombination site
GGGGACAAGTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTTAATGGAA
attB1-RgsCaM (Silencing suppression
F
TCGGTTTCTGTACCTAG
experiment)
GGGGACAACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTTACTTGTCA
RgsCaM-attB2 (Silencing suppression
R
TCATAACTTTGAACTCATC
experiment)
CAAAAAAGCAGGCTTAATGAAGAATAATACTCAAC
attB1-CML38 (Silencing suppression
F
CTCAATC
experiment)
CML38-attB2 (Silencing suppression
R
CAAGAAAGCTGGGTTGCGCATCATAAGAGCAAAC
experiment)
attB1-HC-Pro (Silencing suppression
F
CAAAAAAGCAGGCTTAATGAGTGCAGCAGGAG
experiment)
HC-Pro-attB2 (Silencing suppression
R
CAAGAAAGCTGGGTTTGCAGCTCCGACGC
experiment)
*Restriction sites are denoted by the underlined bases.
**Gateway Cloning Recombination sites (Invitrogen) are denoted by bold bases.
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A

attb1

attb4

atb4

B

pEG101: YFP
pEG102: CFP
pEG103: GFP

Figure 2.5. Generation of reporter constructs. (A) Plasmid map of pDONR207. The
PCR product was then cloned into pDONR207, which can be selected with
gentamycin. Non-recombined plasmid should kill the host cell due to it containing ccdB
site between the attB1 and attB4 sites. (B) Plasmid map of the pEarleryGate plasmids.
The reporter protein in the pDONR207 vector recombined into the pEarleyGate binary
vectors, allowing the protein constructs to be expressed in the plant. pEarleyGate
vectors have a kanamycin resistance gene for bacterial selection, and a glufosinate
resistant gene for plant selection. pEarleyGate 101, 102, and 103, have a c-terminal inframe translational fusions of fluorescent proteins.
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101, which encodes for a carboxyl-terminal in-frame YFP translational fusion
(Earley et al., 2006).
RBP47B-DENDRA2 was constructed by Gibson assembly (New England
Biolabs). RBP47B was amplified by PCR using 6 hr hypoxia 10 day old A.
thaliana cDNA, as described above, and the reveres primer incorporated a 6x
Glycine linker sequence to the 3’ PCR product. The DENDRA2 (original plasmid
obtained from AddGene) PCR product was amplified with primers of overlapping
flanking sequence with the a six glycine linker on the forward primer 5’ end.
RBP47B and DENDRA2 products were assembled and ligated together into the
gateway compatible Gene Entry Clone (GEC) plasmid (Wang et al., 2013).
RBP47B-DENDRA2 was cloned into pEarleyGate 100 (Earley et al., 2006) under
the control of the CaMV35S promoter (Fig 2.6).
The CML38-flg construct was generated using Gibson Assembly (Fig.
2.7). CML38 was amplified by PCR from cDNA using primers that remove the
CML38 stop codon and introduce an in-frame six glycine linker sequence and a
FLAG (DYKDDDDK) epitope tag with a stop codon. The 1,500 base pair genomic
DNA fragment immediately upstream of the CML38 start site, that contains the
promoter region of the CML38 gene, was amplified by PCR.
The 1,500 base pair promoter fragment and CML38-flg fragment were
assembled by Gibson Assembly, and ligated into the GEC vector (Wang et al.,
2013) (Fig. 2.7A). The CML38pro:CML38-flg/ GEC construct was then cloned into
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Figure 2.6. Plasmid map of the RBP47b-DENDRA2 reporter construct. The
RBP47b-DENDRA2 /GEC construct was recombined into pEarleyGate 100. GEC is
chloramphenicol resistant in bacteria (CmR).
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Figure 2.7. Generation of the CML38-flg reporter line. (A) Plasmid map of the
Cml38p::CML38-flg construct in the GEC vector. The construct consists of the CML38
promoter region (1.5K bp upstream of ATG translational start site) fused to the CML38
coding sequence with an in-frame fusion of a 6x glycine linker to a FLAG coding sequence
(GGGGGGDYKDDDK). (B) CML38p:CML38-flg was recombined into to the binary vector
pEarleyGate 301, and was used to transfect cml38 plants as described in the Materials and
Methods. pEG301 is kanamycin resistant (KanR) in bacteria, and glufosinate resistant
(BaR) in plants.
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the gateway compatible pEarleyGate 301 plasmid (Fig. 2.7B; (Earley et al.,
2006).
For Bacterial Adenylate Cyclase Two Hybrid constructs, cDNAs containing
the open reading frames of CML38, CDC48A, eIF4A, GRP7, GRP8, DUF581-5,
and SGS3, were generated from PCR of a cDNA template prepared from total
RNA from 6 hr hypoxia-treated 10 day old A. thaliana seedlings. Total RNA was
extracted as described above. Primers used for generating clones used in
BACTH are listed in Table 2.3. PCR primers targeting specific coding sequences
(CDS) incorporated XbaI on the forward primer and KpnI on the reverse primer,
resulting in amplicons flanked by XbaI on the 5’ and KpnI on the 3’. The PCR
products were digested with KpnI and XbaI overnight at 37 °C. Digested PCR
products were ligated into KpnI and XbaI digested pUT18C or pKNT25
(EUROMedex) by using the T4 DNA ligase reaction kit (New England Biolabs).
For suppression of silencing assays in N. benthamiana 16c, the open
reading frames of CML38, rgsCaM, and HC-Pro were cloned into pEarleyGate
100 under the CaMV35S promoter by a similar approach as described above.
HC-Pro, RgsCaM, and CML38 entry vectors in pDONR207 were generated by
Craig Conner (Conner, 2020). Briefly, gene specific primers for CML38, RgsCaM,
and HC-Pro incorporated attB1 and attB2 recombination sites. The CML38 open
reading frame was generated as described above. The RgsCaM open reading
frame was generated using total RNA from whole N. tabacum seedlings by RTPCR. The HC-Pro reading frame was generated by amplifying Turnip Mosaic
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Virus Helper Component Proteinase (HC-Pro) from pENTR TuMV HC-Pro
(Endres et al., 2010). Each PCR product was recombined with the pDONR 207
donor plasmid in a BP Clonase II reaction according to manufacturer’s protocols
(Invitrogen). Constructs in the pDONR 207 plasmid were then recombined into
pEarleyGate 100 by using LR Clonase II (Invitrogen).
The RBP47B-CFP construct under the control of the CaMV 35s promoter
(Bhullar et al., 2007) was generated by (Lokdarshi et al., 2016). The RBP47BmSCARLET/pBIN19 construct were generated by Craig Conner (Conner, 2020).
All final plasmid constructs were confirmed by Sanger DNA sequence
analysis performed on an Applied Biosystems 3730 Genetic Analyzer at the
University of Tennessee Genomics Core Facility.

2.4. Plant Transfection Techniques.
All constructs used for plant transformation were first transformed into
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101 (Koncz and Schell, 1986) by
electroporation (Jones, 1995). Agrobacterium tumefaciens was selected on LB
agar media supplemented with 10 μg/mL gentamycin, 50 μg/mL rifampicin.
A. thaliana transformation. RBP47B-CFP and RBP47B-DENDRA2 were
transformed into the A. thaliana Col-0, cml38, and atg9-4 backgrounds. YFPATG8e and SGS3-CFP were transformed into A. thaliana Col-0 and the cml38
backgrounds. CML38-flg was transformed into the cml38 background. A. thaliana
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Table 2.3. Oligonucleotides for BACTH constructs.
Primer sequence (5’-3’)
CGACTCTAGAGATGAAGAATAATACTCAA
CTTAGGTACCCGGCGCATCATAAGAGCAAA
GACTCTAGAGATGTCTACCCCAGCTGAA
TTAGGTACCCGATTGTAGAGATCATCATC
GACTCTAGAGATGAGTTCTAGGGCTGGTCCA
TTAGGTACCCGATCATCTTCATTGTGAAGGCC
GACTCTAGAGATGTCTGAAGTTGAGTACCG
TTAGGTACCCGCCAGCCGCCACCACCGCCTC
CGACTCTAGAGATGGCGTCCGGTGATGTT
CTTAGGTACCCGCCATCCTCCACCACCACCGCT
GACTCTAGAGATGGCAGGATCCGCACCG
CTTAGGTACCCGCAGCAAATCAGCCACGTT
GACTCTAGAGATGATACTAAGCAAGAGA
CTTAGGTACCCGAAATACGAATACTCCGGC

Orientation
F
R
F
R
F
R
F
R
F
R
F
R
F
R

*Restriction sites are denoted by the underlined bases.
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Application
XbaI -CML38 (BACTH)
CML38- KpnI (BACTH)
XbaI -CDC48A (BACTH)
CDC48A- KpnI (BACTH)
XbaI -SGS3 (BACTH)
SGS3- KpnI (BACTH)
XbaI -GRP8 (BACTH)
GRP8- KpnI (BACTH)
XbaI -GRP7 (BACTH)
GRP7- KpnI (BACTH)
XbaI -eIF4A (BACTH)
eIF4A - KpnI (BACTH)
XbaI -DUF581-5 (BACTH)
DUF581-5 -KpnI (BACTH)

was transformed by the floral dip method described in (Clough and Bent, 1998).
Briefly, Agrobacterium tumefaciens GV3101 with the desired constructs were
grown overnight in liquid LB media supplemented with antibiotics, and cells were
collected by centrifugation at 1,000 x g for 20 minutes. Pelleted cells were
resuspended to an OD600 of 0.8 in resuspension solution (5% w/v sucrose and
0.05% (v/v) Silwett L-77 [VIS-01, Vac-In-Stuff]). Flowering A. thaliana plants were
inverted and the above-ground tissue was dipped into the resuspended A.
tumefaciens solution for 10 seconds. Plants were then incubated in a dark
environment at 21 °C overnight, and then plants were transferred to a growth
chamber and grown in long day conditions, and seeds were harvested after 3-4
weeks. A. thaliana seeds transformed with various transgenes were selected on
½x MS media with 25 µg/mL glufosinate for pEarleyGate vectors, or 25 µg/mL
glufosinate and 25 µg/mL kanamycin for pEarleyGate and pBIN19 transgenic
seeds. Antibiotic resistant seedlings were transferred to soil (LM-AP, Lambert)
and were grown under long day conditions to collect seed. T1 Plants were
genotyped by extraction of genomic DNA extracted from plant leaves followed by
PCR with transgene specific primers. One line per construct was selected for
further study. Experiments used T3 plants homozygous for the transgene.
N. benthamiana plants, between 4-6 weeks old (before flowering started)
were used for transient transfection experiments. A. tumefaciens culture were
prepared as described above, and were resuspended to an OD600 of 0.8 with
infiltration buffer (10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM MES-NaOH, pH 5.7, 200 µM
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acetosyringone), and incubated with shaking for 2 hr at 21 °C, and they were
diluted to an OD600 of 0.4 for single constructs with infiltration buffer. For coexpression, both constructs were mixed together at a ratio of 1:1 (final OD600 was
0.4 for each culture). Resuspended A. tumefaciens cultures were then manually
infiltrated into the abaxial side of N. benthamiana leaves by using a syringe.
Infiltrated N. benthamiana plants were incubated at 20 °C overnight, and tissue
was used for hypoxia experiments the following day (Fig. 2.3). Imaging
experiments on transient transfected leaves was performed ~48 hrs after
infiltration.
For the N. benthamiana 16c silencing assays, A. tumefaciens was grown
and resuspended as described above. Roughly 0.1 mL of resuspended A.
tumefaciens cells were infiltrated into the abaxial side of N. benthamiana 16c
leaves, were incubated at 21 °C overnight, and then were moved into a long day
growth chamber for the duration of the silencing experiment.

2.5. Confocal Microscopy Methods
Imaging experiments were conducted on a Leica SP8 Confocal
Microscope system at the Advanced Microscopy and Imaging Center, at the
University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Images were captured with a Leica Sp8 laser
scanning confocal microscope (Wetzlar, Germany) by using a 40x wet mount
objective. Root transition zones were captured (~300 µm x ~150 µm per frame)
to include multiple epidermal cells with a z-axis step size of 2 µm for each optical
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section (z-series depth of 15-40 µm). The pinhole setting was between 0.8-2 AU
for all images. All images were collected by using 4x line averaging with
bidirectional laser scanning at 600 Hz scanning speed.
Prior to imaging, whole seedlings were mounted in phosphate buffer
saline (1X PBS pH 7.4; 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2PO4, 1.8 mM
KH2PO4) or 1/2X MS. Fluorescent proteins signal was imaged at the following
excition/emission wavelengths: 405 nm/451-550 nm (CFP), 491 nm/501-568 nm
(GFP), 514 nm/525-580 nm (YFP), 488 nm/505-530 nm (Green DENDRA2), 543
nm/560-650 nm (Red DENDRA2), 590 nm/600-660 nm (mSCARLET), 405
nm/475-525 nm (MDC). All signals were detected using the HyD hybrid detector.
For MDC visualization, seedlings were immersed in 10 μM
monodansylcadaverine (MDC) in 1X PBS for 10 minutes before imaging.
Confocal micrographs were captured and saved with the Leica LASX
software Version 3.3.0, and were maintained as .lif files to preserve meta-data
until processing and analysis. For processing, all images were first opened in
LASX to add scale bars, to provide false coloration, and for assembling overlays
for co-localization analysis. Standard deconvolution of images was performed
with the Huygens Essentials software (Scientific Volume Imaging, Hilversum, The
Netherlands) using the automatic deconvolution standard profile.
Particle quantification. Confocal micrographs were exported and analyzed
in ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012). Images were smoothed with the ImageJ builtin filter and noise was reduced by background subtraction. Individual cells were
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outlined and the particles (size distribution was restricted to 0.1 to 10 μm2) were
quantitated with the built-in ImageJ Particle Counter (Schneider et al., 2012),
following the scheme outlined in Figure 3.1.
ImageJ was also used to analyze and quantify particle shape data, similar
to the method described in (Jain et al., 2016). Granule shape was calculated by
the ImageJ built in ‘Particle Analyze’ command to output foci parameters
including: area (um2), circularity (4π*area/ (perimeter)2), roundness (4*area/(
π*(major_axis)2), aspect ratio (major_axis/minor_axis), and solidity (area/convex
area). An example of these parameters and their visualization is shown in Figure
2.8.
Co-localization analysis was performed by using the Just Another
Colocalization Plugin (JACoP) plugin in ImageJ (Bolte and Cordelieres, 2006).
For colocalization, images corresponding to the two fluorescent channels were
imported into JACoP and a region of interest was selected that corresponds to an
individual cell. Co-localization was quantified by calculation of Mander’s
coefficients by JACoP (Manders et al., 1993; Bolte and Cordelieres, 2006; Dunn
et al., 2011). Two Mander’s colocalization coefficients (MCC) were computed,
each corresponded to the fraction (0-1) of one fluorescent signal overlap with the
other. This approach is useful since it takes into account the possibility of
disparate co-localization due to unequal quantities of each fluorescent species.
3D reconstructions of stress granules were performed by using the LasX
software, version 3.30. Micrographs of samples were captured over the X, Y, and
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Circularity
4π area/perimeter2

Roundness
4area/(π·major axis2)

Aspect Ratio
major axis/minor axis

Solidity
area/convex area

Circle

Oval

Irregular A

Irregular B

0.911

0.643

0.537

0.369

0.999

0.358

0.668

0.451

1.001

2.796

1.496

1.496

0.981

0.977

0.899

0.609

Figure 2.8. Example of quantitation used for analyzing stress granules shape. Stress
granules shapes were measured using the ImageJ built in particle counter, which will output
parameters of the quantified granules. The circle, oval, irregular shape A, and irregular shape
B, were analyzed in ImageJ using the particle analyze function, and the corresponding shape
values are listed in the table below the shape. Circularity values approach 1 for a perfect
circle, and decrease to 0 with irregular shapes. Roundness values of 1 indicate a perfect
circle, while shape elongation results in values approaching 0. Aspect ratio values will vary
depending on the ratio of the major and minor axis, with equal axis values approaching a
value of 1. Solidity measures the perimeter of the shape and area within it, a perfect circle
will have a value approaching 1, while concave chapes will have values approaching 0.
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Z planes to generate a volumetric Z-series of signal intensities. The z-series was
processed with standard deconvolution using Hyugens Essentials Software, as
described above. Deconvoluted Z-stacks were assembled into a three
dimensional reconstruction using the ‘3D’ viewer operation in LasX software, and
a ‘sliding average’ smoothing filter of 2 was applied to the reconstructed model to
reduce background noise.
All microscopy experiments, and all values and data shown in this study
were collected from a minimum of three independent biological experiments, with
multiple cells from a minimum of three seedlings analyzed for each treatment in
each biological replicate. Outliers were assessed by Tukey’s interquartile range
analysis. Unless otherwise noted in figure legends, statistical significance
(p<0.05) was assessed by multiple comparison analysis by using one-way
ANOVA in GraphPad Prism 7.00.

2.6. Immunochemical Methods
Ten-day old A. thaliana seedlings were frozen in liquid nitrogen, ground
with a mortar and pestle, and resuspended (200 µL buffer for ~0.3 g tissue) for
10 minutes on ice in Western blot extraction buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.15
M NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.01% (v/v) NP-40, 1 mM dithiothreitol, with one
Protease Inhibitor Mini Tablet [Thermo Scientific, EDTA free] per 10 mL of
resuspension buffer). Samples were centrifuged at 4 °C for 15 minutes at 16,000
x g, and the supernatant fraction was collected and analyzed by Western blot by
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the general method described in (Wallace and Roberts, 2005). The protein
concentrations of extracts were measured by using a Bradford assay (Bio-Rad).
Extract protein (35 to 40 μg) was separated by SDS-PAGE on 12.5% (w/v)
polyacrylamide gels, and were electroblotted onto polyvinylidene difluoride
(PVDF) membranes by the wet transfer method, performed overnight at 38 volts.
PVDF membranes were incubated with 5 % w/v dry milk in 1X PBS for 1 hr at 21
°C.
For CML38-flg immunoblots, a mouse anti-FLAG primary monoclonal
antibody was used (anti-DYKDDDDK FG4R, 1 µg/mL, Invitrogen). Membranes
were incubated in primary antibody overnight at 4 °C, and were then washed 5x
with 1X PBS with Tween 20 (PBST pH 7.4; 137 mM NaCl, 27 mM KCl, 10 mM
Na2PO4, 18 mM KH2PO4, 0.05 % (v/v) Tween 20) (50 mL per wash). Blots were
then incubated in horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-coupled goat anti-mouse IgG
(0.5 µg/mL, Invitrogen) for 1 hr at 21 °C, followed by washing 5x in 1X PBST (50
mL per wash). Chemiluminescent detection was performed as described in
(Wallace and Roberts, 2005).
The same approach was used for SGS3 western blotting with the following
modifications. For SGS3 analysis 40 day old hydroponic A. thaliana roots were
frozen in liquid nitrogen, ground with a mortar and pestle to a fine powder, and
resuspended in Western blot extraction buffer. The extracts were generated as
described above, and were subjected to Western blot analysis. The PVDF
membrane were incubated with 5 % w/v dry milk resuspended in 1X PBS for 3 hr
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at 4 °C, and was then incubated a rabbit anti-SGS3 polyclonal antibody (1 µg/mL,
AgriSera) for 16 hr at 4 °C. After washing 5x in 1X PBST, the membranes were
incubated with HRP-coupled goat anti-rabbit IgG antibody (0.05 µg/mL, AgriSera)
for 1 hr at 21 °C, followed by washing 5x in 1X PBST (50 mL per wash). The
blots were washed and chemiluminescent detection was performed as described
above, with the exception of using the BioRad ChemiDoc MP Imaging system for
imaging.
Fluorescent protein western blot was performed by the same approach,
with the following modifications. Root samples were extracted, quantified, and
subjected to SDS-PAGE and electroblotting as described above. After incubation
in 5 % w/v non-fat dry milk, membranes were incubated with a rabbit anti-GFP
polyclonal antibody (1 µg/mL, AgriSera) for 1 hr at 21 °C. The membrane was
washed 5x in 1X PBST, and was incubated with HRP-coupled goat anti-rabbit
IgG as described above. Chemiluminescent detection was performed as
described above.
Immunoblots developed by chemiluminescence were imaged and saved
as TIFF files and opened in ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012). The immunoreactive
band was outlined, and a pixel intensity histogram was generated for each band.
The area under the plot line was quantified and used for relative protein
abundance. For free CFP/Protein-CFP ratios, the immunoreactive bands
corresponding to the full length protein and the free fluorescent protein were
calculated as above from the same immunoblot.
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2.7. Quantitative Real Time PCR
Quantitative Real Time PCR (Q-PCR) was done as previously described
(Lokdarshi et al., 2016) with modifications. PCR was performed with PerfeCTa
SYBR Green SuperMix (Quantabio) with 10 ng of total cDNA per 12.5 μL
reaction, according to manufacturer’s protocols (Quantabio). cDNA was
generated as described in section 2.3. Q-PCR was performed on a BioRad
CFX96 Real-Time System with the following parameters: 1 cycle of 5 min at 95
°C and 40 cycles of: 1 cycle of 15 sec at 95 °C, 1 cycle of 15 sec at 55 °C, 1
cycle of 30 sec at 72 °C. All primers used for Q-PCR, and generating stem-loop
primed cDNA, are listed in Table 2.4. Quantitation of gene expression was
calculated using the comparative threshold cycle (Ct) method as described in
(Choi and Roberts, 2007). Reference genes used to normalize between samples
in N. benthamiana were NbActin, and in A. thaliana were AtUBQ10.

2.8. Silencing Assay in Nicotiana benthamiana 16c
Silencing assays were performed by using the leaves of 4 week old N.
benthamiana 16c plants (Ruiz et al., 1998). Leaves were infiltrated as described
in section 2.4. After infiltration, plants were grown under long day growth
conditions, and the fluorescent signal was monitored continuously with a UV
wand (UVGL-58 handheld UV Lamp, UVP) for GFP signal and scored at five
days after infiltration (Fig. 2.9). Images were taken using a Nikon DS3500
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Table 2.4. Oligonucleotides used for Quantitative Real-Time PCR
Primer sequence (5’-3’)
CACACTCCACTTGGTCTTGCGT
TGGTCTTTCCGGTGAGAGTCTTCA
CAGCCGGAGAGATACAACAACA
CTCTTTTGAAGCTCTTCTGGTGAGA
TGGCAGCTTGGATAGCTTGT
CTAGTAGAGGGTGCAGGTT
AGAAACTCATCCCTCCCAACAG
CCAACTGCTCATTCGCCAAG
CAGCCGGAGAGATACAACAACA
CTCTTTTGAAGCTCTTCTGGTGAGA
GATGAAGATACTCACAGAAAGA
GTGGTTTCATGAATGCCAGCA
GGAGAGGGTGAAGGTGATGCAAC
CCGTCGTCCTTGAAGAAGATGGT

Orientation
F
R
F
R
F
R
F
R
F
R
F
R
F
R

Experiment
Ubq10 qPCR primer
Ubq10 qPCR primer
CML38-flg mRNA expression qPCR primer
CML38-flg mRNA expression qPCR primer
SGS3 qPCR primer
SGS3 qPCR primer
RDR6 qPCR primer
RDR6 qPCR primer
CML38 qPCR primer
CML38 qPCR primer
NbActin primer for normalizing silencing assay*
NbActin primer for normalizing silencing assay*
GFP primer for silencing assay
GFP primer for silencing assay

*all primers are for A. thaliana transcripts except for the N. benthamiana Actin transcript.
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camera.
The GFP mRNA level was analyzed by qPCR. RNA extraction and cDNA
synthesis was performed as described above. Each experiment pooled 3 leaf
disks (1cm diameter) collected from the site of infiltration, 5 days after infiltration.

2.9. Bacterial Adenylate Cyclase Two-Hybrid (BACTH)
The BACTH (Battesti and Bouveret, 2012) protocol was followed with a
few modifications. E. coli BTH101 cells were used for analyzing BACTH
complementation by transforming BTH101 chemically competent cells with the
protein expression constructs (generated as described in section 2.3) in the
pUT18c and pKNT25 plasmids. Multiple colonies transformed with the bait and
prey were tested for two hybrid interaction by assaying for Lac + and Mal+
phenotypes by plating on two indicator media: 1x M63 maltose agar media plates
containing 40 μg/mL 5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (X-Gal);
and MacConkey maltose agar media plates. Test colonies were inoculated into 1
mL of liquid LB media, and were grown for 5 hrs at 21 °C. Liquid cultures were
centrifuged at 13,000 x g for 10 minutes, and the cell pellet was washed 3 times
in 1X M63 minimal media (15 mM ammonium sulfate, 0.1 M monopotassium
phosphate, 0.02 μM ferrous sulfate, 0.04 μM vitamin B1), and was resuspended
in 100 μL of 1X M63. Two μL of the resuspended cells were spotted onto M63
Maltose media plates with X-Gal (1X M63 media, 40 μg/mL X-Gal (5- bromo-4chloro-3-indolyl- β -D-galactopyranoside), 0.5 mM IPTG (isopropyl- β -D71

A

B

C

D

Figure 2.9. Silencing suppression assay with the N. benthamiana 16c line. (A) N.
benthamiana 16c plants transiently transfected with A. tumefaciens GV3101 with the
construct to be investigated for silencing. Note, images use a UV flashlight to excite
GFP. Plants are expressing 35s:GFP. (B) N. benthamiana 16c leaf 2 days post
transfection, no GFP signal is observable. (C) N. benthamiana 16c leaf 5 days post
transfection with observable GFP fluorescence. (D) Once silencing is detected, the leaf
is dissected and irradiated with the BioRad UV high intensity light wand for 16c
silencing images.
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thiogalactopyranoside), 0.4% (w/v) maltose, 25 μg/mL carbenicillin, and 12.5
μg/mL kanamycin) and MacConkey maltose media (premade MacConkey media
(Difco), 0.5 mM IPTG, 1% (w/v) maltose, and 50 μg/mL carbenicillin and 25
μg/mL kanamycin). The plates were incubated at 30 °C, and reporter activation
was monitored continuously over three days.

2.10. CML38-3YFP Immunoprecipitation and identification of associated
proteins.
CML38-3YFP immunoprecipitation was performed as described in
(Lokdarshi et al., 2016). CML38-IP was performed using roots from 40 day old
hydroponic A. thaliana CML38-3YFP (recombineering), challenged with 6 hours
of hypoxia, as described in section 2.2. Three samples were prepared for IPMS/MS: one in the presence of calcium (Ca-IP), one in the presence of EGTA
(EGTA-IP), and one in the presence of calcium and was eluted with EGTA (CaEGTA-IP), and preparation of these samples is further described below. For
immunoprecipitation, root tissue (0.8 g) was ground to a fine powder in a mortar
with a pestle, and the tissue powder was suspended in 500 μl of IP buffer (50
mM Tris HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM DTT, 0.5% [v/v] glycerol, 40 μM
MG132, and one EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablet per 10 mL of buffer, with 2
mM CaCl2 for the Ca-IP and Ca-EGTA-IP, or 5 mM EGTA for the EGTA-IP). The
supernatant was collected by centrifuging resuspended samples at 13,000 rpm at
4 °C for 15 minutes. The supernatant fraction was removed and combined with
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15 μL of magnetic-anti-GFP resin (Chromotek) pre-equilibrated in IP buffer, and
the mixture was incubated with end-over-end mixing at 4 °C for 5 hrs. The resin
was collected and washed 3 times with 1 mL of IP buffer per wash. The adsorbed
protein for Ca-IP and EGTA-IP was eluted by addition of 100 μL of 6 M
Guanidine HCl, 5 mM Tris HCl pH 8.0 followed by incubation in a boiling water
bath for 5 minutes. For the Ca-EGTA-IP sample, the resin was eluted with 100 μL
IP buffer with 5 mM EGTA for 5 minutes at 21 °C. The eluents were stored at -80
°C until LC-MS/MS analysis. Samples were sent and processed by the Biological
and Small Molecule Mass Spectrometry Core (BSMMSC), at the University of
Tennessee. Data from the LC-MS/MS was analyzed using MaxQuant-MyriMatch
to identify peptide fragment using a 2.5 % false detection rate, and then matched
against the A. thaliana proteome to identify the corresponding proteins.

2.11. Accession Numbers
Sequence data for the genes and proteins described in this dissertation
can be found with the following accession numbers (all genes are from A.
thaliana unless otherwise noted): CALMODULIN LIKE 38 (CML38; AT1G76650),
SUPPRESSOR OF GENE SILENCING 3 (SGS3; AT5G23570), CELL DIVISION
CYCLE 48A (CDC48A; AT3G09840), GLYCINE RICH PROTEIN 7 (GRP7;
AT2G21660), GLYCINE RICH PROTEIN 8 (GRP8; AT4G39260), EUKARYOTIC
INITIATION FACTOR 4A (eIF4A; AT1G54270), DOMAIN OF UNKNOWN
FUNCTION 581-5 (DUF581-5; AT1G74940), RNA BINDING PROTEIN 47B
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(RBP47B; AT3G19130), RNA DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 6 (RDR6;
AT3G49500), UBIQUITIN 10 (UBQ10; AT4G05320), Nicotiana tabacum
REGULATOR OF GENE SILENCING CALMODULIN (NtRgsCaM; AF329729.1),
Turnip Mosaic Virus HELPER COMPONENT PROTEASE (HC-Pro; EF028235),
Nicotiana benthamiana ACTIN (NbACTIN; AY179605).
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CHAPTER III.
CALMODULIN-LIKE 38 REGULATES AUTOPHAGY AND STRESS
GRANULE DYNAMICS DURING LOW OXYGEN STRESS AND
RECOVERY
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Elements of this work appeared in Field et al,
https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.01.10.426134. Data figures shown in this chapter
were generated and prepared by the thesis author.
3.1. Background and rationale.
Cytosolic mRNA ribostasis is a dynamic process through which the cell
partitions selective mRNAs between translating polysomes and non-translating
membrane-less mRNP granules in response to changing environmental and
developmental cues (Buchan et al., 2013; Chantarachot and Bailey-Serres,
2018). An example of exquisite cytosolic ribostatic control from higher plants is
the reshuffling and reprograming of mRNA translation caused by flooding and
submergence stress (Branco-Price et al., 2008; Mustroph et al., 2009b; Lee and
Bailey-Serres, 2021). Among the responses in the model plant A. thaliana are a
coordinated change in gene expression and mRNA translation to limit protein
synthesis from transcripts encoded by non-essential genes and prioritize the
expression of small core collection of “hypoxia response proteins” (Branco-Price
et al., 2008; Mustroph et al., 2009b; Lee and Bailey-Serres, 2021). Decreases in
polysome loading induced by hypoxia simultaneously results in a redistribution of
translationally-arrested mRNAs to stress granules from which the core hypoxia
response mRNAs are excluded (Sorenson and Bailey-Serres, 2014). Upon
reoxygenation (recovery) the transcription and translation of the core hypoxia
transcripts is suppressed, and stress granules dissipate, releasing mRNA back to
translating polysomes (Branco-Price et al., 2008; Sorenson and Bailey-Serres,
2014).
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Another factor that needs to be considered in cellular ribostasis is the role
of autophagy. In A. thaliana, extended periods of submergence lead to the
expression of autophagy related genes (ATGs) and the induction of autophagic
flux (Chen et al., 2015). While hypoxia-induced autophagy is essential for optimal
survival to low oxygen stress (Chen et al., 2015), less is known regarding the
specific autophagic targets during extended hypoxia, and during the process of
reoxygenation recovery. Autophagic degradation of RNA granules in plants is
less studied, but it has been postulated to be a component of plant RNA quality
control in response to stress (Hafrén et al., 2018; Yoon and Chung, 2019).
In the present chapter, the role of autophagy in extended hypoxia and
reoxygenation is investigated further, and evidence for the regulation of stress
granule granulophagy by a mechanism that involves the ubiquitin segregase
CELL DIVISION CYCLE 48 (CDC48) and CALMODULIN LIKE 38 (CML38) is
presented.

3.2. Autophagy is stimulated during long term hypoxia and early recovery
Autophagy is upregulated in A. thaliana in response to submersion stress
(Chen et al., 2015). To identify timepoints when autophagy is upregulated as part
of the low oxygen response, and subsequent recovery, the number of
autophagosomes was investigated by two approaches. The first employs
monodansylcadaverine (MDC), a cell-permeable fluorescent stain that localizes
to acidic vesicles including autophagosomes (Contento et al., 2005). For the
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second approach, an autophagy reporter line expressing GFP-ATG8e (Xiong et
al., 2007) was used for the detection of autophagosome formation by live cell
imaging. ATG8e is a ubiquitin-like protein that is lipidated during autophagy and
localizes to the developing phagophore (Contento et al., 2005). Thus, GFPATG8e serves as a reliable live cell marker for autophagosomes from formation
through degradation (Merkulova et al., 2014; Bassham, 2015). Both sets of data
are presented here because they both yield important insight into autophagy
regulation during hypoxia and subsequent recovery. Autophagy was imaged and
analyzed with both approaches in A. thaliana epidermal cells in the root
elongation zone by the quantitative approach utilizing confocal microscopy and
ImageJ quantification, as shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.1.
MDC staining of normoxic A. thaliana roots showed a diffuse staining
pattern with no apparent foci, indicating the absence of acidic autophagosomelike vesicles (Fig. 3.2). However, upon argon gas-induced hypoxia, MDC vesicles
significantly increase, with a peak accumulation observed at 24 hr hypoxia (Fig.
3.2). Upon reoxygenation there was a decrease in MDC-stained vesicles
detected as early as 1 hr recovery, and by 8 hr recovery MDC vesicles were no
longer detected (Fig. 3.2).
Examination of GFP-ATG8e reporter plants show a result similar to that
observed with MDC staining, but also reveal a more complex and biphasic
pattern of autophagy (Fig. 3.3). Under basal, non-stress (normoxia) conditions,
autophagy is used as a degradation pathway but is not highly
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Figure 3.1 A. thaliana root cell imaging during hypoxia and recovery. (A) Right, a 10-day old
A. thaliana root showing the transition zone area (blue box) chosen for live cell imaging. The line
drawing diagram shows the location and specific cell layer (epidermis, shaded green) selected for
imaging. Size bar is 0.25 mm. (B) Differential Interference Contrast image and representative
confocal image (MDC stained 24 hr hypoxia treatment) of this area. (C) Top, original micrograph
(35s:RBP47B-CFP in Col-0 at 24 hr hypoxia). Arrows denote representative stress granules.
Bottom, micrograph after processing. A smoothing filter and background subtraction (rolling ball of
50 pixels) were applied in ImageJ to eliminate background fluorescence. Scale bar is 8 μm. (D)
Top, Highlighting particles prior to counting. Images were converted to 8 bit and the threshold was
set to highlight all foci particles. Bottom, the polygon selection tool is used to outline the cell and
exclude background or highlighted areas that are not granule-like structures. Right, representative
output table with the list of particles and their corresponding area.
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Figure 3.2. Time course of autophagosome accumulation during hypoxia
and recovery. Micrographs of root epidermal cells of MDC-stained, 10 day old
seedlings A. thaliana Col-0 subjected to argon gas-induced hypoxia for 24 hr
followed by reoxygenation recovery. Scale bar is 25 c
µm.
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upregulated (Liu and Bassham, 2012). Consistent with this observation, there are
few GFP-ATG8e marked autophagosomes present within normoxic root cells
(Fig. 3.3). Hypoxia administration results in a significant increase in the number
of GFP-ATG8e autophagosomes, with peak accumulation observed at 24 hr
hypoxia (Fig. 3.3). Similar to MDC staining profiles, return to aerobic conditions
result in a decline in the number of GFP-ATG8e marked autophagosomes at the
5 hr timepoint (Fig. 3.3A and B). However, examination of early reoxygenation
(minutes after return of atmospheric oxygen) show an unexpected burst of
autophagosome formation with the levels of GFP-ATG8e foci increasing 5 fold
within 10 minutes after reoxygenation, followed by an abrupt decline thereafter
(Fig. 3.3C).
The observed hypoxia-induced upregulation of autophagy corroborates
previous data that autophagy is induced during long term flooding stress (Chen
et al., 2015), however the present findings reveal a second acute phase of
autophagy is also induced early in reoxygenation. Together, these observations
suggest the cell is not only adjusting to low oxygen stress, but also that
autophagy is necessary as part of the readjustment to the aerobic state.

3.3. RBP47B stress granules form during extended hypoxia stress and
disassemble during reoxygenation recovery
To assess stress granule formation and the potential regulation by
autophagy during hypoxia and recovery, A. thaliana Col-0 transgenic plants were
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generated that contain the stress granule marker RBP47B-CFP (Weber et al.,
2008) driven by the Cauliflower Mosaic Virus 35s promoter (Bhullar et al., 2007).
Examination of RBP47B-CFP Col-0 plants show no apparent stress granule foci
under normoxic conditions, consistent with previous observations with other
markers (Sorenson and Bailey-Serres, 2014). RBP47B-CFP localizes to the
nucleus in normoxic epidermal root cells (Fig. 3.4), which is supported by
previous observations that show preferential nuclear localization of the protein
within unstressed cells (Lorković et al., 2000). In response to argon induced
hypoxia, the RBP47B-CFP signal redistributes to cytosolic foci, consistent with
the formation of stress granules (Fig. 3.3). Unlike these previous observations,
return to aerobic conditions after extended 24 hr hypoxia results in a substantial
increase in the numbers of stress granule foci (Fig. 3.4), before eventually
dissipating by 8 hr recovery at which time RBP47B-CFP foci are no longer
present.
Analysis of the size distribution of RBP47B granules during the first hour
of reoxygenation recovery shows that while the numbers of foci increase
substantially, there is also a significant decrease in mean size of foci (Fig. 3.4C).
Further, imaging over time shows that reintroduction of oxygen causes a rapid
increase in the mobility of the RBP47B granules which is accompanied by the
dissociation of larger granules into smaller structures (Supplemental Movie 1 and
2). These observations suggest that stress granules may be fractionated into
smaller aggregates early in the reoxygenation recovery response, consistent with
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similar stress granule disassembly and degradation processes in mammalian
systems (Protter and Parker, 2016; Alberti et al., 2017). Fractionation of large
stress granules releases stress granule mRNA back to translation, and produces
smaller aggregates consisting of stress granule core components that are further
disassembled and cleared by autophagy (Wheeler et al., 2016). The
reoxygenation effect on stress granules is further discussed in section 3.8.

3.4. Stress granule proteins are degraded during extended hypoxia and
reoxygenation recovery.
Green fluorescent protein and its variants are typically resistant to
endogenous proteolytic degradation due to the stability of its folded structure
(Chiang et al., 2001). Due to the stability of free GFP, the degradation of proteinGFP fusions usually results in the loss of protein-GFP signal along with a
corresponding increase in the free GFP signal when quantified by immunoblot.
Thus, the quantitation of the ratio of free GFP to protein-GFP by this technique is
often used as an index of degradation by autophagy or other proteolytic
mechanisms (Marshall and Vierstra, 2018).
To determine whether RBP47B-CFP stress granules are susceptible to
proteolytic degradation during hypoxia and recovery, the free CFP/RBP47B-CFP
ratio was assayed by Western blot (Fig. 3.5). Under normoxic conditions, little
free CFP is detected (average CFP/RBP47B-CFP: <0.2, Fig. 3.5), indicating that
degradation under these conditions is minimal. In response to hypoxia, the
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Figure. 3.5. RBP47B-CFPand free CFP protein levels indicate stress granule
breakdown during hypoxia and recovery. (A) Western blot using an anti-GFP antibody
of RBP47B-CFP from roots of 10 day old A. thaliana seedlings. Cell extracts were
collected at before hypoxia (normoxia, N), during hypoxia stress (8H and 24H), and 1 hr
after reoxygenation recovery (1R). Top, blot of RBP47B-CFP and free CFP. Middle, ratio
of free CFP/RBP47b-CFP. Bottom, PonceauS staining of the PVDF membrane. Each well
was loaded with 40 μg total protein. Predicted size of RBP47B-CFP is 76.13 kDa, and
free CFP is 26.9 kDa. (B) Densometry ratio of Free CFP/RBP47B-CFP for normoxia and
24 hr hypoxia from 9 independent experiments. ** < 0.01 based on an unpaired t-test.
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degradation of RBP47B-CFP protein becomes more apparent with the free
CFP/RBP47B-CFP ratio increasing (average CFP/RBP47B-CFP: > 1.0; Fig. 3.5).
Upon reoxygenation there is an even more dramatic increase in the degradation
of RBP47B-CFP protein (average CFP/RBP47B-CFP: >3.0; Fig. 3.5A). The data
indicate stress granules are formed and are degraded during extended hypoxia.
Further, upon reoxygenation recovery, stress granules are rapidly disassembled,
and the components are apparently degraded further.

3.5. Stress granules are degraded during sustained hypoxia by CDC48dependent autophagy
Granulophagy is a mechanism for stress granule turnover whereby whole
or large sections of stress granules are targeted for selective autophagy (Buchan
et al., 2013; Protter and Parker, 2016; Wheeler et al., 2016; Frankel et al., 2017).
To determine whether the degradation of RBP47B observed during
hypoxia/recovery is due to autophagy of stress granules, the effect of autophagy
inhibitors on RBP47B-CFP stress granules was investigated. Experiments to
investigate stress granule turnover and a granulophagy-like mechanism used
three autophagy inhibitors: (1) E64d, an inhibitor for proteolytic cysteine
proteases in the vacuole (Merkulova et al., 2014; Bassham, 2015); (2)
concanamycin A (ConA), an H+ ATPase inhibitor that prevents acidification and
degradation of vacuolar proteins (Bassham, 2015); (3) wortmannin, a
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase inhibitor that prevents the induction of autophagy
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(Marshall and Vierstra, 2018). Inhibition of autophagy by E64d and ConA will not
affect the trafficking of the autophagic cargo to the vacuole but will prevent
subsequent degradation. This results in an accumulation of cargo within vacuolar
autophagic bodies (Merkulova et al., 2014). Wortmannin, on the other hand,
prevents activation of autophagy upstream of cargo selection by inhibiting
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) catalyzed phosphorylation of
phosphatidylinositol, which results in the arrest of autophagosome formation at
the lipid membrane assembly stage (Marshall and Vierstra, 2018).
To assay RBP47B stress granule degradation by autophagy during
prolonged (24 hr) hypoxia, A. thaliana seedlings were treated with 10 µM E64d, 1
µM ConA, or 5 µM wortmannin, and the number of RBP47B-CFP foci were
quantified at 24 hr hypoxia (Fig. 3.6). Treatment with all autophagy inhibitors
results in a 3 to 4 fold increase in the average number of stress granules at 24 hr
hypoxia compared to untreated 24 hr hypoxia controls (Fig. 3.6A and B). E64d
inhibits autophagy at the vacuolar degradation stage, leading to accumulation of
clusters of undegraded autophagic bodies in the vacuole (Merkulova et al.,
2014). Consistent with this, confocal images show RBP47B-CFP foci accumulate
in the vacuolar autophagic body-like clusters in the presence of E64d (Fig. 3.7).
As will be discussed in a later section, examination of an A. thaliana reporter line
that expresses both YFP-ATG8e and RBP47B-mSCARLET shows that these
clusters contain both signals supporting the hypothesis that these constitute
autophagic bodies with undigested stress granule and autolysosomal
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components (Fig. 3.11).
To investigate further whether RBP47B stress granules are subject to
hypoxia-induced autophagy, a genetic approach was adopted with an A. thaliana
autophagy knockout mutant. For this purpose, the autophagy deficient atg9-4 A.
thaliana line (Floyd et al., 2015) was transformed with the 35s:RBP47B-CFP
reporter transgene. At 24 hr hypoxia, the atg9-4 reporter plants accumulated 3fold more RBP47B-CFP stress granules compared to the Col-0 control reporter
line (Fig. 3.6).
As noted in the introduction, RNA granule autophagy in mammalian and
yeast systems requires granule remodeling by the ubiquitin segregase CDC48.
CB5083 is an inhibitor of the ATPase activity of CDC48 (Marshall et al., 2019).
To test the potential involvement of CDC48 in RBP47B granule autophagy, the
effects of CB5083 were investigated in the A. thaliana Col-0 reporter lines (Fig.
3.6). Inhibition of CDC48 by CB5083 treatment resulted in 3.1 fold higher
accumulation of RBP47B-CFP stress granules than the 24 hr hypoxia control,
similar to atg9-4 autophagy mutants and autophagy inhibitor treatments (Fig.
3.6B).
Together, the increased accumulation of RBP47B stress granules by
inhibiting autophagy and CDC48, along with the over-accumulation of RBP47B
stress granules in atg9-4, support the hypothesis that RBP47B stress granules
are degraded by CDC48 dependent-autophagy during hypoxia. However, these
results do not exclude the possibility that CDC48 and autophagy inhibition cause
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greater production of RBP47B foci simply through induction of new stress
granule aggregates rather than inhibition of stress granule autophagy. To resolve
these possible interpretations, the temporal dynamics of stress granule
accumulation during hypoxia stress were tracked with a photo-convertible
RBP47B-DENDRA2 construct.
A diagram for the strategy of the RBP47B-DENDRA2 experiments is
presented in Figure 3.8. DENDRA2 is a fluorescent reporter that has an emission
wavelength maximum in the green range of the light spectrum (λmax= 492 nm)
(Chudakov et al., 2007). A brief exposure to UV light will photoconvert the
DENDRA2 fluorophore and emission spectrum to the red range (λmax= 555 nm;
Fig. 3.8A; (Chudakov et al., 2007). The degradation of the older photoconverted
red RBP47B-DENDRA2 population can then be compared and quantified
separately from the newly synthesized green RBP47B-DENDRA2 (Fig. 3.8B).
To analyze the time dependent formation and degradation of stress
granules, an in-frame C-terminal fusion of RBP47B with DENDRA2, driven by the
Cauliflower Mosaic Virus 35s promoter was constructed, and stable A. thaliana
35s:RBP47B-DENDRA2 reporter lines were generated. RBP47B-DENDRA2
seedlings were photoconverted with a brief UV pulse immediately before onset of
hypoxia, and visualized at 8 hr hypoxia and at 24 hr hypoxia (Fig. 3.9). To
quantitate the overlap of the red (old) and green (new) RBP47B-DENDRA2
signal, Mander’s Colocalization Coefficients (Manders et al., 1993) were
calculated (Table 3.1). Two Mander’s coefficients were computed: the first
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A
Co-localization imaging

MCred:green = fraction of the red signal
overlapping the green signal

MCgreen:red = fraction of the green signal

B

overlapping the red signal

Green channel

Red channel

Merge

MCgreen:red = 0.619

MCred:green = 0.572

Figure 3.8 Photoconversion and co-localization with RBP47B-DENDRA2. (A)
Strategy and protocol for photoconversion and co-localization analysis of RBP47B stress
granules in RBP47B-DENDRA2 plants. At time 0 just before the administration of
treatments, plants were subjected to a 30 second pulse of UV light to photoconvert all
RBP47B-DENDRA2 molecules from the green to the red fluorescent species. A hypoxia
time course was administered and at various times roots were imaged for both the red
and green DENDRA2 fluorescent signal. The red signal represents the older molecules
photoconverted at time zero while the green signal represents newer RBP47B produced
during the hypoxia time course. Co-localization was performed by confocal microscopy
and ImageJ analysis with the JACoP as described in the Methods. Mander’s colocalization coefficients describe the fraction of each signal overlapping the other. They
range from 0 (no co-localization) to 1 (complete co-localization). (B) Example of image
analysis of RBP47B- DENDRA2 (24 hrs hypoxia in the presence of CB5083).
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quantifies the fraction of the signal from the red channel that overlaps with the
green channel (MCCred:green), and the second quantifies the fraction of the green
channel that overlaps the red channel (MCCgreen:red). The Manders coefficients
are scored from 0 (no colocalization) to 1 (complete colocalization) (Manders et
al., 1993).
Over the first 8 hr of hypoxia, equivalent numbers of red and green
RBP47B-DENDRA2 stress granules accumulate (ratio of green to red foci: 1.01;
Table 3.1, Fig. 3.9). Further, there was strong colocalization observed between
the green and red signals (MCCred:green and MCCgreen:red= 0.5-0.6; Fig. 3.9).
However, upon extended hypoxic (24 hr), the majority of stress granules were
composed of green RBP47B-DENDRA2 (Fig. 3.9A). Strikingly, there was a
drastic decline in the number of red RBP47B-DENDRA2 foci (5-fold higher ratio
of green to red foci, Fig. 3.9C; Table 3.1) and a stark decrease in the
colocalization of the green and red signals (MCCgreen:red= 0.04; Fig. 3.9A and C;
Table 3.1). This observation suggests that as hypoxia proceeds, there is a
selective loss of stress granules formed at the onset of hypoxia stress (i.e red
RBP47B-DENDRA2 stress granules).
To investigate if the loss of RBP47B-DENDRA2 stress granules is due to
CDC48-dependent autophagy, the RBP47B-DENDRA2 experiment was repeated
in the presence of inhibitors as well as in the atg9-4 background (Fig. 3.9).
Compared to 24 hr hypoxia controls, CB5083-treated root epidermal cells
showed an increase in red RBP47B-DENDRA2 foci over the untreated control
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Table 3.1 Co-localization co-efficients from RBP47B-DENDRA2 Experiments
Mander’s co-localization co-efficientsb
Plant Line and
Treatmenta

Red:Green Stress Granule
ratioc

MCRed:Green
(SD, n cells)b

MCGreen:Red
(SD, n cells)b

Average (SD)

0.505

0.552

1.01

(0.186, n=39)

(0.199, n=39)

(0.21, n=27)

Col-0
24 hr hypoxia

0.147
(0.244, n=49)

0.041
(0.040, n=49)

0.21
(0.13, n=42)

Col-0
24 hr hypoxia
+CB5083
Col-0
24 hr hypoxia
+E64d
cml38
24 hr hypoxia

0.594

0.547

1.10

(0.220, n=18)

(0.143, n=18)

(0.52, n=27)

0.074
(0.075, n=25)

0.089
(0.070, n=25)

1.96
(0.72, n=28)

0.346
(0.125, n=18)

0.336
(0.125, n=18)

1.05
(0.38, n=23)

0.589

0.523

1.05

(0.213, n=30)

(0.238, n=30)

(0.31, n=25)

Col-0
8 hr hypoxia

atg9-4
24 hr hypoxia
a

Plant treatments regimes are described in Fig. 3.9.

b

Manders co-localization co-efficients are described in Supplemental Fig. 3.8. and were calculated in ImageJ using the JACoP

plug-in as described in the Materials and Methods.
c

Ratio of red to green stress granules, as described in Fig. 3.9.
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(Fig. 3.9A; Table 3.1). Further, CB5083-treated seedlings had a strong overlap of
the red and green RBP47B-DENDRA2 signals within granules (MCCred:green and
MCCgreen:red= 0.55-0.6; Table 3.1; Fig. 3.9). These observations suggest the
inhibition of CDC48 result in the retention of stress granules formed early in
hypoxia.
To further investigate the role of autophagy on stress granule turnover,
RBP47B-DENDRA2 stress granules were investigated by generating a RBP47BDENDRA2 reporter line in the atg9-4 background. Similar to the CB5083 inhibitor
treatment, extended hypoxia treatments of atg9-4 showed significantly higher
(2.3 fold) quantities of red RBP47B-DENDRA2 foci compared to RBP47BDENDRA2 Col-0 plants (Fig. 3.9B). Moreover, atg9-4 stress granules showed
high overlap of the red and green signal (MCCred:green:0.59 and MCCgreen:red=
0.52; Fig. 3.9B; Table 3.1). The retention of red RBP47B stress granules in the
autophagy deficient atg9-4 background indicate the elevated number of RBP47B
stress granules is due to decreased degradation of stress granules, rather than
increased production of new stress granules.
E64d treated RBP47B-DENDRA2 seedlings were also investigated for red
and green RBP47B-DENDRA2 stress granule accumulation during sustained
hypoxia. E64d treated seedlings had an increased accumulation of both red and
green foci compared to the 24 hr hypoxia control (Fig. 3.9 and 3.10).
Interestingly, the red photoconverted RBP47B-DENDRA2 foci in the E64d
treated cells accumulated in vacuolar autophagic body-like clusters, while the
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A

B

Figure 3.10. Red RBP47B-DENDRA2 stress granules accumulation in autophagic
bodies with E64d treated plants. (A) Confocal micrographs of A. thaliana RBP47BDENDRA2 roots imaged with green or red filters, processed by standard deconvolution,
and assembled into a 3D image from 10 optical sections, spaced 2 μm apart. Treatment
was performed as in Figure 3.9. Scale bar is 20 μm. (B) Enhanced magnification of the
RBP47B-DENDRA2 cluster denoted by the white box in A. Scale bar is 20 μm.
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green RBP47B-DENDRA2 foci remained within the cytosol of the cell
(MCCred:green: 0.07, MCCgreen:red= 0.09; Table 3.1; Fig. 3.10). Together, this
indicates the vacuolar aggregates represent RBP47B stress granules formed
early during hypoxia, and are likely autophagic bodies that accumulate in the
presence of E64d.
Selective autophagy requires cargo to interact with ATG8e by an adaptor
protein to initiate autophagosome formation. To test if a selective autophagy
mechanism was required for stress granule turnover during sustained hypoxia
the localization of RBP47B stress granules with the selective autophagy marker
ATG8e was performed. A stable A. thaliana Col-0 line co-expressing 35s:YFPATG8e with 35s:RBP47B-mSCARLET (RBP47B/ATG8e) was generated and
used to investigate colocalization of the two signals at 24 hr hypoxia with and
without E64d treatment (Fig. 3.11). At 24 hr hypoxia there were RBP47BmSCARLET and YFP-ATG8e foci present, but the two signals showed low
colocalization (MCCRBP47B:ATG8e= 0.034; Fig. 3.11A). Previous results with GFPATG8e lines subjected to long term submergence shows that the steady state
levels of ATG8e autophagosomes are low due to the rapid autophagic flux and
turnover of ATG8e (Chen et al., 2015). To determine if RBP47B/ATG8e
colocalization is not observed because of this phenomenon, the colocalization
was repeated in the presence of E64d to determine if the two signals accumulate
in autophagic bodies.
RBP47B/ATG8e reporter plant epidermal root cells treated with E64d
100

A
24hr hyp
+E64d 24hr hyp

MCC

0.02
0.59

B

Figure. 3.11. RBP47B and ATG8e colocalization in A. thaliana root cells. (A) Confocal
micrograph of representative root epidermal cells from YFP-ATG8e RBP47B-mSCARLET Col0 plants. Seedlings were challenged with argon induced hypoxia, and visualized at 24 hr
hypoxia. Inhibitor treatment to prevent autophagy used 10 μM E64d (+E64d). MCCRBP47:ATG8e
is marked to the right of each image. Scale bars =25 μm. (B) Representative 3D
reconstruction of YFP-ATG8 colocalization with RBP47B-mSCARLET in the presence of E64d
at 24 hr hypoxia. Standard deconvolution and 3D reconstruction, described in the materials
and methods, was applied to generate the YFP-ATG8e RBP47B-mSCARLET vacuole cluster
3D model. Scale bar = 10 μm.
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resulted in increased RBP47B-mSCARLET and YFP-ATG8e signal and stronger
colocalization of the two signals (MCCRBP47B:ATG8e= 0.41, SD: 0.23; Fig. 3.11).
RBP47B/ATG8e reporter plants treated with E64d showed RBP47B-mSCARLET
and YFP-ATG8e foci colocalize in autophagic body-like clusters (Fig. 3.11),
similar to observations with RBP47B-CFP and RBP47B-DENDRA2 in the
presence of E64d. To better visualize RBP47B-mSCARLET and YFP-ATG8e
colocalization, confocal images of the vacuolar autophagic body-like clusters
were captured over the X, Y, and Z planes (Z-series) to generate volumetric
signal intensities for both channels. The Z-series was processed by
deconvolution followed by 3D reconstruction in LasX, generating a threedimensional model for RBP47B-mSCARLET and YFP-ATG8e signal for an
enhanced image of colocalization (Fig. 3.11B). The resulting model suggests
RBP47B-mSCARLET stress granules are within YFP-ATG8e marked autophagic
bodies (Fig. 3.11B). The observations collectively suggest that RBP47B stress
granules are degraded by selective, ATG8e mediated macroautophagy by a
CDC48-dependent mechanism during sustained hypoxia.

3.6. CML38 localizes to stress granules and is turned over during
prolonged hypoxia.
The CML38 cellular localization was investigated using by a CML38
recombineering line (CML38-3YFP). CML38-3YFP is an amino-terminal
translational fusion of CML38 with 3 YFPs, induced by the native CML38
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promoter (Lokdarshi et al., 2016) that was produced by recombineering
technology (Zhou et al., 2011). A hypoxia/reoxygenation recovery time course of
CML38-3YFP plants was conducted to compare the accumulation and
disappearance of CML38 granules during hypoxia and reoxygenation recovery
(Fig. 3.12). The CML38-3YFP signal was not detected under normal oxygen
conditions (Fig. 3.12). CML38-3YFP was strongly induced during hypoxia with
the fluorescent signal accumulating within cytosolic foci at 8 hr hypoxia (Fig.
3.12A, B). This is consistent with previous observations by Lokdarshi et al
(2016). However, under sustained (24 hr) hypoxia, there was a significant
decrease in the number of CML38 granules with most root epidermal cells
showing the absence of fluorescent signal in foci (Fig. 3.12A, B). Upon return to
aerobic conditions, the number of CML38 cytosolic foci increased substantially
during the first hour of recovery (Fig. 3.12A, B), similar to observations with
RBP47B stress granules (Fig. 3.4). By 8 hr of reoxygenation recovery the CML38
fluorescent signal and overall CML38 granule levels declined and were no longer
detected (Fig. 3.12).
To determine whether CML38 granules are subject to CDC48-dependent
autophagy, the effects of E64d and CB5083 on the CML38 granule level were
assessed (Fig. 3.13A and B). E64d treatment resulted in a 5 fold accumulation of
CML38-3xYFP foci compared to the 24 hr hypoxia control (Fig. 3.13B). Further,
treatment of CML38-3YFP plants with E64d results in the accumulation of
CML38-3YFP signal in clusters (Fig. 3.13A), resembling the autophagic body-like
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hypoxia. (A) Representative confocal micrographs of 10 day old A. thaliana CML38
recombineering plant roots subjected to 24 hypoxia in the presence or absence of 1 μM
E64d and 2 μM CB5083. Scale bar is 25 μm. (B) Quantitation of CML38 foci from A.
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to 44 cells per treatment. Statistics used multiple comparisons by One-way ANOVA.
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structures observed with RBP47B stress granules. Treatment with CB5083 also
increased the CML38-3xYFP fluorescent signal with greater numbers of granulelike foci (Fig 3.13A and B). These observations suggest that autophagy via a
CDC48-mediated mechanism is responsible for the degradation of CML38-3YFP
granules during extended hypoxia.
The protein levels of CML38 during this time course were analyzed by
Western blot using CML38-flg transgenic plants. The CML38-flg construct was
generated by an in-frame carboxyl terminal translational fusion of CML38 with the
DYKDDDDK (flag) epitope tag, under the transcriptional control of 1.5 kbp of the
CML38 promoter immediately upstream of the CML38 start site
(CML38pro:CML38-flg). CML38pro:CML38-flg was transformed into cml38 plants
and used for analysis of the CML38-flg protein level. Similar to induction of
CML38-3xYFP by hypoxia (Lokdarshi et al., 2016), CML38-flg was induced by
hypoxia at both the mRNA and protein level (Fig. 3.14).
Analysis of the CML38-flg protein used CML38-flg plants during a hypoxia
and recovery time course. CML38-flg plants accumulated high levels of CML38flg during hypoxia (Fig. 3.15). Upon return to reoxygenation conditions, CML38flg protein levels remained high during short term 1 hr recovery, and then
declined and disappeared during sustained reoxygenation recovery (Fig. 3.15).
Interestingly, CML38-flg Western blots consistently showed two immunoreactive
bands. These immunoreactive bands migrated at 26.0 kDa and 29.5 kDa, 4-8
kDa larger than the predicted CML38-flg molecular weight (21.45 kDa). The
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Figure 3.14. Generation of the CML38-flg reporter line. (A) Q-PCR analysis of CML38flg transcript levels in 10-day old CML38-flg A. thaliana plants subjected to hypoxia. UBQ10
was used as for an internal reference and the relative expression was normalized to
normoxic levels of CML38-flg (error bars represent SD of n=4 determinations). (B) Western
blot analysis of CML38-flg expression in A. thaliana plants: Lane 1, normoxic; lane 2, 6 hr
hypoxia-treated. Each lane contains 40 μg of protein. The lower band migrates at 26,000
while the upper band migrates at 29,500. The predicted molecular weight of CML38-flg is
21,450. CML38-flg protein was detected with an anti-FLAG (DYKDDDDK) primary antibody,
as described in the methods.
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Figure 3.15. Dynamics of CML38 protein levels during extended hypoxia
and recovery. (Top) Western blot comparison of CML38-flg appearance during
a hypoxia time course and turnover during recovery of 10 day old
CML38p:CML38-flg plants. CML38-flg protein was detected with an anti-FLAG
(DYKDDDDK) primary antibody, as described in the methods. (Bottom)
Ponceau S load control. Each lane is loaded with 40 µg of total seedling (roots
and shoots) protein.
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structural reason for this discrepancy and the structural differences of the two
CML38 species remain unclear, but suggest the possibility of posttranslational
modifications or attachment of covalent protein tags (8.6 kDa).
Autophagy and granulophagy regulation of CML38 protein was also
investigated using autophagy inhibitor treatments with the CML38-flg line at 24 hr
hypoxia (Fig. 3.16). CML38-flg protein increased in both the E64d and CB5083
treatments compared to the 24 hr hypoxia control suggesting that inhibition of
autophagy and CDC48 block the degradation of CML38 (Fig. 3.16). The present
data, and previous analysis with CML38 localization with stress granules
(Lokdarshi et al., 2016), indicates CML38 accumulates in hypoxia induced stress
granules that are degraded by a CDC48-dependent autophagy pathway.

3.7. CML38 regulates stress granules during late hypoxia.
The CML38-homolog from tobacco, RgsCaM, is postulated to stimulate
autophagy during virus infection (Nakahara et al., 2012; Li et al., 2017). Given
CML38’s similarity to RgsCaM, and the fact that CML38 localizes to stress
granules, the involvement of CML38 in stress granule autophagy during hypoxia
was explored, by the appearance and dissipation of stress granules during
hypoxia and recovery. RBP47B-CFP reporter constructs were compared in Col-0
and cml38 mutant backgrounds (Fig. 3.17). Similar to Col-0, stress granules are
absent in cml38 under normoxic conditions (Fig. 3.17). Hypoxia induces stress
granule formation in both Col-0 and cml38 plants, and RBP47B marked stress
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Figure 3.16. Dynamics of CML38 protein levels during extended hypoxia and
recovery. Western blot comparison of CML38-flg protein from seedlings of
CML38p:CML38-flg plants subjected to 24 hr hypoxia with the indicated treatments,
described in Fig. 3.13. CML38-flg protein was detected with an anti-FLAG
(DYKDDDDK) primary antibody, as described in the methods. Each lane was
loaded with 40 µg of total protein.
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Figure 3.17. Stress granule aberrant accumulation and morphology in cml38

64

Table 3. 2. Comparison of RBP47B stress granule morphology in Col-0 and cml38 at 24 hr hypoxia
Parameter a

b

cml38 (n=616)

p-value

Average (SD)b

Median

Average (SD)b

Median

Area μm

0.912 (1.10)

0.442

1.08 (1.49)

0.436

0.0475

Circularity
2
4π area/perimeter

0.771 (0.218)

0.838

0.668 (0.240)

0.672

<0.0001

Roundness
2
4area/(π∙major axis )

0.695 (0.182)

0.718

0.608 (0.170)

0.623

<0.0001

Aspect Ratio
(major axis/minor axis)

1.58 (0.591)

1.39

1.81 (0.652)

1.61

<0.0001

Solidity
(area/convex area)

0.817 (0.101)

0.839

0.760 (0.106)

0.759

<0.0001

2

a

Col-0 (n= 449)

Parameters were calculated in ImageJ using the Analyze Particle command.
The data represent the average or median values for n=449 (Col-0) or n=616 (cml38) RBP47B particles from 35 to 48
plants from four separate treatment experiments. The standard deviation value is shown parenthetically.
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granules at 8 hr hypoxia in the cml38 are quantitatively and qualitatively
indistinguishable from Col-0 (Fig. 3.17A and B, Table 3.2). During extended
hypoxia (24 hr), cml38 accumulated 2 fold more RBP47B stress granules than
Col-0 (Fig. 3.17B). Further, cml38 RBP47B stress granules demonstrated
abnormal morphology. cml38 RBP47B stress granules are significantly larger at
24 hr hypoxia than in Col-0, and cml38 stress granules show less circularity and
were more irregular in shape compared to Col-0 stress granules (Fig. 3.17A,
Table 3.2).
The elevated accumulation of RBP47B-CFP stress granules in 24 hr
hypoxic cml38 plants compared to Col-0 could reflect either increased stress
granule formation or inhibition of stress granule degradation (e.g., by autophagy).
To resolve these possibilities, three approaches were used: (1) Western blot
analysis of RBP47B-CFP turnover in cml38; (2) the investigation of RBP47B-CFP
stress granules accumulation in cml38 when autophagy is inhibited; and (3)
comparison of green and red RBP47B-DENDRA2 stress granules in cml38 and
Col-0 backgrounds.
The (1) first approach tested RBP47B-CFP turnover in cml38 by the free
CFP/RBP47B-CFP Western blot-based strategy described earlier in this chapter
(Section 3.4). Col-0 and cml38 RBP47B-CFP A. thaliana roots were challenged
with 24 hr hypoxia, and the accumulation of free CFP and RBP47B-CFP was
compared (Fig. 3.18). Under normoxic conditions, both Col-0 and cml38 showed
very low accumulation of free CFP compared to RBP47B suggesting that
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degradation of RBP47B is not occurring (Fig. 3.18). However, similar to previous
observations (Fig. 3.5), examination of the RBP47B-CFP and free CFP signal in
reporter Col-0 shows that hypoxia induces the degradation of RBP47B-CFP with
the free CFP/RBP47B-CFP ratio increasing 8-fold at 24 hr hypoxia (Fig. 3.18). In
contrast, free CFP levels in cml38 plants do not increase in response to the same
hypoxia treatment, and the average free CFP/RBP47B-CFP ratio is 19-fold lower
than that of Col-0 plants (Fig 3.18). This suggests that cml38 plants have a
reduced ability to degrade RBP47B in response to sustained hypoxia stress.
To determine if this is due to defective autophagy, a (2) second approach
was undertaken to assess the effect of the autophagy inhibitor E64d on RBP47B
foci levels, and the accumulation of autophagic bodies in cml38 RBP47B-CFP
reporter plants. Similar to previous observations, E64d treatment of RBP47BCFP Col-0 plants increased the numbers of RBP47B-CFP foci 3-fold and
resulted in the accumulation of autophagic body-like clusters (Fig. 3.19). In
contrast, cml38 plants showed no difference in the numbers of RBP47B stress
granules in hypoxic roots in the presence or absence of E64d treatment (Fig.
3.19). In addition, E64d treatment of cml38 RBP47B-CFP plants did not result in
any detectable accumulation of vacuolar autophagic body-like clusters (Fig.
3.19). These observations suggest that cml38 plants accumulate greater
numbers of stress granules due to the inability to degrade these structures by
autophagy.
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The (3) third approach assayed turnover of red RBP47B-DENDRA2 stress
granules in cml38 using a RBP47B-DENDRA2 cml38 reporter line. As noted
above, Col-0 plants showed a selective loss of the red RBP47B-DENDRA2
signal during sustained (24 hr) hypoxia (Fig. 3.20). However, under the same
conditions, cml38 plants accumulate higher levels of both green and red
RBP47B-DENDRA2 granules (Fig. 3.20) in an equivalent ratio
(RBP47Bgreen/RBP47Bred = 1.05, Table 3.2). Moreover, co-localization analyses
reveal a significantly higher co-localization of the red and green stress granule
signal in cml38 plants (MCCgreen:red = 0.34) compared to Col-0 (MCCgreen:red =
0.04; Table 3.2). This shows that RBP47B stress granules are degraded to a
higher extent over the duration of hypoxia in Col-0, compared to cml38 plants.
Similar to the aberrant stress granules observed in cml38 RBP47B-CFP at 24 hr
hypoxia (Fig. 3.17A), cml38 RBP47B-DENDRA2 stress granules also show
aberrant morphology at 24 hr hypoxia (Fig. 3.20A). Overall, the data suggest that
CML38 is necessary for the autophagic degradation of stress granules during
sustained hypoxia, and the maintenance of stress granule structure.

3.8. Calcium regulates stress granule fractionation and disassembly in a
CML38 dependent manner
As discussed earlier, the transition of plants from severe hypoxia (24 hr) to
aerobic conditions results in a large increase in the numbers of RBP47B stress
granules that is proposed to be due to the fractionation and disassembly of stress
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granule structures before eventual clearance as recovery proceeds (Fig. 3.4).
One of the effects of reoxygenation after hypoxia in A. thaliana roots is an
increase in intracellular calcium (Sedbrook et al., 1996). To examine the potential
influence of calcium on stress granule dynamics during reoxygenation, RBP47BCFP plants were imaged in the presence of the Ca2+ ionophore ionomycin.
Ionomycin is a Ca2+ ionophore that allows passive diffusion of Ca2+ ions across
the cell membrane (Morgan and Jacob, 1994). Cytosolic calcium levels can be
manipulated by ionomycin treatment in either the presence of external calcium
(increases cytosolic Ca2+) or a calcium chelator such as EGTA (suppress
cytosolic Ca2+ signals).
To examine the potential influence of Ca2+ on stress granule dynamics in
Col-0 during reoxygenation, 24 hr hypoxic RBP47B-CFP plants were transferred
to ionomycin with either Ca2+ or the chelator EGTA upon reoxygenation, and root
epidermal cells were imaged at 1 hr reoxygenation recovery (Fig. 3.21). At 1 hr
recovery, Ca2+ /ionomycin did not affect stress granule fractionation, and the
sizes and numbers of particles were indistinguishable from 1 hr reoxygenation
controls (Fig. 3.21B and C). However, substitution of EGTA for calcium
(EGTA/ionomycin) resulted in the loss of the reoxygenation effect on stress
granule dynamics, with the number and size distribution of stress granules
showing no statistical difference from the 24 hr hypoxia control (Fig. 3.21B and
C). This observation suggests that increases in intracellular calcium are required
for the initiation of stress granule disassembly during early reoxygenation. In
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Figure 3.21. RBP47B granule fractionation during reoxygenation requires calcium. (A)
Representative confocal image of Col-0 RBP47B-CFP epidermal root cells subjected to 24 hr
hypoxia followed by 1 hr reoxygenation in the presence of 10 μM ionomycin and 5 mM EGTA (top)
and 20 min after incubating in 10 μM ionomycin and 5 mM CaCl2 (bottom). The scale bar is 25 μm.
(B) RBP47B foci in RBP47B-CFP Col-0 plants (Col-0) subjected to 24 hr hypoxia and 1 hr after
return to aerobic conditions. Control, no ionomycin; Ca iono, 10 μM ionomycin + 5 mM CaCl2;
EGTA iono, 10 μM ionomycin + 5 mM EGTA; EGTA iono-Ca, EGTA iono conditions followed by
transfer to 10 μM ionomycin + 5 mM CaCl2 for 20 min. Each data point represent the total value
from a single cell (2 μm optical section). (C) Comparison of RBP47B granule sizes (cross sectional
area) from the treatments in panel B in RBP47B-CFP plants subjected to 24 hr hypoxia and then 1
hr after upon return to aerobic conditions. Statistical significance was assessed by One-way
ANOVA analysis.
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support of this, transfer of EGTA-ionomycin treated seedlings back to media
containing calcium (EGTA Iono/Ca) triggers the stress granule disassembly
response within 20 min (Fig. 3.21).
Since the CML38 calcium sensor is localized to stress granule-like
structures during reoxygenation recovery, the possibility that the calciumdependent stress granule fractionation during reoxygenation requires CML38
was investigated by using RBP47B-CFP cml38 plants (Fig. 3.22). Unlike Col-0
plants, return of cml38 RBP47B-CFP plants to aerobic conditions did not show
the typical reoxygenation granule response. Instead, surprisingly, cml38 plants
showed a near complete loss of RBP47B-CFP foci within 1 hr of return to
reoxygenation (Fig. 3.22A and C). In addition, examination of RBP47B-CFP
cml38 plants in the presence of ionomycin and either Ca2+ or EGTA showed the
complete loss of sensitivity to calcium. The findings indicate that the RBP47BCFP stress granule fractionation response to reoxygenation requires both a
calcium signal as well as the calcium sensor protein CML38.

3.9. Loss of CML38, autophagy, and CDC48 trigger an alternative pathway
for stress granule degradation during reoxygenation.
If CML38 is required for autophagic clearance of stress granules, why
would cml38 mutants exhibit increase loss of stress granules during
reoxygenation? Examination of the free CFP/RBP47B-CFP ratio in cml38 plants
show that 1 hr of reoxygenation triggers degradation of the protein (Fig. 3.22).
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Further, examination of stress granule dynamics during reoxygenation in the
atg9-4 mutant, or in response to CB5083-treatment, show an identical pattern to
the cml38 mutant, with elevated stress granule accumulation at 24 hr hypoxia
followed by rapid and complete loss of stress granules upon 1 hr reoxygenation
(Fig. 3.23A). These observations suggest that blockage of autophagy or CDC48
remodeling might trigger an alternative pathway for stress granule clearance and
disassembly upon reoxygenation.
One potential clue for the identity of this alternative pathway comes from
the cross-talk between the proteasome and autophagy pathways for the
clearance and degradation of cellular components, and the observation that
inhibition of one pathway can lead to compensation by the upregulation of the
other (Kocaturk and Gozuacik, 2018). In the case of stress granule clearance
during reoxygenation, this may be the case in cml38, atg9-4, and CDC48inhibited cells. Proteasomal degradation can be prevented using MG132, a cellpermeant inhibitory peptide that has high specificity for preventing the activity of
the ubiquitin-proteasome in live cells (Kisselev and Goldberg, 2001). To
investigate if the ubiquitin-proteasome system might be responsible for
compensating stress granule turnover during reoxygenation, Col-0, Col-0 +
CB5083, cml38, and atg9-4 seedlings were challenged with 24 hr hypoxia
followed by reoxygenation in the presence or absence of MG132 (Fig. 3.23B and
C). MG132 treatment blocks the abrupt loss of stress granules during
reoxygenation in CB5083-treated Col-0, cml38, and atg9-4 (Fig. 3.23B and C),
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further supporting the hypothesis that the proteasome compensates for
autophagy in reoxygenation stress granule disassembly and degradation.
Together, these observations suggest that inhibition of autophagy leads to
the degradation of stress granule components by the proteasome pathway.
Further, the altered RBP47B-CFP stress granule turnover data suggest that
CML38 and CDC48 may be essential factors in routing stress granules for
clearance by autophagy upon reoxygenation recovery.

3.10. CML38 and calcium regulate autophagy during reoxygenation
recovery.
The finding that cml38 mutant plants are defective in stress granule
autophagy led to the question of whether the autophagy process itself is
defective in cml38 mutants. To test this hypothesis, autophagy was investigated
during hypoxia and reoxygenation recovery using MDC staining (Fig. 3.24), as
well as by generating transgenic 35s:YFP-ATG8e reporter lines in cml38 and
Col-0 backgrounds (Fig. 3.25). The pattern of accumulation of MDC-stained
vesicles and YFP-ATG8e autophagosomes in Col-0 and cml38 plants occurs in a
similar fashion during a 24 hr hypoxia time course (Fig. 3.24 and Fig 3.25). Thus,
despite the observation that cml38 mutants show defects in the specific
autophagy of stress granules during sustained hypoxia, cml38 and Col-0 plants
still exhibit a similar pattern of global selective autophagy during low oxygen
stress.
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In contrast, cml38 mutant plants show significant differences in autophagy upon
reoxygenation compared to Col-0. Col-0 plants show a reduction in the levels of
MDC vesicles which eventually return to basal normoxic levels upon
reoxygenation (Fig. 3.24). On the other hand, cml38 plants are insensitive to
reoxygenation and maintain a sustained elevated level of MDC vesicles even 8
hr after restoration of an aerobic state (Fig. 3.24). Further, comparison of YFPATG8e cml38 reporter lines with Col-0 show a similar difference during
reoxygenation recovery, with YFP-ATG8e autophagosomes in cml38 persisting
at an elevated level for hours after reoxygenation (Fig. 3.26).
As noted early in the chapter, GFP-ATG8e autophagy reporter lines
exhibit a second rapid burst of autophagy upon return of anaerobic conditions. To
determine whether this is also altered in cml38 plants, the YFP-ATG8e Col-0 and
cml38 reporter lines were compared during this early reoxygenation phase (Fig.
3.25). The YFP-ATG8e Col-0 lines show the characteristic burst in the number of
YFP-ATG8e marked foci at 10 minutes recovery, followed by a decrease at 1 hr
(Fig 3.26). In contrast, YFP-ATG8e cml38 plants lack this second autophagy
response, with YFP-ATG8e foci remaining at a static and unchanging level
compared to the Col-0 control (Fig. 3.26B).
I also investigated whether the rapid autophagy burst upon reoxygenation
requires a calcium signal. The number of YFP-ATG8e marked foci was assayed
at 24 hr hypoxia and after 10 minutes of reoxygenation recovery in the presence
of Ca2+ /ionomycin or EGTA /ionomycin, as described in section 3.8. At 24 hr
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hypoxia, Col-0 YFP-ATG8e foci in the control did not show a significant change
in the number of foci with Ca2+ /ionomycin or with EGTA/ ionomycin (Fig. 3.27A).
At 10 minutes reoxygenation recovery, the Col-0 control and Ca2+ /ionomycin
treatment showed an indistinguishable increase in numbers of YFP-ATG8e foci
(Fig. 3.27A). In contrast, the number of YFP-ATG8e autophagosomes in
ionomycin/ EGTA treated seedlings did not significantly change from the 24 hr
hypoxia plants (Fig. 3.27), suggesting that calcium is necessary for the
reoxygenation burst. This was confirmed by a subsequent experiment that shows
transfer of EGTA/ionomycin seedlings to calcium conditions restored the
autophagic response (Fig. 3.27). In contrast, cml38 plants showed no change in
the levels of YFP-ATG8e autophagosomes regardless of calcium or EGTA
treatment (Fig. 3.27). Overall, the data suggest that Ca2+ signal and the Ca2+
sensor protein CML38 are both required for the second phase of autophagy that
occurs during reoxygenation.

3.11. Summary and conclusions for Chapter III.
In response to the energy crisis resulting from submergence stress and
hypoxia, A. thaliana limits non-essential mRNAs translation, and accumulates
cytosolic stress granules. Stress granules are phase-separated mRNA-protein
particles that partition transcripts for various fates: storage, degradation, or return
to translation after stress alleviation. The data I provide in this chapter provides
evidence that RNA stress granules are dynamically regulated during hypoxia
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stress and aerobic recovery via two phases of autophagy that require the AAA+
ATPase CDC48 and the calcium sensor CML38. In the first phase, it was shown
that CML38 is essential for stress granule autophagy during extended hypoxia,
suggesting a role in stress granule maintenance. In the second phase, the return
of aerobic conditions triggers an autophagic burst and stress granule
fractionation response that requires intracellular calcium and CML38. cml38
mutants not only lose these responses, but also have aberrant, sustained
autophagosome accumulation during the reoxygenation recovery phase. The
findings suggest that CDC48 RNA granule autophagy (“granulophagy”) is
conserved in plants, and that the hypoxia-induced calcium sensor CML38
regulates stress granule autophagy during anaerobic stress as well as during a
calcium-dependent reprogramming phase associated with reoxygenation.
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CHAPTER IV.
CML38 BINDS TO SUPPRESSOR OF GENE SILENCING 3 (SGS3)
AND REGULATES AUTOPHAGIC TURNOVER OF SGS3 BODIES.
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Elements of this work appeared in Field et al, (2021)
https://doi.org/10.3389/fpls.2021.722940 . Data figures shown in this chapter
were generated and prepared by the thesis author unless otherwise noted.

4.1. Background and rationale.
Calmodulin-like 38 (CML38) is one of 49 core hypoxia response proteins
in A. thaliana, and is induced early in hypoxia and localizes to cytosolic foci that
accumulate during low oxygen stress (Lokdarshi et al., 2016). Characterization of
CML38-associated proteins by immunoprecipitation and mass spectrometry
revealed several stress granule markers as well as various proteins associated
with RNA processing and metabolism (Lokdarshi et al., 2016). CML38 is
structurally and phylogenetically similar to Nicotiana Regulator of gene silencing
Calmodulins (RgsCaM) that were originally identified as binding targets of the
potyviral RNA silencing protein HELPER COMPONENT PROTEINASE (HC-Pro)
(Anandalakshmi et al., 2000). RgsCaM overexpression suppressed secondary
siRNA gene silencing (Anandalakshmi et al., 2000), and it was proposed that
RgsCaM is an endogenous suppressor of Post Transcriptional Gene Silencing
(PTGS), and that the viral HC-Pro may take advantage of this physiological
function to evade the plant host response (Anandalakshmi et al., 2000). A
mechanism for RgsCaM suppression of host gene siRNA silencing came from
the observation that the SUPPRESSOR OF GENE SILENCING 3 (SGS3) RNA
binding protein is a direct interaction target for RgsCaM (Li et al., 2017).
SGS3 is a homodimeric RNA binding protein that was first identified by its
involvement in tasiRNA biogenesis and (PTSG) (Mourrain et al., 2000; Peragine
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et al., 2004). SGS3 is a member of the rice X gene family of proteins, and has
four conserved domains: a prion-like domain, an RNA binding XS domain, a Zinc
Finger domain, and a triple coil-coil domain (Bateman, 2002; Kim et al., 2021).
SGS3 is an essential protein in siRNA biogenesis, involved in transposon
silencing, transgene silencing, and the plant cell’s virus defense PTGS response
(Peragine et al., 2004; Yoshikawa et al., 2005; Cheng and Wang, 2016). SGS3
functions with RNA DEPENDENT RNA polymerase 6 (RDR6) to synthesize
double stranded RNA templates, which are processed by DICER enzymes into
corresponding siRNAs (Yoshikawa et al., 2005). Plants with mutations in SGS3
(e.g. sgs3-11) lack secondary siRNA PTGS responses (Peragine et al., 2004;
Yoshikawa et al., 2005).
In planta, SGS3 localizes to phase separated small interfering RNA bodies
(siRNA bodies) under non-stress conditions (Jouannet et al., 2012; Kim et al.,
2021). siRNA bodies contain the machinery for siRNA production as well as other
PTGS proteins, such as ARGONAUTE 7 (Kumakura et al., 2009; Jouannet et al.,
2012). Overexpression of RgsCaM lowers the numbers of siRNA bodies as well
as the level of SGS3 protein (Li et al., 2017). This effect on RgsCaM
overexpression was suppressed by autophagy inhibitors and RNAi reduction of
the expression of key autophagy genes (Li et al., 2017). RgsCaM is proposed to
be an autophagy promoting protein that targets siRNA bodies, and this in turn is
proposed to be the mechanism of RgsCaM suppression of silencing.
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Plant viruses trigger host mediated degradation of SGS3 (Cheng and
Wang, 2016) to prevent host secondary siRNA silencing of viral transcripts
(Hafrén et al., 2018). The host protein RgsCaM directly interacts with SGS3 to
target it for autophagic degradation (Li et al., 2017). RgsCaM is proposed to be
hijacked by Potyvirus to prevent viral RNA silencing through SGS3 and siRNA
bod autophagy (Nakahara et al., 2012; Cheng and Wang, 2016; Li et al., 2017).
In this chapter I demonstrate that SGS3 is also a direct binding target for
A. thaliana CML38, that CML38 and SGS3 co-localize to hypoxia-induced
granules, and that CML38 regulates SGS3 and granule autophagy during
sustained hypoxia. Moreover, I demonstrate that CML38 interacts with the
ubiquitin segregase AAA+-ATPase CDC48A, and that this interaction appears to
be necessary for SGS3 granule autophagy during hypoxia.

4.2. Identification of CML38 direct binding targets
Calmodulin (CaM) and Calmodulin-like (CML) proteins represent a diverse
collection of calcium sensor proteins that mediate the effects of calcium signals
through the binding and modulation of downstream target proteins (Chin and
Means, 2000; Villalobo et al., 2019). The biological functions of CaM and CMLs
are largely defined by their cadre of direct interaction targets rather than intrinsic
biochemical activities associated with each calcium sensor protein.
CML38 immunoprecipitation identified over 100 proteins pulled down with
CML38 during hypoxia, and over 50 of these identified proteins are involved in
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RNA metabolism or associated with RNA-protein granules (Lokdarshi et al.,
2016). This list of CML38 associated proteins provides valuable insight into
CML38 localization and the collection of possible cellular binding targets that
CML38 regulates during hypoxia. However, since CML38 associates with mRNP
complexes that contain multiple proteins, it is difficult to discern which are the
direct binding/regulatory targets of CML38 and which are CML38 non-interacting
proteins that are co-precipitated as part of the stress granule.
To identify which of these proteins are direct CML38 interaction targets, a
CML38 binding analysis utilizing the Bacterial Adenylate Cyclase-based TwoHybrid (BACTH) system in E. coli was adopted (Karimova et al., 1998; Battesti
and Bouveret, 2012). BACTH uses E.coli BTH101 cells along with two
complementary plasmids that allow for ligation of a protein-of-interest as a
translational in-frame fusion with either the T25 (prey) or T18 (bait) half of the
bacterial ADENYLATE CYCLASE protein (Karimova et al., 1998; Karimova et al.,
2000). This system allows pairwise protein-protein interaction since each protein
has one half of the ADENYLATE CYCLASE protein. If the N- and C- terminal
halves interact, they will result in an active ADENYLATE CYCLASE enzyme that
will catalyze cyclic AMP synthesis. cAMP is bound by CATABOLITE
ACTIVATOR PROTEIN (CAP), which will induce reporter gene expression of the
lactose (lac) and maltose (mal) operons for lactose and maltose catabolism,
which can then be assayed on indicator media (Karimova et al., 1998; Karimova
et al., 2000; Battesti and Bouveret, 2012).
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Six proteins were tested for direct interaction with CML38 by BACTH (Fig.
4.1). Four proteins were previously identified by CML38 immunoprecipitation
followed by mass spectroscopy experiments conducted by Lokdarshi et al,
(2016): the CDC48 AAA+-ATPase ubiquitin segregase; the RNA splicing proteins
GLYCINE RICH PROTEIN 7 and 8 (GRP7 and GRP8); and the translation
initiation factor and RNA helicase eIF4A. A fifth protein, the SnRK1-interacting
scaffold protein DOMAIN OF UNKNOWN FUNCTION 581-5 (DUF581-5), was
identified from a calcium-dependent CML38-3YFP immunoprecipitation
experiment I conducted (Fig. 4.2). A sixth protein, the SUPPRESSOR OF GENE
SILENCING 3 (SGS3) RNA binding protein that is involved in siRNA biogenesis,
was selected since it is an interacting protein for Nicotiana RgsCaM (Li et al.,
2017). Based on the analysis of two BACTH reporter assays (Fig. 4.1), the six
proteins can be segregated into two classes: 1. direct CML38-interaction targets
(e.g., DUF581-5, SGS3, and CDC48A); or 2. non-binding proteins (e.g., GRP7
and GRP8, and eIF4A) that likely were pulled down in IP experiments indirectly
and do not bind to CML38.

4.3. SGS3 associates with CML38 in RNA stress granules in Nicotiana
benthamiana
To explore the interaction of SGS3 and CML38 further, co-localization
experiments were performed in transiently transfected N. benthamiana leaves
(Fig. 4.3). The submergence of N. benthamiana leaf disks in aqueous media
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Figure 4.1. Identification of CML38-interacting proteins by Bacterial Two Hybrid
Assay. Bacterial Two Hybrid (BACTH) of CML38 with selected proteins of interest. E. coli
BTH101 cells were co-transformed with bait (CML38/pKNT25) and prey (protein of
interest/pUT18c) constructs (see Materials and Methods). Gene names are listed and gene
accession numbers are shown parenthetically. Empty, indicates a negative control
consisting of the pUT18c construct without a protein fusion. Zip, indicates a positive control
consisting of bait and prey constructs with two fragments of a leucine zipper motif of the
yeast protein GCN4. Interaction analysis was performed by plating on M63 minimal media
with the β-galactosidase substrate X-Gal, and on fermentation indicator MacConkey
media supplemented with maltose, as described in the Materials and Methods.
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Figure 4.2. Select proteins identified by CML38-3YFP co-immunoprecipitation from hypoxia roots.
CML38-EYFP IP-MS in the presence of 2 mM Calcium, 5 mM EGTA, or 2 mM calcium followed by elution with
5 mM EGTA (EGTA Elution). IP used to identify associated interacting proteins for CML38 from CML38-3YFP
6 hr hypoxic A. thaliana roots. Raw data from the LC-MS/MS was analyzed using MaxQuant-MyriMatch to
identify peptide fragment, and matched against the A. thaliana proteome to identify proteins. Proteins are
grouped based on function and was. Each protein row has the gene accession number (left) and the protein
name (right). See Methods for more information on the experiment. DUF581-5 was identified by IP-MS/MS in
calcium followed by EGTA Elution.
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Figure 4.3. CML38 co-localizes with SGS3 and RBP47B granules. (A) Co-localization
experiment with N. benthamiana leaves co-transfected with constructs that express SGS3-CFP
and CML38-YFP. Leaf sections were subjected to submergence-induced hypoxia (3 hr) prior to
imaging. The image is a 2D projection of 25 optical sections (0.8 μm/section) and subjected to
standard deconvolution as described in the Materials and Methods. The panel at the bottom right
represents analysis of a single SGS3/CML38 granule showing three successive 0.23 µm optical
sections with Lightning deconvolution demonstrating co-localization of the two signals. (B) Colocalization experiment with N. benthamiana leaves co-transfected with constructs that express
CML38-YFP and the stress granule marker RBP47B-CFP followed by submergence-induced
hypoxia (1 hr) prior to imaging. The image is from 18 optical sections (2 μm/section). (C) Colocalization experiment with N. benthamiana leaves co-transfected with SGS3-YFP and RBP47BCFP. Leaf sections were subjected to submergence-induced hypoxia prior to confocal microscopy
imaging. Scale bars are 25 µm. Figure was generated by Craig Conner.
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induces a hypoxic state that leads to a time-dependent localization of CML38 to
cytosolic stress granules (Lokdarshi et al., 2016). Previous work shows that
SGS3 protein accumulates within other cytosolic foci termed siRNA bodies under
non-stressed conditions, where it is proposed to be involved in siRNA
biosynthesis (Elmayan et al., 2009; Kumakura et al., 2009; Jouannet et al.,
2012). SGS3 also strongly associates with stress granule marker proteins in
response to heat stress (Jouannet et al., 2012). As shown in Fig. 4.3A, CML38
and SGS3 show strong co-localization within cytosolic foci that formed during
submergence stress, including near complete signal superposition based on
high-resolution analysis with deconvolution of z-stack images (Fig. 4.3A). Each
protein also show strong co-localization with the RBP47B stress granule under
these conditions (Fig. 3.4B and C). Taken together with the BACTH data, the
data suggest that CML38 and SGS3 interact in stress granules in response to
submergence-induced hypoxia.

4.4. Hypoxia stress induces an increase in SGS3 body formation followed
by CML38-dependent autophagy
To investigate the properties of SGS3 bodies in A. thaliana, stable Col-0
transgenic lines expressing SGS3-CFP driven by the Cauliflower Mosaic Virus
35s promoter were generated. Root epidermal cells of SGS3-CFP reporter plants
root epidermal cells accumulate SGS3-CFP signal within some cytoplasmic
bodies during normoxia (Fig. 4.4), consistent with previous observations of
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siRNA bodies under stress conditions (Jouannet et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2021).
During 8 hr hypoxia SGS3-CFP bodies increased 5-fold in number (Fig. 4.4),
consistent with hypoxia induced stress granule formation. However, upon
extended hypoxia (24 hr), the number of SGS3 bodies declined (Fig. 4.2) and
were not statistically different from the level of SGS3 bodies under basal
normoxic conditions (Fig. 4.4).
Potential regulation of SGS3 bodies by CML38 was examined using a
SGS3-CFP reporter in the cml38 background. Under normoxic conditions, Col-0
and cml38 root epidermal cells did not show significant differences in the basal
numbers of SGS3-CFP bodies (Fig. 4.5). Similarly, the number of SGS3-CFP
bodies increased in a statistically indistinguishable manner during 8 hr hypoxia in
both Col-0 and cml38 cells (Fig. 4.5). However, in contrast to Col-0 at 24 hr
hypoxia, the number of SGS3-CFP bodies in cml38 remained elevated and did
not significantly change from the 8 hr hypoxia timepoint (Fig. 4.5B). From this
observation of SGS3-CFP bodies during hypoxia in Col-0 and cml38, the
following questions emerged: 1. What is regulating SGS3 body disappearance
under extended hypoxia; and 2. why is this phenomenon lost in the cml38
background?
Due to the role of CML38 in RBP47B stress granule turnover by selective
autophagy that was demonstrated in Chapter III, the potential CML38-mediated
autophagic degradation of SGS3 bodies was investigated. The number of SGS3CFP bodies at 24 hr hypoxia was assayed using A. thaliana SGS3-CFP Col-0
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Figure 4.5. CML38 is required for the decrease in SGS3 bodies during sustained
hypoxia. (A) Representative micrographs of A. thaliana root epidermal cells in SGS3CFP Col-0 and cml38 transgenic plants challenged with hypoxia as described in the
Materials and Methods. Representative confocal images from root epidermal cells are
shown. All micrographs are the same scale, and the scale bar is 25 μm. (B) Violin plot
of quantitation of SGS3-CFP foci from A. Each data point represents a 2 µm optical
section from a single cell. Different letters represent statistically significant differences,
assessed by one-way ANOVA analysis.
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and cml38 in the presence or absence of the autophagy inhibitors E64d, ConA,
and wortmannin (Fig. 4.6). Col-0 SGS3-CFP reporter plants subjected to hypoxia
in the presence of the three autophagy inhibitors showed three-fold higher levels
of SGS3-CFP foci compared to the 24 hr hypoxia control (Fig. 4.6). Similar to
previous observations with RBP47B-CFP (Fig. 3.6), the SGS3-CFP foci in E64dtreated plants accumulated within vacuolar fluorescent clusters (Fig. 4.6 and 4.7),
that resemble the vacuolar autophagic bodies that accumulate RBP47BmSCARLET YFP-ATG8e in A. thaliana roots upon E64d autophagy arrest (Fig.
3.11). In contrast to the observations with Col-0, autophagy inhibitor treatments
of cml38 SGS3-CFP reporter plants showed no change in the accumulation of
SGS3-CFP bodies, and are indistinguishable from 24 hr hypoxic controls (Fig.
4.6).
Further support for SGS3 body autophagy is provided by Western blot
analysis of SGS3-CFP Col-0 and cml38 lines (Fig. 4.6C). SGS3-CFP is readily
detected in normoxic root extracts of SGS3-CFP Col-0 plants, but is lost after
24hr hypoxia. This loss of signal is prevented by inhibition of autophagy by E64d.
In contrast, the SGS3-CFP signal is readily detected at 24 hr hypoxia in cml38
plants and there is no effect of E64d treatment (Fig. 4.6C). Overall, the data
support the hypothesis that extended hypoxia triggers autophagic turnover of
SGS3 bodies, and that CML38 is required for this process.
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Figure 4.6. SGS3 bodies require CML38 and autophagy for turnover during sustained
hypoxia. (A) Representative micrographs of SGS3-CFP A. thaliana Col-0 and cml38 transgenic
plants at 24 hr hypoxia with and without autophagy inhibitors. Control, 24 hypoxia with no
additional treatment; Wort, 5 μM wortmannin; E64d, 10 μM E64d; ConA, 1 μM concanamycin A.
All micrographs are the same scale, and the scale bar is 25 μm. (B) Violin plot of quantitative
analysis of SGS3-CFP foci from A. Each data point represents a 2 µm optical section from a
single cell. Statistical significance was assessed using two way ANOVA Multiple Comparisons.
n.s. = not significant. (C) SGS3-CFP Western blot using anti-GFP antisera (top) and
corresponding loading control image (Ponceau-S stain, bottom) of root extracts of SGS3-CFP
Col-0 and cml38 lines from 10 day old A. thaliana seedlings. The numbers below the blot
indicate the duration of hypoxia treatment (24 hr hypoxia) and E64d treatment (24E). Each lane
was loaded with 40 μg total protein. The predicted molecular weight of SGS3-CFP is 98.89 kDa.
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Figure 4.7. SGS3-CFP foci accumulate within autophagic body-like clusters in the
presence of E64d. (A) Top, SGS3-CFP fluorescence signal in ten day old SGS3-CFP
Col-0 seedlings at 24 hr hypoxia, in the presence of 10 µM E64d. Autophagic body-like
clusters (white arrowheads) were visualized by orthogonal sectioning of the XY plane,
composite z-stack images were assembled to visualize the ZX and ZY planes to show
location of the cluster within the cell. Images in the X, Y, and Z planes were assembled
and orthogonal sections generated in Leica LAS X software from 20 optical sections (1 µm
for each optical section). Bottom. Diagram of XY, ZX, and ZY planes. (B) DIC micrograph
of A. Arrow head indicates vacuolar autophagic body-like clusters. (C) Cross sections
indicate orthogonal sections in A are denoted by the white lines. Scale bar is 25 µm.
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4.5. The SGS3 protein is degraded during sustained hypoxia by a CML38dependent autophagy pathway.
To test more rigorously whether SGS3 is subject to hypoxia-induced
autophagy, the native SGS3 protein level was investigated by Western blot of cell
extracts from A. thaliana roots of Col-0, cml38, and the autophagy deficient line
atg9-4. First, to verify the detection of endogenous SGS3 by anti-SGS3 antisera,
Western blot analysis of root extracts from Col-0 and the sgs3-11 splice site
mutant line were compared (Fig. 4.8A). A band migrating at 72 kDa was
observed in Col-0 (predicted molecular weight for SGS3 is 71.97 kDa), which
was absent in the sgs3-11 splice site mutant line (Fig. 4.8A), indicating the
immunoreactive band is SGS3.
Next, the SGS3 protein level was investigated in Col-0 and cml38 during a
hypoxia time course. Cell extracts of Col-0 and cml38 roots from hydroponically
grown A. thaliana plants were used for Western blot-based analyses, and the
relative accumulation of SGS3 was compared between the two genotypes (Fig.
4.8A). Col-0 and cml38 both showed SGS3 protein present during normoxia. In
response to extended (24 hr) hypoxia, the Col-0 SGS3 protein level decreased
2.5 fold compared to the normoxic protein level (Fig. 4.8A and B). In contrast, the
SGS3 protein level in the cml38 background remained elevated over the 24 hr
hypoxia Col-0 level (Fig. 4.8A and B). This supports the results of SGS3-CFP
body experiments (Fig. 4.5) and suggests CML38 is necessary for the
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Figure 4.8. SGS3 protein levels decline during sustained hypoxia by CML38-dependent
autophagy process. (A) SGS3 western blot of root extracts of the Col-0, cml38, sgs3-11, and
atg9-4 lines from 40 day old hydroponic A. thaliana plants. The predicted molecular weight of SGS3
is 71.97 kDa. The numbers at the top of the blot indicate the duration of hypoxia treatment (8 hr or
24 hr hypoxia or 0 hr). Molecular weights (kDa) of marker are indicated. Each lane was loaded with
40 μg total protein. SGS3 protein detection used an anti-SGS3 primary antibody. PonceauS stain
for a loading control is shown below the blot. (B) Densometry from western blot experiments
performed as described in A, with SGS3 protein levels at 24 hr hypoxia standardized to the Col-0
normoxia signal in each experiment. Col-0 and cml38 data is from four independent experiments,
atg9-4 data is from three experiments. Statistical significance was assessed by one way ANOVA
analysis with a different letter indicating significant differences (p<0.05). (C) Quantitative Real Time
PCR for SGS3 performed with cDNA from Col-0, cml38, and atg9-4 A. thaliana root cell extracts
collected at 24 hr hypoxia stress. Normalized using UBQ10 between samples. Statistics used oneway ANOVA analysis. Each genotype had 4 independent replicates.
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turnover of SGS3 during sustained hypoxia.
To determine whether the decline in Col-0 SGS3 protein level is the result
of autophagy, the SGS3 protein level was assayed in Col-0 and cml38 at 24 hr
hypoxia with and without E64d-treatment, and in the autophagy deficient line
atg9-4 (Floyd et al., 2015). E64d-treatment inhibited the hypoxia induced loss of
SGS3 protein, while showing no effect on cml38 plants (Fig. 4.9). Further,
analysis of hypoxia challenged atg9-4 roots showed the persistence of SGS3
protein during extended hypoxia (Fig. 4.8A and B). These data indicate that the
hypoxia-dependent loss of SGS3 is the result of autophagic degradation.
A possible alternative hypothesis to the loss of SGS3 signal is a decrease
in the SGS3 transcript levels during hypoxia. This is likely not the case since
previous work demonstrated SGS3 mRNA is readily transcribed and translated at
12 hr hypoxia and is not significantly different than normoxic controls (BrancoPrice et al., 2005; Branco-Price et al., 2008). Q-PCR of SGS3 of 24hr hypoxic
Col-0, cml38, and atg9-4 roots samples showed no significant differences in
transcript levels (Fig. 4.8C). Together, the data gathered by SGS3 Western blot,
SGS3-CFP imaging, and qPCR analysis argue that CML38 regulates SGS3 at
the posttranscriptional level by mediating the autophagic turnover of SGS3
protein and SGS3 bodies during extended hypoxia.
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Figure 4.9. SGS3 protein degradation during extended hypoxia is inhibited by
E64d. SGS3 Western blot using anti-SGS3 antisera (top) and corresponding loading
control image (Ponceau-S stain, bottom) of root extracts of Col-0 and cml38 lines from
10 day old A. thaliana seedlings. Each lane was loaded with 40 μg total protein based
on Bradford analysis. The predicted molecular weight of SGS3 is 71.97 kDa. The
numbers below the blot indicate the duration of hypoxia treatment (24 hr hypoxia or 0
hr) and E64d treatment (24E).
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4.6. SGS3 body turnover requires a CDC48 dependent mechanism.
Previous work in Chapter III showed that CML38 mediates stress granule
turnover by a CDC48-dependent granulophagy-like mechanism. Further, earlier
work in this chapter shows that CDC48A is a direct binding target for CML38
(Fig. 4.1), and previous data shows that CDC48A is a prominent component of
the CML38 “interactome” identified from pulldown assays of hypoxic A. thaliana
roots (Lokdarshi et al., 2016). To test whether A. thaliana CDC48 is also
necessary for degradation of SGS3 bodies during sustained hypoxia, and if
CML38 was required for this pathway, the effect of CB5083 on SGS3-CFP body
accumulation was evaluated in the Col-0 and cml38 mutant backgrounds.
In Col-0 root epidermal cells, the number of SGS3-CFP bodies at 24 hr
hypoxia increased 5 fold with the addition of CB5083 compared to the untreated
hypoxic control (Fig. 4.10B). Interestingly, the elevated number of SGS3-CFP
bodies in Col-0 hypoxia-challenged CB5083 treated root cells were statistically
indistinguishable from the numbers in cml38 root cells (Fig. 4.10B). Moreover,
unlike Col-0 plants, CB5083 treatment showed no effect on the levels of SGS3CFP bodies in 24 hr hypoxia treated cml38 plants (Fig. 4.10B). Together, the
data suggest that both CDC48 and CML38 are necessary for SGS3-CFP body
autophagy during extended hypoxia, and is similar to the CDC48-mediated
granulophagy-like mechanism for RBP47B investigated in Chapter III.
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Figure 4.10. CDC48 requires CML38 to regulate the decrease of SGS3-CFP bodies
during extended hypoxia. (A) Representative epidermal cell images of ten day old A.
thaliana SGS3-CFP Col-0 and cml38 seedlings challenged with argon induced hypoxia for
24 hours in the presence or absence of 2 μM CB5083. All micrographs are the same
scale, and the scale bar is 25 μm. (B) Violin plot of SGS3-CFP foci quantitation from
epidermal cells treated as described in panel A. Each data point represents a 2 μm optical
section from a single cell. Statistical significance was assessed by one-way Anova.
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Given that CML38 interacts directly with CDC48A (Fig. 4.1), and both are
required for SGS3 body autophagy, the co-localization of CDC48 and CML38
granules was investigated by transient transfection of N. benthamiana leaves.
Localization experiments were done by transfection with either CDC48A-CFP
alone, CML38-YFP alone, or co-expression of both CDC48A-CFP and CML38YFP (Fig. 4.11).
Under normoxia (Fig. 4.11A) and 24 hr hypoxia (Fig. 4.11B), leaf cells
expressing CDC48A-CFP alone showed a largely diffuse signal with no apparent
localization to cytoplasmic foci (Fig. 4.11A and B). Consistent with previous
observations (Lokdarshi et al., 2016), CML38-YFP accumulates as diffuse signal
in both the cytosol and nucleus under normoxia (Fig. 4.11A), but redistributes
strongly to cytosolic stress granule foci in response to hypoxia-treatment (Fig.
4.11B). When CML38-YFP and CDC48A-CFP were co-expressed, there was
little apparent change in the normoxia patterns compared to when either protein
is expressed alone (Fig. 4.11A). However, the CDC48A-CFP signal showed a
drastic difference under hypoxia conditions when co-expressed with CML38-YFP
(Fig. 4.11B and C). Co-expression with CML38-YFP resulted in the strong, nearly
complete, co-localization of the CDC48A-CFP signal with CML38-YFP granules
(MCCCDC48A:CML38: 0.72, Fig. 4.11 and 4.12). In contrast to CDC48-CFP, the
number CML38-YFP cytoplasmic bodies did not change when co-expressed with
CDC48A-CFP (Fig. 4.11A). The colocalization data during hypoxia treatment
strongly suggests that CML38 expression results in the recruitment of CDC48A
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Figure 4.11. CML38 recruits CDC48A to hypoxia-induced foci in N. benthamiana.
Representative confocal micrographs of two N. benthamiana leaves transfected with
CML38-YFP, CDC48A-CFP, or both proteins. Leaf sections were visualized 48 hr after
infiltration.
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Figure 4.12. CDC48A and CML38 strongly colocalize to cytosolic granules during
hypoxia. Top, confocal micrograph of CML38-YFP and CDC48A-CFP from co-expression
experiments. N. benthamiana leaf sections were subjected to 24 hr hypoxia. The images
are taken from the bottom panel of Fig. 4.9. Bottom, magnification of the granules
designated by the red arrowhead in the top Merge micrograph. Manders Colocalization
Coefficients (MCC) at 24 hr hypoxia: MCCCDC48A:CML38 = 0.72 (SD = 0.14); MCCCML38:CDC48A
= 0.44 (SD = 0.19); n=30. Scale bar for top is 25 µm, bottom is 5 µm.
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to CML38 stress granules. Based on BACTH data that demonstrated CML38 and
CDC48A proteins interact, the observation that CML38 and CDC48A are both
essential for SGS3 body turnover, and previous evidence for CDC48 as a
mediator of granulophagy (see Chapter III, (Buchan et al., 2013), it is proposed
that CDC48A and CML38 coordinate SGS3 body granulophagy during sustained
hypoxia stress.

4.7. Summary and conclusions for Chapter IV.
Calmodulin-like 38 is among the core-hypoxia genes that are selectively
transcribed and translated during low oxygen stress, is the only EF hand protein
that is induced by hypoxia stress, and is essential for optimal response to low
oxygen stress in A. thaliana (Lokdarshi et al., 2016). The data I provide in this
chapter provides evidence that the SGS3 protein is a direct binding target for
CML38, that SGS3 stress granule-like bodies are degraded by autophagy by a
CML38-dependent mechanism during extended low oxygen stress, and that this
process appears to involve the CDC48A AAA+-ATPase. As shown in the working
model in figure 4.13, SGS3 granule degradation may be another facet of RNA
homeostasis to conserve resources during the energy crisis associated with
extended hypoxia.
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Figure 4.13. Working model for SGS3 granule regulation by CML38. (1) SGS3 phase
separates and localizes to cytosolic siRNA bodies under normoxic conditions. (2) Hypoxia
stress results in a low energy state that triggers translational arrest and the concomitant
accumulation of mRNA into stress granules that proliferate under this stress. SGS3
accumulates within stress granules. The core-hypoxia response protein CML38 is induced
and localizes to SGS3-associated stress granules where it directly interacts with SGS3.
(3) The cell experiences carbon starvation experienced during severe extended hypoxia
stress that leads to the induction of autophagy. SGS3 is tagged for autophagy degradation
by conjugation with ubiquitin catalyzed by an E3 ubiquitin ligase similar to SGS3
INTERACTING PROTEIN 1 (SGIP1; Liu et al, 2019; SGIP1 is further discussed in Section
5.4), and highly upregulates autophagy. (4) CML38 recruits CDC48A to stress granules.
CDC48A remodels ubiquitinylated proteins within the stress granule, including ubiquitintagged SGS3. (5) Stress granule protein complexes remodeled by CDC48A are targeted
for autophagic turnover.
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CHAPTER V.
DISCUSSION
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At the onset of low oxygen stress resulting from flooding, land plants
prioritize the expression of hypoxia responsive genes involved in adaptation. This
coordinate regulation is complex, and occurs in a spatial and temporally
regulated fashion at multiple levels including: hypoxia-responsive gene
transcriptional activation, epigenetic regulation by DNA methylation, RNA
processing/splicing and nucleocytoplasmic transport, selective mRNA translation
of hypoxia-responsive transcripts, and the suppression of translation of
unnecessary mRNA and the accumulation of cytosolic stress granules (BrancoPrice et al., 2008; Mustroph et al., 2009a; Juntawong et al., 2014; Cho et al.,
2019; Lee and Bailey-Serres, 2019) (reviewed in (Cho et al., 2021; Lee and
Bailey-Serres, 2021). Collectively, these programs coordinate the survival
response to the energy crisis and toxicity associated with low O 2 stress, as well
as prepare the plant for the restoration of an aerobic state. The data presented
here shows that autophagy is associated with long term hypoxia and the
recovery response in A. thaliana. Further, RNA stress granules and SGS3 siRNA
bodies are regulated by a CDC48-dependent granulophagy process during long
term hypoxia, and the core hypoxia calcium-sensor protein CML38 regulates this
response.
In addition, a second burst of autophagy activity is associated with the
return of oxygen. CML38, CDC48, and Ca2+ are required for this second burst of
autophagy during the reoxygenation recovery response, as well as for stress
granule disassembly. In addition, I have identified three proteins that are direct
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interaction targets for CML38: SGS3, CDC48A, and DUF581-5. Evidence is
presented that CML38 interacts with SGS3 in stress granules/SGS3 bodies
during hypoxia and mediates autophagic turnover during extreme hypoxia stress.
In addition, CML38 recruits CDC48 to granule-like structures during hypoxia.
Potential regulatory functions of the third protein, DUF581-5, remain less clear
but could participate in the energy sensing SnRK1 pathway.

5.1 Selective autophagy of stress granules and SGS3 bodies involves a
CDC48-dependent mechanism and occurs during severe extended hypoxia
Similar to responses to a wide variety of biotic and abiotic stresses (Yang
and Bassham, 2015; Marshall and Vierstra, 2018; Signorelli et al., 2019),
sustained submergence stress induces autophagy in A. thaliana and is essential
for optimal survival to this stress (Chen et al., 2015). While the need for recycling
of resources during the severe energy crisis associated with low oxygen stress is
clear, less is known regarding the specific targets and cargo subject to
autophagy during sustained hypoxia. Autophagy atg mutants over-accumulate
salicylic acid and ROS, suggesting a balancing role for autophagy in modulating
ROS signaling while preventing ROS-mediated oxidative damage (Chen et al.,
2015). A. thaliana S-nitroso-glutathione reductase is also a target for selective
autophagy during hypoxia, suggesting a potential role in NO signaling (Zhan et
al., 2018). The present work provides new evidence that stress granule RNA
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granules as well as SGS3 bodies are among the targets for selective autophagy
during extended hypoxia, suggesting an additional role in RNA homeostasis.
The regulation of RNA homeostasis by autophagy is an emerging area,
with various RNAs and ribonucleoprotein particles such as ribosomes and RNA
granules regulated by autophagy (Frankel et al., 2017). In yeast and mammalian
systems, a pathway known as “granulophagy” (Zhang et al., 2009b; Zhao et al.,
2009; Buchan et al., 2013; Frankel et al., 2017) mediates the selectivedegradation of cytosolic RNP granules, including stress granules, P-granules,
and processing bodies. A granulophagy-like mechanism has been implicated in
clearance of aberrant stress granules in ALS patients (Chitiprolu et al., 2018),
and granule autophagy is proposed to be responsible for preventing protein
aggregation associated with neuropathologies (Wolozin and Ivanov, 2019;
Zbinden et al., 2020; Hofmann et al., 2021). For example, in ALS, an abundant
protein is C9ORF72, which accumulates in stress granules. C9ORF72 is related
to guanine nucleotide exchange factor proteins, and repeat expansion of a
hexanucleotide sequence in the C9ORF72 gene results in the accumulation of
long dipeptide repeat proteins associated with ALS (Balendra and Isaacs, 2018).
C9ORF72 proteins directly interact with p62, an autophagy receptor and adaptor
protein (Lippai and Lőw, 2014). The C9ORF72/p62 complex interacts with the
stress granule localized SURVIVAL MOTOR NEURON protein (SMN), and
recruits autophagy machinery to stress granules, resulting in abnormal stress
granule turnover by autophagy (Chitiprolu et al., 2018).
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Granulophagy appears to require the action of the CDC48/VCP-p97 AAA+ATPase (Buchan et al., 2013). CDC48 is an ATP-dependent ubiquitin segregase
that recognizes and catalyzes the ATP-dependent removal of ubiquitinylated
proteins from complexes, targeting them for degradation by autophagy or the
proteasome (Ye et al., 2017). In the case of granule autophagy, the ubiquitindependent CDC48 remodeling of RNA granules appears to be essential for
autophagy (Buchan et al., 2013). This is supported by the observation that
CDC48 depletion results in increased ubiquitinylated proteins and impairs stress
granule regulation in human cell cultures (Seguin et al., 2014).
Besides RNA granule autophagy, CDC48 is essential for a variety of
pathways in the cell, with specific function determined by interactions of adaptor
or co-adaptor proteins. Over 40 adaptor proteins have been identified
(Dargemont and Ossareh-Nazari, 2012) that interact with the N- and C-terminal
domains of CDC48 (Ye et al., 2017). These adaptor proteins typically provide
specificity for the action of CDC48/VCP by interacting with specific ubiquitinated
substrates upon which the segregase works (Alberti et al., 2017). For example, in
the case of ribosome turnover, the cofactors NUCLEAR PROTEIN
LOCALIZATION PROTEIN 4 (NPL4) and UBIQUITIN FUSION DEGRADATION
PROTEIN (UFD) are essential for binding and targeting the 60s ribosome and
associated nascent polypeptides for CDC48/VCP- dependent degradation
(Defenouillère et al., 2013; Alberti et al., 2017). The CDC48/VCP-NPL4-UFD
complex remodels LISTERIN E3 UBIQUITIN PROTEIN LIGASE 1 (LTN1)
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polyubiquitinylated ribosome-associated proteins, resulting in their degradation
by selective autophagy (Defenouillère et al., 2013; Verma et al., 2013; Alberti et
al., 2017). In the case of granulophagy, less is known about the specific
molecular mechanism of granule ‘remodeling’ and how it leads to trafficking to
the autophagosome. However, the action of CDC48/VCP may promote the
interaction of autophagy cargo adaptors such as p62 or other proteins that
accumulates within mammalian stress granules, and promote binding to
ATG8e/LC3 proteins in the phagophore (Alberti et al., 2017; Chitiprolu et al.,
2018).
A granulophagy mechanism for plant RNA granule regulation has been
postulated as part of the RNA quality control process (Hafrén et al., 2018; Yoon
and Chung, 2019), but has remained experimentally unsubstantiated. A major
new finding of the present work is that long term hypoxia triggers stress granule
autophagy and that similar to mammalian and yeast systems, the AAA+ Ubiquitin
segregase CDC48 is involved. How selective autophagy of stress granules is
coordinated with RNA homeostasis during low oxygen stress remains to be
elucidated, but may represent part of a larger network of the gene expression
regulatory program associated with hypoxia. The results obtained with atg
mutants show that defective autophagy exhibits a complex effect on the levels of
hypoxia-response transcripts (Chen et al., 2015). For example, the classical
hypoxia-response transcripts that encode ADH1 and PDC1 are elevated in atg
mutants, whereas ethylene-signaling transcripts such as EIN2, ERF1, and HRE1
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are significantly lower in atg mutants (Chen et al., 2015). Based on analyses of
the transcriptome, translatome, and stress granules transcript populations
(Branco-Price et al., 2008; Mustroph et al., 2009a; Juntawong et al., 2014;
Sorenson and Bailey-Serres, 2014), the hypoxia mRNA regulatory landscape is
complex, and changes spatially and temporally depending upon the needs of the
cell and the severity and duration of the energy stress (Cho et al., 2021; Lee and
Bailey-Serres, 2021).
An interesting observation with respect to this spatial/temporal complexity
is that stress granule autophagy is mainly associated with long term, extended
hypoxia (24 hr), and is less apparent at earlier stages of hypoxia. This difference
corresponds to the time course of selective autophagy observed during
submergence stress which is prevalent during extended (24-48 hr) submergence
(Chen et al., 2015). Why would this process be induced during extended hypoxia
as opposed to earlier phases of this stress? In this regard, it is important to
recognize the differences in the A. thaliana hypoxia/flooding response between
early and late hypoxia. The induction of stress granule autophagy during long
term hypoxia, but not during early phases of this stress, may be due to the
transition from carbohydrate utilization and fermentative metabolism to boost
energy metabolism (early hypoxia) to more acute carbohydrate starvation and
the need to recycle cellular resources (late hypoxia) (Cho et al., 2021) including
stress granule aggregates. Additionally, the regulation of RNA populations and
gene expression change with the severity and duration of the stress (Lee and
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Bailey-Serres, 2021), and the degradation of stress granules may also be part of
this regulation. The finding here that stress granules are targets of hypoxiainduced autophagy argues that this is part of the larger regulatory program that
modulates mRNA homeostasis during long term hypoxia.

5.2. SGS3 body regulation during hypoxia.
The research presented here also provides new insights and connections
between siRNA bodies, stress granules, and the RNA binding protein SGS3
during hypoxia stress. SUPPRESSOR OF GENE SILENCING 3 encodes an
RNA-binding protein that, together with RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE
6 (RDR6), is necessary for the production of dsRNA precursors for secondary
siRNA production for transgene, transposable element, and viral post
transcriptional gene silencing (Peragine et al., 2004; Yoshikawa et al., 2005; Kim
et al., 2021). SGS3 localizes to cytoplasmic foci termed siRNA bodies that
contain the machinery of the RDR6 pathway (Kumakura et al., 2009; Jouannet et
al., 2012).
Interestingly, the data I present show a distinction between the SGS3
body and stress granule response to short term and long term hypoxia. The time
dependent decrease in SGS3 bodies coincides with observations that extended
submergence of A. thaliana induces the autophagy pathway, which is essential
for an optimal response to sustained anaerobic stress (Chen et al., 2015).
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The relationship between siRNA bodies and stress granules as
membraneless organelles, and the function of SGS3 in both, has been raised
both by previous work (Jouannet et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2021) as well as the
results of the present study. A role for SGS3 in the nucleation and formation of
siRNA bodies has recently come to light in the work of Kim et al (2021). SGS3
has prion-like domains that trigger the formation of liquid-liquid phase separated
condensates in vitro, and are essential for siRNA body formation and RDR6
localization to these structures in vivo (Kim et al., 2021). One interesting point to
note is the contrasting role of mRNA in phase separation for SGS3 bodies and
stress granules. SGS3 has a prion-like domain, can phase separate under nonstress conditions, and does not require free mRNA (Kim et al., 2021). In contrast,
stress granules require arrested mRNA initiation complexes in order to form
(Weber et al., 2008; Kedersha and Anderson, 2009). Despite these different roles
of mRNA in SGS3 bodies and stress granules, the redistribution of SGS3 and
siRNA bodies to stress granule aggregates occurs during stress. This was first
observed by Jouannet et al (2012) who showed that heat stress results in strong
colocalization of SGS3 with the stress granule RRM protein UBP1. In the present
work, I observe a similar behavior with SGS3 and RBP47B during hypoxia. In A.
thaliana, SGS3 shows localization to a basal level of fluorescently labeled siRNA
bodies under normoxia. However, SGS3 accumulates within stress granule-like
foci that increase during early hypoxia stress. Further, SGS3 shows strong
localization with RBP47B stress granules during submergence stress in N.
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benthamiana leaves co-transfected with both proteins. These observations
suggest that these two populations of cytoplasmic granules are linked during
abiotic stress. A functional link between SGS3/siRNA bodies and stress granules
was proposed by Jouannet et al (2012), who postulated that SGS3 bodies may
represent sites of stress granule nucleation during abiotic stress (Jouannet et al.,
2012). Both RBP47B and SGS3 have prion-like domains (Gilks et al., 2004;
Weber et al., 2008), so why do RBP47B stress granules only form during stress
when arrested mRNA accumulates, and how would preexisting SGS3
condensates promote their formation?
Insight into this question comes from observations of RRM protein
behavior in HeLa cell systems. Some RRM stress granule proteins (e.g. G3BP1)
require mRNA for phase separation, with the concentration of mRNA required for
phase separation modulated by interactions with other proteins (Yang et al.,
2020; Zbinden et al., 2020; Hofmann et al., 2021). These include the CAPRIN1
RRM motif protein common to stress granules in HeLa cells (Yang et al., 2020),
which lowers the concentration of mRNA required for G3BP phase separation in
vitro (Yang et al., 2020). Overexpression of CAPRIN1 resulted in G3BP phase
separation and stress granule formation in the absence of stress, while siRNA
reduction in CAPRIN1 increases the threshold of G3BP required for initiation of
stress granule aggregation (Yang et al., 2020). These changes in mRNA
concentration required for phase separation by a CAPRIN1-mediated mechanism
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was suggested to be due to increased multivalency for mRNA binding of the
G3BP-CAPRIN1 complex, compared to G3BP alone (Yang et al., 2020).
A similar mechanism may be behind the formation of stress granules at
SGS3 bodies. SGS3 bodies are present under non-stress conditions and do not
require free mRNA. Immediately upon stress, stress granule proteins are shuttled
out of the nucleus. Subsequent interactions between the intrinsically disordered
prion domains of SGS3 and stress granule proteins (like RBP47B) increases the
multivalency of the protein-protein complexes for mRNA, resulting in aggregation
of stress granules at the pre-formed SGS3 bodies. Interaction with SGS3 and
stress granule RRM proteins allows allowing them to sequester arrested mRNA
preinitiation complexes as translation is beginning to be arrested. This would
then help the cell to rapidly form stress granules upon translational arrest during
low oxygen stress. Examination of stress granule formation dynamics in SGS3
mutant backgrounds, such as sgs3-11 (Peragine et al., 2004), may provide a test
of this ‘SGS3-stress granule nucleation’ hypothesis.

5.3. CML38 is required for granulophagy during hypoxia.
The calcium sensor protein CML38 is one of the 49 A. thaliana core
hypoxia response genes (Mustroph et al., 2009a) that are acutely induced during
hypoxia stress and are required for an optimal response to this stress (Lokdarshi
et al., 2016). CML38 accumulates within cytosolic bodies during hypoxia that are
proposed to be stress granules based on RBP47B co-localization experiments
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and co-IP/MS analyses (Lokdarshi et al., 2016). Data presented here show that
hypoxia-induced CML38 granules are also targeted for autophagy during
extended hypoxia stress in a CDC48-dependent manner, and show similar
dynamics during hypoxia and reoxygenation as RBP47B stress granules.
However, more important from a functional perspective, the present work with
cml38 mutants shows that CML38 is required for stress granule and SGS3 body
granulophagy during hypoxia.
While a mechanism through which CML38 regulates stress granules and
SGS3 body autophagy is not yet clear, potential insight comes from work on the
homologous “regulator of gene silencing” calmodulin from Nicotiana. RgsCaM
was initially discovered in tobacco as an interaction target for the potyviral Helper
Component Proteinase, and is an endogenous suppressor of secondary siRNA
silencing (Anandalakshmi et al., 2000). Subsequent work showed that
overexpression of RgsCaM lowers the numbers of siRNA bodies as well as the
level of SGS3 protein (Li et al., 2017). This effect of RgsCaM overexpression was
suppressed by autophagy inhibitors and RNAi reduction of the expression of key
autophagy genes (Li et al., 2017). Based on these observations, RgsCaM is
proposed to suppress secondary siRNA silencing pathways by triggering
selective autophagy of components of the SGS3-RNA silencing machinery
(Nakahara et al., 2012; Li et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2019). RgsCaM mediates this
effect by binding directly to SGS3 through the domain containing EF hands 1 and
2 (Li et al., 2017). In a model suggested by Conner et al (2019), RgsCaM binds
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SGS3/siRNA bodies through this domain, and recruits them to ATG8eautophagosomes via an amino-terminal AIM domain, promoting selective
autophagy (Conner et al., 2019).
The present findings that CML38 directly interacts with SGS3, and is
necessary for SGS3 body and stress granule autophagy in hypoxic A. thaliana,
suggests that CML38 may share this RgsCaM function. In support of this
hypothesis, CML38 is indistinguishable from RgsCaM and the potyviral
suppressor protein HC-Pro in its ability to suppress silencing in the N.
benthamiana 16c line (Fig. 5.1) further suggesting a conserved function for the
RgsCaM family in PTGS and RNA granule regulation. While CML38 has
RgsCaM-like silencing suppression activity in the 16c line, it remains unresolved
whether it has a role in secondary siRNA regulation during severe hypoxia.
Analysis of the small RNA population in hypoxia-stressed A. thaliana show that
secondary siRNAs such as trans-acting siRNAs (tasiRNAs) are a minor
component compared to miRNAs (Moldovan et al., 2010). Analysis of tasiRNAs
in 24 hr hypoxic Col-0 and cml38 roots by Q-PCR analysis show little differences,
with tasiRNAs present at the limits of detection in both lines (data not shown).
Rather than regulation of RDR6-dependent siRNA pathways, SGS3 may instead
play a role as a hypoxia stress granule-associated protein, and CML38
interaction may target SGS3/stress granule bodies for autophagy under severe
low oxygen stress, either to recycle cell components, regulate RNA populations
in granules, or clear damaged cellular components.
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Figure 5.1. CML38 suppresses silencing in N. benthamiana 16C lines similar to
RgsCaM. N. benthamiana 16C leaves were transfected with A. tumefaciens, as
described in materials and methods, containing expression constructs for turnip mosaic
viral HC-Pro (positive control), A. thaliana CML38, N. tabacum RgsCaM, or empty vector
negative control (see Materials and Methods). (A) GFP fluorescence was assayed by UV
light irradiation 5 days after infiltration. (B) The histogram shows the results of Q-PCR
analysis (n=4) of GFP mRNA. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Each
replicate represents RNA isolated from three independent 1 cm diameter disks, as
described in the materials and methods, cut out at transfect sites 5 days after infiltration.
qPCR used N. benthamiana ACTIN to normalize between samples.
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Besides its interaction with SGS3, CML38 also is necessary for the action
of CDC48 in the autophagy of stress granules and siRNA bodies. This is
demonstrated by the finding that the CDC48 inhibitor blocks SGS3 body and
stress granule autophagy in Col-0 plants, while CB5083 shows no effect on these
granules in the cml38 background. The mechanism through which CDC48 and
CML38 could regulate SGS3 and stress granule autophagy is not yet clear, but
observations from previous studies and the present work provides potential
leads. The predominant isoform of CDC48 in A. thaliana, CDC48A, is a major
component identified from CML38 pulldown experiments (Lokdarshi et al., 2016),
and here I show that CDC48A directly binds to CML38 by BACTH analysis. In
addition, transient transfection experiments show that CDC48A localization does
not change significantly during hypoxia. However, upon co-transfection with
CML38 it strongly (>70% of the signal based on Mander’s co-localization
analysis) localizes to hypoxia-induced CML38 granules. Based on these
collective observations, I hypothesize that CML38 binds and localizes CDC48A
to hypoxia-induced stress granules and SGS3 bodies. In this regard, CML38 may
function similar to other CDC48/p97 adaptor/co-factor proteins that recruit this
AAA+-ATP segregase to specific subcellular structures and substrates, often as
part of a multi-protein complex (Ye et al., 2017).
Consistent with this proposed connection between the ubiquitin segregase
CDC48 and SGS3 body turnover, SGS3 is a target for ubiquitination which is
necessary for degradation by either the Ub-proteosome pathway (Liu et al.,
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2019) or autophagy (Li et al., 2017). In the case of heat stress, SGS3
ubiquitination and subsequent degradation is triggered by an E3 ligase encoded
by SUPPRESSOR OF GENE SILENCING 3-INTERACTING PROTEIN 1
(SGIP1) (Liu et al., 2019). SGIP1 catalyzes the ubiquitination of SGS3 resulting
in the accumulation of higher molecular weight forms of the protein (Liu et al.,
2019). SGS3 and SGIP1 colocalize to SGS3 bodies when co-expressed in
protoplasts (Liu et al., 2019), suggesting ubiquitinylation of SGS3 occurs in SGS3
bodies. Based on these collective observations, a model for CML38 mediated
regulation of stress granule autophagy during hypoxia is proposed in Fig. 5.2.

5.4. CML38 is required for granule maintenance during hypoxia.
In addition to regulation of stress granule autophagy, cml38 T-DNA
mutants show defective stress granule morphology. This defect is not observed
early in hypoxia but becomes more apparent during extended hypoxia with
diffuse and poorly formed stress granules becoming apparent. Disruption of
normal granulophagy homeostasis in other systems cause similar defects in
stress granule organization and structure. For example, inhibition of
granulophagy by RNAi disruption of the CDC48 ortholog VCP in HeLa cells
results in abnormal stress granule morphology and composition (Seguin et al.,
2014). Atg mutants showed a similar stress granule phenotype (Seguin et al.,
2014), and a role for CDC48/VCP remodeling in stress granule assembly as well
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Fig. 5.2. Model for stress granule and SGS3 regulation by CML38 and CDC48
during hypoxia. (1) SGS3 phase separates and localizes to cytosolic siRNA bodies
under normoxic conditions. (2) Hypoxia stress results in a low energy state that triggers
translational arrest and the concomitant accumulation of mRNA into stress granules that
proliferate under this stress. SGS3 accumulates within stress granules and potentially
assists in their formation. The core-hypoxia response protein CML38 is induced and
localizes to SGS3-associated stress granules where it directly interacts with SGS3. (3)
The cell experiences carbon starvation during severe extended hypoxia stress that leads
to the induction of autophagy. Stress granule components, including SGS3, are tagged
for autophagic degradation by conjugation with ubiquitin. In the case of SGS3, this is
catalyzed by an E3 ubiquitin ligase similar to SGS3 INTERACTING PROTEIN 1 (SGIP1;
Liu et al, 2019). (4) CML38 recruits the ubiquitin segregase CDC48A to stress granules.
(5) CDC48A remodels ubiquitinylated proteins within the stress granule, similar to the
CDC48/VCP granulophagy processes in yeast and mammalian systems. This remodeling
includes ubiquitin-tagged SGS3. (6) Stress granule protein complexes remodeled by
CDC48A are targeted for autophagic turnover, which can be blocked by autophagy
inhibitor treatments or genetic approaches.
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as clearance was proposed (Frankel et al., 2017). The observations with cml38
mutants suggest a similar function in normal stress granule homeostasis and
possibly remodeling. The fact that cml38 mutants only show defects during the
autophagy phase of hypoxia support this hypothesis.
Remodeling chaperones are critical factors to segregate stress granule
components, and mutants in protein chaperones result in altered protein
composition of stress granules (Ganassi et al., 2016; Alberti et al., 2017; Mateju
et al., 2017). Stress granules in HeLa cells with defective protein remodeling
accumulate aggregated and misfolded proteins, such as Defective Ribosome
Products (DRiPs), resulting in aberrant stress granules (Alberti et al., 2017;
Mateju et al., 2017). The HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 70 (HSP70) chaperone BAG3
is required to remove DRiPs and to then target them to the aggresome for their
degradation (Ganassi et al., 2016; Alberti et al., 2017). Stress granules in
chaperone-deficient cells are more solid and resistant to RNase treatments than
‘normal’ stress granules, suggesting that they are more similar to protein
aggregates than to an organized stress granule (Alberti et al., 2017; Mateju et al.,
2017). While the mechanism remains unclear, the accumulation of aberrant
granules in the absence of CML38 argues for an additional role in stress granule
maintenance and homeostasis. Of interest for future investigations is the
elucidation of the stress granule proteome and stress granule mRNA
transcriptome, which may provide insight into how the loss of these calcium
sensor leads to ribostasis and aberrant granules.
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5.5. Stress granule and autophagy dynamics during reoxygenation
recovery
The observation of autophagy induction during long term hypoxia is in
accordance with the submergence stress results of Chen et al (2015). However,
an unexpected finding in the present study was that a second phase of
autophagy is induced upon reoxygenation, with autophagosomes appearing and
peaking within minutes of the return of molecular oxygen, followed by gradual
disappearance as recovery proceeds.
The role of the burst in autophagy induction during reoxygenation recovery
could be critical for cellular reprogramming to meet the needs of adapting to the
restoration of respiratory conditions, as well as the new stresses the plant will
encounter after flooding. Recent work by Rodriguez et al (2020) shows that acute
and transient bursts in autophagy activity accompany abrupt changes associated
with phytohormone and immune response signaling. This rapid induction was
critical for reprograming the proteome by degrading proteins involved in adaption
to the previous cell state, and autophagy mutants that are unable to carry out
these short autophagy bursts had a decrease in their ability to acclimate to new
stress or physiological conditions (Rodriguez et al., 2020). This hypothesis would
fit with the current understanding of the dynamic first hour of reoxygenation
recovery for the plant cell. The shift from anaerobic metabolism to aerobic
metabolism results in a sharp increase in the adenylate energy charge with ATP
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levels double the hypoxic level, and mRNA translation restored to pre-hypoxic
levels (Branco-Price et al., 2008). At the same time, the return of aerobic
conditions after submergence stress is accompanied by its own set of stresses,
including the elevation of reactive oxygen species, osmotic stress, and other
adverse conditions that trigger a new set of adaptive programs to mitigate
oxidative stress (Yeung et al., 2019). The transient induction of autophagy may
be a necessary part of a reoxygenation program to re-establish aerobic
physiology, prevent oxidative and other post-hypoxia damage, to remove
damaged cellular components, as well as degrade the anaerobic polypeptides
and components that accumulate during hypoxia stress. I contend that stress
granules are among the components degraded during this reprogramming
period.
Previous work (Sorenson and Bailey-Serres, 2014) shows that
reoxygenation in hypoxia-treated A. thaliana plants triggers the disassembly of
UBP1 stress granules, and the release of client mRNA back to translating
polysomes. In the present study, RBP47B stress granules also disassemble
upon reoxygenation. However, prior to dissipation, RBP47B stress granules
show dynamic structural changes during the first hour of reoxygenation, including
fractionation of stress granules into more numerous and smaller aggregates, and
an increase in cellular motility. This behavior is consistent with previous
observations of stress granules disassembly and degradation in mammalian
systems upon stress alleviation (Protter and Parker, 2016; Alberti et al., 2017).
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Stress granules fractionation and disassembly is an ATP-dependent
process that is mediated by the combined activities of RNA helicases, HSP
chaperones, and CDC48/VCP AAA+-ATPases (Buchan et al., 2013; Walters et
al., 2015; Protter and Parker, 2016; Alberti et al., 2017). Recovery from stress
involves the fractionation of large mature stress granules by these ATP
dependent processes, releasing mRNAs back to translation, and the production
of smaller aggregates consisting of stress granule core components that are
further disassembled and cleared by autophagy (Wheeler et al., 2016). A class of
proteins termed Disassembly Engaged Proteins (DEPs), associate with stress
granules and promote their disassembly in a stepwise manner (Marmor-Kollet et
al., 2020; Hofmann et al., 2021). For example, heat stress in yeast cells results in
‘solid like’ stress granules that require HEAT SHOCK PROTEIN 104 (HSP104)
for disassembly after stress (Kroschwald et al., 2018). In contrast, yeast stress
granules induced by acidification of the yeast media results in ‘gel like’ stress
granules that dissolution upon reversing the pH change (Kroschwald et al.,
2018). Similarly, upon recovery from cold stress, yeast stress granules disappear
within minutes due to changes in phase separation behavior and granule
dissolution, rather than degradation or active disassembly of stress granules
(Hofmann et al., 2012; Hofmann et al., 2021). Overall, these observations
suggest that pathways associated with stress granule clearance varies with the
stress and physical properties of the granules.
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Interestingly, DEPs include proteins involved with the ubiquitin
proteasome as well as stress granule autophagy (Marmor-Kollet et al., 2020).
The ALS-linked protein C9ORF72, which targets stress granules for autophagic
degradation, is essential for recruitment of DEPs to stress granules for
disassembly (Marmor-Kollet et al., 2020). Mutants in SUMOylation factors that
prevent global SUMOylation also severely impair stress granule disassembly
from oxidative and heat stress (Keiten-Schmitz et al., 2020; Marmor-Kollet et al.,
2020). Ubiquitin and ubiquitin-like modifications are hypothesized to play a critical
role in mediating stress granule disassembly and degradation (Keiten-Schmitz et
al., 2020; Marmor-Kollet et al., 2020), though if this is through autophagy or the
proteasome pathways remains unresolved.
The observation that the ‘fractionation’ response is lost in cml38, atg9-4,
and Col-0 + CB5083 plants suggests that CML38 and CDC48 regulated
autophagy is required for disassembly and clearance of RBP47B stress granules.
These observations suggest an alternative pathway for disassembly of RBP47B
stress granules when autophagy, CDC48, and CML38 functions are
compromised. Experiments with the proteasome inhibitor MG132 suggests this
alternate pathway is the proteasome.
The presence of an alternative pathway may be an example of reciprocal
regulation of the autophagy and proteasome pathways, which are able to
compensate for each other to maintain cellular homeostasis in mammalian
systems (Kocaturk and Gozuacik, 2018), including the degradation of cellular
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aggregates (Minoia et al., 2014) and stress granules (Turakhiya et al., 2018).
One example of proteolytic crosstalk regulating stress granules degradation
comes from the analysis of ZFAND1, an essential protein for localizing the 26s
proteasome to stress granules in HeLa cells (Turakhiya et al., 2018). Stress
granules proteins induced by arsenite stress in HeLa cells are degraded by the
26s proteasome (Turakhiya et al., 2018). However, this pathway is lost in zfand1
mutants, and stress granules are degraded by autophagy instead (Turakhiya et
al., 2018). Similarly, Mateju et al (2017) observed two separate degradation
pathways for stress granules upon recovery from heat stress in HeLa cells. The
first pathway was favored by the cell and results in a rapid disassembly of
aberrant stress granules presumably by the proteasome, while the other was
slower and transports stress granules to the aggresome followed by degradation
by autophagy (Mateju et al., 2017). The observations presented here suggest the
predominant pathway for stress granule clearance during reoxygenation in A.
thaliana involves an autophagy mechanism that requires CML38 and CDC48,
and that a secondary response utilizes the ubiquitin-proteasome.

5.6. Calcium is necessary for the reoxygenation autophagy and stress
granule responses
A. thaliana plants with a calcium-reporter aequorin transgene show
multiple rapid luminescent transients in root cells upon reoxygenation after
extended anoxia (Sedbrook et al., 1996). These signals are blocked by the
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calcium chelator EGTA, suggesting that they represent intracellular calcium
signals associated with early reoxygenation signaling. The present study shows
that EGTA blocks both the autophagy burst as well as the early stress granule
fractionation response during early aerobic recovery, and that calcium in the
presence of the ionophore ionomycin restores these reoxygenation behaviors.
These observations suggest that calcium transients associated with
reoxygenation are required for autophagy and stress granule remodeling during
early reoxygenation. Observations with the cml38 mutant suggest that the
calcium sensor protein CML38 is necessary to transduce this calcium signal.
With respect to autophagy, while both cml38 and Col-0 plants accumulate
autophagosomes during hypoxia, cml38 plants differ from Col-0 plants and do
not show an autophagic burst response to reoxygenation, and are insensitive to
calcium and EGTA treatments during recovery. Instead, autophagosomes remain
persistent and unchanging in cml38 for several hours after the return of oxygen.
These observations suggest that loss of CML38 could lead to misregulation
during reoxygenation reprograming that results in constitutive autophagy. A
similar constitutive induction of bulk autophagy was observed in A. thaliana rns2
mutants with defective selective ribophagy (Hillwig et al., 2011; Floyd et al.,
2015).
Calcium has been previously implicated in regulating autophagy in yeast
and mammalian cell systems (Høyer-Hansen et al., 2007; Bootman et al., 2018).
For example, in HeLa cells challenged with nutrient starvation, calcium and
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calmodulin activation of the Calmodulin Dependent Kinase Kinase β (CDKKβ)
activates AMPK (the mammalian homolog of plant SnRK1) with the concomitant
repression of mTOR, allowing the induction of autophagy (Høyer-Hansen et al.,
2007; Ghislat et al., 2012; Bootman et al., 2018). Whether SnRK1 or other
downstream regulatory targets are involved in the calcium/CML38 reoxygenation
response remains a topic for future investigation (see section 5.7 below).
While autophagy induction upon reoxygenation is calcium dependent, a
fascinating observation was that the autophagy response during extended
hypoxia was not induced by application of exogenous calcium. This lack of
sensitivity to calcium during hypoxia compared to reoxygenation suggests that
the recovery autophagy burst requires additional reoxygenation signals in
addition to calcium. One candidate based on the nature of reoxygenation are
reactive oxygen species (ROS). This is a particularly tantalizing hypothesis due
to the rapid ROS burst observed upon reoxygenation recovery (Pucciariello et al.,
2012; Yeung et al., 2019). Coordination of ROS and calcium have been observed
with other stresses (salt, drought, and wounding), with an ROS wave preceding a
Ca2+ wave (Choi et al., 2016). The rapid upregulation of autophagy might be
prudently put under the control of two signaling pathways to prevent a premature
recovery response while the plant is facing a severe energy crisis during
extended hypoxia. One way to test this hypothesis would be to determine
whether exogenous H2O2 and calcium trigger the recovery response in 24 hr
hypoxic cells. Phytohormones (e.g. ethylene or abscisic acid based on their role
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in recovery (Yeung et al., 2019)), may also be regulatory components for
autophagy flux during hypoxia and reoxygenation recovery.
Calcium and EGTA experiments reveal that the stress granule
fractionation response during reoxygenation also requires CML38 and a calcium
signal. A role for calcium signaling in RNA granule dynamics and
assembly/disassembly has been investigated in only a few instances in yeast
and mammal cell systems. Calreticulin associates with stress granules in a Ca 2+
dependent manner (Carpio et al., 2010), though the importance or function of this
localization has not yet been demonstrated. The accumulation of the aberrant
ALS-associated protein C9ORF72 leads to abnormal changes in both Ca2+
homeostasis and stress granule disassembly (Nahm et al., 2020), though how or
if these two changes are connected was not further explored. In addition to stress
granule regulation, exogenous Ca2+ results in induction of processing bodies in
yeast cells, which was not observed in the presence Ca2+ chelators (Kilchert et
al., 2010). Further, mutations in yeast CALMODULIN1 (cmd1) result in a block of
this Ca2+ dependent processing body accumulation, though the molecular
mechanism responsible was not investigated (Kilchert et al., 2010).
Due to the lack of data on stress granule regulation by calcium signals, the
data presented here provide new information on calcium regulatory pathways
that could have a significant impact on the field of stress granule biology. A
model for stress granule disassembly during reoxygenation recovery is presented
in Figure 5.3. Upon return of oxygen, stress granule fractionation is triggered by a
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response that requires calcium, CML38, and CDC48. Based on observations
noted in Fig 4.11, CML38 recruits CDC48 to granules during hypoxia. What
remains unclear is how calcium binding to CML38 during reoxygenation triggers
CDC48-dependent stress granule fractionation and disassembly. Possible
scenarios could include CML38 recruitment of other regulatory co-factors or
proteins to CDC48, direct activation of CDC48 activity leading to removal or
remodeling of granule components, or other processes. Once fragmentation
occurs, mRNA is released back to polysomes for translation, and the smaller
stress granule core fragments are degraded by autophagy. In the absence of
CML38, CDC48 activity, or autophagy, stress granules are targeted for turnover
by the ubiquitin proteasome.

5.7. Other regulatory functions of CML38.
Based on analogy to calmodulin and other EF hand modulatory calcium
sensors, CML38 may have many interaction/regulatory targets. Thus, while this
study focused on CDC48 and SGS3 as direct regulatory interaction targets for
CML38, additional proteins may also be regulated by CML38. Moreover, while
the present study focuses on CML38 regulation of stress granules and
autophagy, the possible regulation of other pathways cannot be excluded. Based
on CML38 pulldown and BACTH interaction, the SnRK1 binding protein DUF5815 could represent an additional regulatory target for CML38. DUF581-5 (also
known as FTZ13) is a member of a plant-specific family of FCS C2-C2 zinc finger
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Fig. 5.3. Model for stress granule regulation by CML38 and CDC48 upon
reoxygenation recovery. (1) Under the return of aerobic conditions, stress granules are
fractionated into smaller fragments in a calcium-, CML38-, and CDC48-dependent
manner. (2) Transcripts stored in stress granules during hypoxia stress, including those
necessary for the recovery response, are released from fractionated stress granules.
Transcripts essential for the recovery response are sent to polysomes for translation. (3)
The core hypoxia response transcripts, which were heavily translated during hypoxia, are
released and are stored stress granules or are degraded. (4) Stress granule core
fragments are degraded by autophagy that is upregulated in a calcium dependent
manner during early reoxygenation as part of the reprogramming and recovery response.
(5) Inhibition of this autophagy-mediated turnover process in cml38 or atg9-4 mutant
plants, or by inhibition of CDC48, triggers an alternative pathway for stress granule
disassembly that involves the Ub-proteosome. The CML38 calcium sensor appears to be
necessary for coordinating the calcium signal that mediates these responses.
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proteins that bind to the catalytic subunits of the SnRK1 protein kinase
(Nietzsche et al., 2014). SnRK1 signaling coordinates responses to changes in
cellular energy status, and works by repressing energy consuming pathways and
redirecting resources during stress (Baena-González et al., 2008; Crepin and
Rolland, 2019).
Related to hypoxia-stress signaling, activation of SnRK1 modulates
selective core hypoxia response protein translation as well as other responses to
carbohydrate starvation during long-term hypoxia (Cho et al., 2019; Cho et al.,
2021). SnRK1 also works coordinately with Target of Rapamycin (TOR) kinase
pathways to regulate autophagy in response to abiotic stress (Signorelli et al.,
2019). DUF581 proteins are induced in response to numerous abiotic stresses,
including hypoxia (Nietzsche et al., 2014), and have been proposed to serve as
negative feedback regulators of SnRK1 signaling by binding and reducing the
levels of SnRK1 protein by an unknown mechanism (Jamsheer et al., 2018;
Crepin and Rolland, 2019). A. thaliana mutants in the SnRK1 regulatory domain
kin10, lack the ability to regulate autophagy in respond to changes in stress
stimuli, though they maintain a basal level of autophagy (Soto-Burgos and
Bassham, 2017). Similar to kin10 mutants, cml38 lacks the autophagic response
to changing stress conditions upon reoxygenation recovery. cml38 plants do not
have the autophagic burst upon reoxygenation, or the subsequent down
regulation during long term recovery. Together, the interaction of CML38 with
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DUF581-5, along with a connection to the energy sensor SnRK1, is an exciting
prospect for future research into autophagy regulation during hypoxia.

5.8. Implications for the RgsCaM family.
As noted earlier in the thesis, Nicotiana tabacum RgsCaM was the first
member of the RgsCaM family that was identified and characterized
(Anandalakshmi et al., 2000). N. tabacum RgsCaM is induced during potyvirus
infection and is an endogenous suppressor of secondary siRNA silencing
(Anandalakshmi et al., 2000) by an autophagy-based mechanism (Li et al.,
2017). It is proposed to be hijacked by plant viruses to prevent host-mediated
post-transcriptional gene silencing (Anandalakshmi et al., 2000). Phylogenetic
analysis reveals that CML38 and RgsCaM are part of a larger family of
structurally related calcium sensor proteins that are widely distributed in land
plants (Lokdarshi et al., 2016). The findings here that CML38 is critical for
hypoxia-induced stress granule autophagy, as well as the previous work with
RgsCaM, implicates a larger potential role for the RgsCaM calcium sensor family
in RNA granule regulation and autophagy. The work raises several questions that
will help guide future work on other members of the RgsCaM phylogenetic family
and whether they are involved in the regulation of RNA granules by a conserved
granulophagy-like mechanism.
First, from the perspective of submergence stress and hypoxia-adaptation,
is the induction of CML38 orthologs a common occurrence in other plant
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lineages? Recently, the expression of a CML38 homolog in tomato
(Solyc11g071740) is induced after 48 hr of flooding stress (Safavi-Rizi et al.,
2020), suggesting that RgsCaM/CML38 regulation of RNA stasis and autophagy
during hypoxia occurs in other plant systems, including flood sensitive crop
species. Thus, the induction of some RgsCaM sensors may be a common
feature of the low oxygen adaptation response.
Second, another open question is whether RNA granule/autophagy
regulation by RgsCaM-like proteins occurs as part of the response to other
abiotic and biotic stress pathways. The RgsCaM clade in A. thaliana is composed
of 4 homologs of RgsCaM, which are CML37, CML38, CML39, and CML41 that
are differentially upregulated during biotic and abiotic stress (Kilian et al., 2007;
Lokdarshi et al., 2016). With respect to biotic stress, similar to N. tabacum
RgsCaM, CML38 expression is induced by potyvirus infection (Endres et al.,
2010). This observation, as well as the finding that CML38 shares suppression of
silencing activity in 16C plants with HC-Pro and RgsCaM (Fig 5.1) suggests that
it may be a target for potyvirus suppression of silencing in A. thaliana, but this
remains unconfirmed. Interestingly, the highly conserved CML38 tandem gene
CML39 is also induced by virus infection (Yong Chung et al., 2014). CML39
shares 76% identity of the amino acid sequence to CML38, with a significant
differences in sequence at the amino-terminal region (Lokdarshi et al., 2016).
CML39 expression is induced by Tomato Golden Mosaic Virus (TGMV), a
member of the geminivirus family, and interacts with the TGMV silencing
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suppressor AL2 (Yong Chung et al., 2014). It is hypothesized that AL2 binds and
sequesters CML39 in the nucleus to prevent turnover of viral proteins (Yong
Chung et al., 2014) but this hypothesis has not been tested.
In addition to virus infection, members of the A. thaliana RgsCaM clade
are also induced by abiotic stresses besides hypoxia. For example, CML39 is
highly induced by salt and drought stress (Kilian et al., 2007). Mutants in cml39
grown on media without sucrose or in dark undergo developmental and growth
arrest, and phenotypically resemble mutants in the E3 ligase COP1 involved in
seedling development, suggesting a role in protein turnover under energy limiting
conditions (Bender et al., 2013). Of interest to RNA-regulation by the RgsCaM
family, cml39 mutants over-accumulated stress-induced transcripts, particularly
of genes involved in hormone signaling (Midhat et al., 2018). The accumulation
of these transcripts was postulated to be the result of transcriptional activation
(Midhat et al., 2018). However, an alternative hypothesis based on my
observations with cml38 mutants is that the regulation could take place at the
level of RNA ribostasis and autophagy.
Additional links to stress regulation have also been observed for CML37
and CML41. CML37 is induced by cold, salt, and drought stress (Kilian et al.,
2007; Huang et al., 2017), and cml37 mutants have reduced survival to drought,
possibly through regulating ABA accumulation (Scholz et al., 2015). CML41 is
induced by UV-B stress (Kilian et al., 2007) and by the bacterial peptide flg22 (Xu
et al., 2017). Reducing CML41 expression by RNAi resulted in increased
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susceptibility to bacterial infection (Xu et al., 2017). While the mechanistic roles
of the RgsCaM family in these stress responses are not well understood, the
prevalence of autophagy and RNA granule/ribostasis regulation during stress
provides some leads for future investigations of the RgsCaM family.
Finally, if RgsCaMs represent a family of calcium sensors that regulate
RNA granules and autophagy, what are the conserved features that confer these
properties? Further work is needed to understand the details of the
granulophagy-like mechanism, how calcium modulates RgsCaM-member activity
in the context of this selective-autophagy mechanism, and how these
mechanisms are coordinated by the common structural and biochemical
properties of the RgsCaM family.
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List of attachments.
Supplemental Movie 1. Dynamics of stress granule disassembly during hypoxia
in RBP47B-CFP plants. Representative images of RBP47B stress granule
dynamics during a 2 minute time course in 24 hr hypoxia treated plants. Video is
played at 2 frames per second with each frame representing an image taken at 5
seconds over the time course. Scale bar is 10 μm.
Supplemental Movie 2. Dynamics of stress granule disassembly during early
reoxygenation in RBP47B- CFP plants. Representative images of RBP47B stress
granule dynamics during a 2 minute time course of 24 hr hypoxia treated plants
after 1 h reoxygenation recovery. Video is played at 2 frames per second which
each frame representing an image taken at 5 seconds over the time course.
Scale bar is 10 μm. Arrowhead indicates area of Supplemental Movie 3 close-up
of stress granule disassembly.
Supplemental Movie 3. Stress granule disassembly during early reoxygenation
in RBP47B-CFP plants. Close up of the area in the Supplemental Movie S2
reoxygenation indicated by the arrowhead.
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